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ABSTRACT
HERMENEUTICS OF RESIDUE: ARCHIVAL SLIME AND QUEER LITERACY
by
PATRICK CLEMENT JAMES

Advisor: Mark McBeth
Hermeneutics of Residue: Archival Slime and Queer Literacy spans the fields of composition and rhetoric,
literacy studies, archival studies, and queer theory. Deploying unconventional archival texts such as
public graffiti, self-published zines, and underground manuals, this project explores the notion of the
queer archive and its complicated entanglements with historiography, sexual and cultural literacy, and
epistemology. In order to pursue to this line of inquiry, the dissertation takes José Esteban Muñoz’s
observation of a “vexed relationship” between queerness and evidence as an opportunity to broaden
the definition of archive, and practice what Muñoz calls a “hermeneutics of residue.” Consequently, the
manuscript endeavors to define what counts as “residue”—what counts as evidence—and what a
hermeneutical practice of reading residue might do for historiography and literacy. Drawing on the
careful interventions of scholars such as Saidiya Hartman and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, the goal is to
position the imaginative, reparative intervention within historiography as not only an ethical obligation
provoked by the limits of the archive, but also as a tool for dreaming more wildly and freely on the
temporal imbrications of queer pasts and queer futures.
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1
PROLOGUE
Slime Variations

I parted the blades above
the tunnel and saw the thin
trail of broken white across
litter, I would never have
imagined the slow passion
to that deliberate progress.
--Thom Gunn1
Thom
The epigraph for this section comes from the poem “Considering the Snail” by Thom Gunn. In the
poem, the “thin/ trail of broken white across/ litter”2 refers to a line of slime left behind by a snail as
it moves slowly through tall grass, penetrating a “wood of desire.” 3 As the snail “pushes through a
green/night,”4 one wonders what could possibly cause it to behave in such a manner. The poet writes:
“…I cannot tell/ what power is at work, drenched there/ with purpose, knowing nothing. / What is
a snail’s fury?”5 Indeed, what is this miraculous force that urges the snail onward? What is its fury?
What is its purpose? This power, which forces the snail onward, is almost inexplicable; and the reality of
the snail’s movement, as it hunts, is beyond imagination. It is beyond rational comprehension. Indeed,
knowledge of the snail depends on the empirical—the description provided by the poet. If the speaker
had never seen the snail moving, we would “never have/ imagined…” its existence—nor could we
acknowledge its “deliberate progress.”6

If the speaker had stumbled upon the scene an hour or two later, there would be nothing to indicate
the snail’s movement, nor its existence—except for the one bit of evidence: the slime—what the body
has jettisoned off in its deliberate progress. What has been left behind. What can we learn from what has
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been left behind? What can be imagined? What is the actual history, and what is the history that best
serves the snail? The researcher? This is the sole bit of evidence. The source cannot be imagined.

Abe
We met in a bar in San Francisco, in the Castro. It had a nautical theme: horny sailors drifting on the
ocean. Nobody else to fuck but each other. Moby Dick. Tattooed Queequeg and Ishmael in the
rocking bed. Harpoons and white flesh. Fish flesh. His name was Abe. He asked me if I wanted a
drink. I told him I would like a club soda. He soon returned from the bar with a glass of seltzer, a lime
wedge on the rim. We talked about his job. We talked about the shuttle busses ascending and
descending the hills. We talked about the Mission, the graffiti on Clarion Alley, the tech bubble,
money, gentrification. It was talk leading to more talk. He asked me if I wanted to leave. I said yes.
He suggested we go to his place. As we turned onto Castro Street, he said, “So I have something weird
to tell you.” I asked him what it was. He said, “I live in Harvey Milk’s apartment. The famous one,
above the storefront. This was the Castro Camera. You’ve heard of it?” And suddenly, as if appearing
on command, there it was. The glass window—now an office for the HRC. Frozen in 1978. I
remembered it from the movie Milk. “Can I see inside?” I asked. I really wanted to see inside. He
opened the door and we climbed a creaky flight of stairs to the second floor.

I thought Abe was beautiful. His skin had a golden color, lovely against his green eyes. Like emeralds
set in a precious metal. He was what I imagined a man from California to be. He fucked me in his
room, his metallic body on top of mine; and as he did this, I thought of Harvey and Scott Smith
fucking in the same room. A palimpsest of bodies, one on top of the other: Abe on top of me, me on
top of Harvey, Harvey on top of Scott. Or, perhaps a Russian doll: a body inside a body, inside a body,
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inside a body—a room inside a room. He wrote on me. I wrote on him. Harvey was shot. Scott died
of AIDS. But Abe and I continued in their absence.

Jacques
I am wrestling with Derrida. Marks made on surfaces. Snail slime across the litter. Signs that signify
disappearance. John Paul Ricco writes: “Anonymous writing exists at the limits of discourse, as selfeffacing writing and as a becoming disappeared in writing.”7 A trace—writing on the walls, graffiti,
overheard conversations, secret letters. Someone was here! I am writing on top of writing. Even now.
Because the world is a word—yes, St. Augustine was right, a text—I see that now. If I read the world
correctly, if I deconstruct the word beyond the word, I will reach the destination. I will be blessed. 8
(There is no destination, you idiot. There is no Logos). Read the word; read harder, read! read! read! Nostalgia.
Get me back. Back to before language. Bless me.

Bobbi
I am always entering a room that was once occupied but is now abandoned. Harvey was here; Harvey is
not here. Patrick is here; and now, as you read this: Patrick is not here. Who is here now? Who are you?
Who arrives at the sight of writing? Who arrives at the archive? Who remains with Abe? But let me
try another way. Abe had a room, small and messy. Harvey’s room. Our bodies, like words in
conversation, took us to a silent place. Fully present, but inarticulate. Ineffable. I came to San
Francisco to do research; my university awarded me a grant. My proposal said I wanted to research
language. I wanted to visit archives. I flew from JFK. (When I arrived in San Francisco, the first thing
I did was walk down the hill, down Castro Street, to the drugstore on the corner. I had decided, before
I came to the city, to be slutty. I wanted to abandon myself, discard myself. I craved Bersani’s jouissance.
I decided to bump up against a lot of what I am not. Because I felt it was in the spirit of my research.
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How does one learn the language of fucking if one does not do it, meaning to speak the fucking? As
Aristotle argues in Nicomachean Ethics, “For the things we have to learn before we can do them, we
learn by doing them.”9 It was, I might argue, a methodology.) First things first: I bought condoms. At
the drugstore. At the corner of 18th Street and Castro Street—the heart of the Castro. I paid for them;
I paid the extra money for a paper bag. And I walked up the street to my apartment in Duboce
Triangle. I thought nothing of it. I did it without thinking. Thoughtless, quotidian task.

Later, when I was in the archives at the UCSF Medical School, I read the journal of Bobbi Campbell.
A nurse. He was one of the first people diagnosed with AIDS (Newsweek put him on the cover, posed
with his boyfriend). And in his diary, Bobbi identifies himself on July 28th, 1983 as “Self-declared,
recognized in SF and soon in Seattle, as the Aids [sic] Poster Boy.” 10 Who would claim such a
notorious moniker?

In 1981, Bobbi Campbell put pictures of his KS lesions on the window of the Star Pharmacy in the
Castro. He wrote GAY CANCER next to them. Why would he do this? He was crowdsourcing for
information. What is happening to me? He asked his community. Gay men, Castro Clones, hovered
around the window. They stared at the images of his lesions. No answers. They gawked at his pain.
What is that? What is happening to him? What is happening to us?

Patrick
The Star Pharmacy, where Bobbi Campbell displayed his KS lesions, is now a Walgreens.
Corporatized. But still a pharmacy. It’s where I bought condoms. I did it without even knowing it was
where Bobbi Campbell displayed his lesions, his wounds. Bobbi was there; Patrick is here. Harvey was there;
Patrick is here. They are the call; I am the response. The time between us—before and after. Bobbi
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taught me—I didn’t know it was him teaching me, he didn’t know it was me he was teaching—that
HIV exists. Look at this he said. I listened. I gawked. I bought condoms. Lessons have been handed
down. I have learned how to protect myself. Not through anything I have done; not through anything
I have suffered to learn—but through someone else’s suffering. I am always walking on top of history.
History produces me; I am a fragment of a breaking phenomenon; we break. We transform into
something new. I am always writing on top of text, reading the world, so that it may lead me to silence.
Bodies on top of bodies. The palimpsest. And as much as I might scrub the surface of the text, there
will always be another word beneath it. Derrida is right; still, I wrestle with him. The word is not
enough; it will have to be enough. Despite my preoccupation with the origin of things.

Jake
I love archives. I love the way they smell. I love going through people’s stuff. Snooping. I’m just a
busybody. A gossip. Writing on the wall. Secret writing. Sometimes anonymous. For example, in the
archives at the San Francisco GLBT Historical Society, there is an anonymous diary by a man called
Jake X. It’s his “scat journal.” It describes Jake’s exploits with shit:

Saturday, June 10, 1989 – 7:15pm
To a degree, Wish Number Two came true: Karl arrived and delivered. And if it wasn’t
thick and firm, there was plenty of it. He’s a good looking guy, but not my type; almost
reminded me of a Don Mitchell. And I was not exactly his type. But he turned on to
‘BH’ and he did dump. SCAT SCORE: 8.11
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Scat. Slime. A Journal preoccupied with excess, waste. Are these the words to uncover? To look
behind, as if there is another word lurking beneath the shit, the slime, the word. But the shit is all we
have.

José
The name for this manuscript is borrowed from José Esteban Muñoz. In Cruising Utopia Muñoz writes:
“I have been making a case for a hermeneutics of residue that looks to understand the wake of
performance. What is left? What remains?”12 While Muñoz deploys a hermeneutics of residue for his
performance studies project, I am interested in a performance of a different sort: the performance that I
am trying to understand is linguistic—speech, writing, hieroglyph—any symbol making process, any
meaning making process—body language, gesture, practice. The residue is what has been abandoned.
I am talking about forgotten words. Forgotten texts, and their residue. I am like Thom Gunn peering
down at the slime sloughed off by the snail, I am looking at the white line across the litter. I am trying to
imagine the slow passion to that deliberate progress.

The study of queer historiography requires, perhaps more than any other topos, an engagement with
a hermeneutics of residue. As Muñoz demonstrates, the need for a hermeneutics of residue is
paramount in queer studies because of the historically precarious nature of queer identity, tottering
within a vast, complex matrix of various legal, clerical, and social contexts:

Queerness has an especially vexed relationship to evidence. Historically, evidence of
queerness has been used to penalize and discipline queer desires, connections, and
acts. When the historian of queer experience attempts to document a queer past, there
is often a gatekeeper, representing a straight present, who will labor to invalidate the
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historical fact of queer lives—present, past, and future. Queerness is rarely
complimented by evidence, or at least by traditional understandings of the term. The
key to queering evidence, and by that I mean the ways by which we prove queerness
and read queerness, is by suturing it to the concept of ephemera. Think of ephemera
as trace, the remains, the things that are left, hanging in the air like a rumor.13

Due to the pressures of heteronormativity, the traditional methods of historiography must be
reconsidered. Special allowances must be made—otherwise, “traditional understandings” of the term
“evidence” will limit the scope of queer history to an extent that borders on fiction. As Joan Didion
famously wrote in the opening pages of The White Album: “We tell ourselves stories in order to live.”14
This assertion applies directly—almost painfully—to queer lives. And the stories we tell ourselves
hinge exponentially on the evidence upon which we create narrative: “We interpret what we see, select
the most workable of the multiple choices,” Didion claims. “We live entirely…by the imposition of
narrative line upon disparate images, by the ‘ideas’ with which we have learned to freeze the shifting
phantasmagoria which is our actual experience.”15 If this is true, and if we are going to tell the stories
of our queer lives, then we need to rethink our ideas about what counts as evidence. And perhaps we
need to revise the narrative line we place upon the images we discover.

Survival, social respectability, the pressures of heaven and hell—these forces have traditionally
enveloped and distorted the queer figure. The hostility directed toward queerness has made for a vexed
relationship between queerness and evidence. In light of this hostility, the queer, for the better part of
history, has been in withdraw. The queer has been a snail out of sight, moving forward, away from the
light of inquiry. Indeed, the term homosexual is in truth a neologism coined by Charles Gilbert
Chaddock, only coming into medical and scientific parlance in the late nineteenth century. 16 Until then,
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one can only suppose or speculate that performances of shame attending same-sex desire constructed
lacunae around homosexual acts. Indeed, perhaps the most famous and explicit gesture toward
dismantling this silence can be found in Lord Alfred Douglas’ poem “Two Loves,” where Oscar
Wilde’s infamous lover references the “the Love that dare not speak its name.”

The phrase “the Love that dare not speak its name” operates in a highly ironic manner. With this
phrase, Douglas does not directly name the “Love” of homosexual desire. However, the use of this
circumlocution supposedly signified same sex desire to the juridical authorities at Oscar Wilde’s trial
for sodomy—a context in which “the Love that dare not speak its name” became proof of gay sex. In
this episode, the desire to not speak becomes a mechanism of signification. By not making the
nameless love explicitly about heterosexual desire, queerness is invoked. The burden of proof lies with
the lover, to make the heterosexuality of their desire explicit. Otherwise, any expression of desire that
is not explicitly heterosexual can become a piece of condemnatory evidence. Even when queers
endeavor to hide themselves, refusing to articulate desire, they are still persecuted for speaking any
word—be it a euphemism or a linguistic erasure.

Investigating the erasures and gaps within the history of queer desire will inevitably invoke one of the
messiest debates in the field of queer theory: namely the competing models of constructionism and
essentialism. This is a tedious discussion I’m reluctant to enter, mostly due to the impossibility of
proving any one side. Moreover, the texts that I will be looking at in the course of this manuscript all
exist within the temporal framework of a post-homosexual (i.e. post-nineteenth century) linguistic
field. However, they also derive their origins within a period between the taxonomic revolutions of
the nineteenth century and the post-Stonewall liberated sex practices of 1970s. Therefore, the residue
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I am exploring is one left behind in a period bookended by the naming of homosexuality, with its
attending shame, and the combustible events in which that shame was cast off.

Indeed, one could argue about the effects of shame within this dissertation. And this points to a
question that began this prologue—what is it that impels the snail onward, what is it that causes it to
withdraw beyond the epistemological frame of study? This is a difficult question to address due to the
contexts within which these subjects (these snails) were produced. To answer this question, I think it
might be interesting to think of the period under investigation (late 19th century to late 20th century)
as a temporal closet in which the homosexual is named under a specific taxonomy, while
simultaneously bard from public life. In effect, this is a period in which the closet is constructed around
the homosexual—the queer is named, created, and categorized so that they might be controlled,
punished, and eradicated. Consequently, the process of specifying and clarifying the motives of the
queer figure in retreat roams a field of analysis that may equivocate between shame and fear. As Sylvan
Tomkins clearly delineates, the difference between shame and fear is a matter of direction: “While
terror and distress hurt, they are wounds inflicted from outside…” Shame, on the other hand, is an
affect experienced as “an inner torment, a sickness of the soul.”17 Shame, like fear, is an affect that
manifests in gestures of retreat: an aversion of the eyes, the head hung low, a pulling back from
spectatorship and visibility. “The individual,” Tomkins writes, “calls a halt to looking at another
person…and to the other person looking at him.”18 The shamed subject retreats, and the physical
withdraw is provoked by an internal affect of shame. Fear on the other hand finds it source from
beyond the ego. Withdraw caused by fear is not internalized; it is provoked by an outside stimulus.

Certainly, one might argue that subjects of this dissertation were in withdraw because they were
ashamed. But it is also possible that they were afraid. The consequences and punishments inflicted on
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queer actors were ubiquitous within the period under investigation. While one may have been afraid
of the consequences of pursuing queer desire, it does not necessarily stand to reason that one would
have been ashamed of that desire. Additionally, these competing models of motivation are also
complicated by the sociological intervention of a Marxist “false consciousness” or a Gramscian
“cultural hegemony” within the subject—the subject who may, understandably, experience shame
even when there is no ethically compelling reason to be ashamed.

Clearly themes of paranoia abound within a hermeneutical framework of the closet. And Eve
Kosofsky Sedgwick’s work on affects of shame and paranoia has been most illuminating in this
regard.19 But for the purposes of this study, I will be approaching the residue of queer practice not
through the lens of shame—not with the desire to root out and identify queerness with the objective
of naming and eradicating it—but with the desire to name it, claim it, and use it as a means of subject
formation. Making this internal, affective switch within the psyche of the researcher shifts the reading
practice from one of paranoia to one of creativity—a reading practice that Sedgwick would call
“reparative.” The goal, here, in reading residue is to repair the queer, to repair the story. And like any
deconstructive hermeneutics, a hermeneutics of residue locates within the interstices of evidence,
creative possibilities for interpretation.

However, the survival tactic of obfuscation necessary for queer practice within the temporal closet
results in a strikingly creative set of linguistic maneuvers—coding, camouflaging, bricolage,
heteroglossia—among others. It is easy to overestimate one’s ability to crack such codes. Are you as
good at it as you think you are? And even if you are, how could you ever really know? Like the archive,
one’s capacity to be fooled by the queer is ever-expanding. Just like Derrida’s relationship to the Logos,
I am chasing a queer ghost. And just when I think that all his tactics have been catalogued, the code
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deciphered, a new and strange word appears, a new practice, a new language. And I am disoriented
once again. The ghost slips through my grasp, out of reach, distorted, beyond recognition.

X
I invoke here, as well, another kind of slime. The white line across the litter. I invoke, here, the slime of
backrooms, bathrooms, alleyways, bathhouses, movie theaters. Slime that shoots or dribbles or squirts.
Slime spat out. Slime swallowed, digested, and voided as excrement. Slime that dries in X’s beard,
under the hot July sun, as he makes his way out of the Meatrack. Slime, also known as: jizz, jissom,
jism, spunk, cum, spooge, load… Slow passion. Unimaginable. No name. No end. Unending. If a man
comes in the middle of the park, and nobody hears him moan, did it actually happen? The itinerant snail. Always
on the go, always leaving behind a line of white across leaves, grass, syringes, condoms, cigarette butts,
broken glass—litter. Always moving onward. Like a poor lonesome pilgrim, bound for Canaan land.

Bobbi, et al.
I invoke, as well, the slime of shit and vomit. I point to the slime of fluids and tubes and medicines
and bile. I invoke blood in vials. Blood under microscopes. Litter of cells, microbes. Empty
prescription bottles. Prescription pads. Protests banners. Protests signs. Yes, the slime of a slow
passion. Passion. As in Passion Week. As in suffering.

Patrick
And I invoke the slime of the snail. Who is this sticky, curious animal? He is hunting. He is hunting
the hunter. He parts the tall blades of grass, pulling the cool screens back. Lightly turning the pages.
Unfolding the folders. Perusing the finding aid. Reading the letters, the diaries, the datebooks.
Traipsing over the litter—the condoms, the prescription bottles, the prescription pads, the journals,
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the newspapers, the books. He is following a line of slime, even as he leaves behind his own trail of
slime. Who could imagine the deliberate progress of that slow passion?
Thom Gunn, Collected Poems (New York: FSG, 1995), 117.
Ibid, lines 14-16.
3 Ibid, line 6.
4 Ibid, line 1.
5 Ibid, lines 8-11.
6 Ibid, lines 16-18.
7 John Paul Ricco, The Logic of the Lure (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002), 28.
8 St. Augustine of Hippo, On Christian Doctrine, trans. D. W. Robertson Jr. (New York: The Liberal Arts Press, 1958)
“Thus in this mortal life, wandering from God, if we wish to return to our native country where we can be blessed we
should use this world and not enjoy it, so that the ‘invisible things’ of God ‘being understood by things that are made’
may be seen, that is, so that by means of corporal and temporal things we may comprehend the eternal and spiritual.” 1:
9-10.
9 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, trans. William David Ross (Enhanced Media Publishing, 2017), 2.1.
10 Bobbi Campbell, The Bobbi Campbell Diary, UCSF Medical School, AIDS History Project, Special Collections.
11 Jake X, The Jake X Diaries, GLBT Historical Society Archives.
12 José Esteban Muñoz, Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity (New York: New York UP, 2009), 86.
13 Ibid, 65.
14 Joan Didion, The White Album (New York: FSG, 1990), 11.
15 Ibid, 11.
16 David M Halperin, One Hundred Years of Homosexuality: And Other Essays on Greek Love (New York: Routledge, 1990), 15.
17 Silvan Tomkins, Shame and its Sisters: Sylvan Tomkins Reader, ed. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick and Adam Frank (Durham:
Duke UP, 1995), 133.
18 Ibid, 134.
19 Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Touching Feeling: Affect, Pedagogy, Performativity (Durham, Duke UP, 2003); and The Epistemology
of the Closet (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990).
1
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CHAPTER 1
Research Objective and Methodology
My researches were stimulating but solitary—Alison Bechdel
1. Thesis Statement
Deploying Muñoz’s notion of a “hermeneutics of residue,” the dissertation analyzes three genres of
queer ephemera with the aim of analyzing multi-modal public, private, (and imagined?) queer literacies.
Drawing on the work of Deborah Brandt, the goal of the dissertation is, ultimately, to show how
archival and literary materials might enact a sponsorship into queer discourse, a process I am
provisionally calling queer sponsorship. However, due to queerness’ “vexed” relationship to evidence and
the archive, queer sponsorship relies on the work of the imagination to read creatively, a practice the
scholar Saidiya Hartman has named “critical fabulation.” 1 Through this heuristic, one is able to
imagine possibilities for what lies between material objects (signifiers) and the subjects ( signified) they
point to. Essentially, this project aims to investigate and theorize on the archive, proposing a
methodology for what James C. Scott calls “the Hidden Transcript,”2 in order to develop literacy for
a discourse community that has traditionally tried to obfuscate itself. Indeed, part of what
differentiates the hidden transcript from official discourse is that it is hidden.

In short, this project uses the archive—real, objective/imaginary and subjective—as a literacy sponsor.
The task is one of learning to speak a language that has been lost. It has been lost on purpose. It does
not want to be known in any public way. It wants to be known in a private way. And in that sense, I
am betraying this discourse if only out of love for it.
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A) Residue
I want residue. I want to practice a hermeneutics of residue. Perhaps it would be good to begin with a gloss
on residue, and the implications of that word. According to the OED, the primary definition is “The
remainder, the rest; that which is left.” 3 To practice a hermeneutics of residue is to practice an
interpretive inquiry into the things that remain. Embedded within this practice is the understanding
and acceptance that something has abandoned the premises. Something has left me behind. Something
has left something behind. As a researcher of residue, I reject the marching orders of heteronormativity,
and by default, reject the injunctions of what Elizabeth Freeman has called “chronormativity,” a
“mode of implantation, a technique by which institutional forces come to seem like somatic facts.”4 I
am lingering. I remain with these smears, these tracks, these forensic fragments. Like any scholar in
the archive, I queerly turn like Lot’s wife from the temporal demands of culture, society, politics. I
would rather remain with the ghosts. With the substance of fugitives, the substance of pilgrims.

What is this fugitive substance? Who is the snail? It has moved on, beyond the frame of the
hermeneutical practice, beyond the epistemological wall of time. I can only give my attention to that
which remains. I am looking only at slime. Just slime. My turning and remaining are gestures rooted
in a queer pleasure. I am, like Freeman’s reading of the artist Nguyen Tan Hoang, hovering “over a
scene of plenitude [I have not witnessed] directly, a time that [I] never experienced but nevertheless
clearly [mourn] for.”5 Certainly my attachments and fetishizing of certain objects, imbuing them with
an erotic/grieving emotional charge, emerges from my sense of loss—I am a “simultaneously
mourning and lusting spectator, who seems to want to have sex with history.” 6 The residue I
encounter “proffers a productive disbelief in the referential object, a disbelief strong enough to produce
some kind of pseudo-encounter” with the dead.7 In the same way that language linguistically plays
with absence and presence—the dance between the signified and the signifier—archival residue
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produces a similar magic trick. Here, but not here. Here, because it’s as close as I can get. Here, though
it’s nowhere near enough. I’ll take it.

To a certain degree, the notion of residue might be applied to all archival materials. They are what gets
left behind with history’s forward march. But residue is different in that it is less consolidated, less
well preserved. Residue remains even after one has tried to white-wash history. Muñoz has suggested
another word that might work equally, ephemera: a “trace, the remains, the things that are left, hanging
in the air like a rumour.”8 It is what cannot be silenced or hidden. As such, residue expands the limits
of the archive beyond traditional institutional zones. Where the archive clearly contains objects in their
folders and boxes, residue washes beyond these surfaces and onto less contained and less protected
sites of inquiry. Residue can be conceptual—a word, a gesture, a practice. Residue can even tinge
certain archival objects, where within them one might be able to glean a previous discourse within the
discourse presented.

B) The Wound, the Repair
My hermeneutical practice requires me to negotiate loss. It requires me to acknowledge that full
knowledge of the subject has to be forfeited. It is not possible. All one has are material scraps—blunt,
unresponsive, and indifferent to my desires and needs: reading material, lying in the wake of history.
There is a limit to the archival episteme. The edge of knowledge. The border between what can and
cannot be known. It may have been this, or it may have been that. Keep looking, as if something will arrive,
reveal itself, appear. One feels like Penelope, stranded on Ithaca, scanning the horizon of the Ionian
Sea. When will my husband return? A Parousia—white light blurring the edge of darkness. Like the ocean,
the archive can be cruel. It can be greedy, and it will swallow up one’s most enduring love.
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As a matter of course, there is a certain level of suspicion and paranoia attending readings of the
archive. A paranoia that, according to Paul Ricoeur, attends all language practices. Taking up Freud’s
Traumdeutung, Ricoeur notes the deprivation inherent to acts of interpretation:

“…language itself is from the outset and for the most part distorted: it means
something other than what it says, it has a double meaning, it is equivocal. The dream
and its analogues are thus set within a region of language that presents itself as the
locus of complex signification where another meaning is both given and hidden in an
immediate meaning.”9

If one takes Ricoeur’s description of Freudian method at face value, then one must concede that, like
all linguistic exercises within a deconstructive analytic, any reading of the archive is fraught with
paranoia—language withholds as it reveals. The archive says this, but could it really mean that? Analysis
that does not take into account the “double meaning,” must be, on some level, impoverished. Similar
to Freud’s model of the unconscious, the archive resists revelation. And this paranoia is compounded
by the gaps and holes within the queer archive, the unconsummated dimensions it proffers. And, as
Sedgwick notes, a hermeneutic of suspicion “is characterized by placing, in practice, an extraordinary
stress on the efficacy of knowledge per se—knowledge in the form of exposure.”10 Revelation of new
materials may sustain a researcher indefinitely, but this process provokes a cycle of scarcity—the
question of whether or not more material will be revealed, more knowledge uncovered. And even if
one did have all materials possible, the temporality of these objects automatically circumscribes them
within some kind of epistemological limit—the “double” language of interpretation is compounded
by the materiality of the archive’s symbolic currencies. There will always be something missing from
the archive—new discoveries surface every day. And, more definitively, there is no guarantee for the
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consummation of any knowledge on the past. All we can know for certain is what we don’t know. Indeed,
this axiom is exemplary within a paranoid reading practice.

However, despite these limits, I’d like to suggest that the imbrication of a hermeneutics of residue
with a hermeneutics of suspicion makes for an unproductive critical method. For, as Sedgwick points
out, a suspicious hermeneutical practice ultimately has “an unintentionally stultifying side effect”
through “[making] it less rather than more possible to unpack the local contingent relations between
any given piece of knowledge and its narrative/epistemological entailments for the seeker, knower, or
teller.”11 A hermeneutics of suspicion is ultimately inept, at least for my project’s purposes—it cannot
support a thorough inquiry into the past, especially in the writing of queer historiography. This is
partly due to the ontological incompleteness of residue—its unofficial capacities, its refusal of
protection and privileging within the hegemonic boundaries of institutions; its fluidity, its ability to
wash over gesture, speech, surface; its frustrating recalcitrance. But, moreover, a hermeneutic of
residue is disserved by a suspicious hermeneutics due to the limits imposed by both the archive and a
paranoid heuristic.

How depressing. Everything endlessly deferred. And yet, this is nothing new within the economy of any
deconstructive reading practice. But, as Derrida has promised, “There is not a single signified that
escapes, even if recaptured, the play of signifying references that constitute language.”12 There is some
wiggle room here, even if acknowledging this cleavage requires a concession of authority. Maybe,
instead of despairing, the sobering rigidity of archival materials might serve as a license for a more
nourishing method of inquiry. As Gayatri Spivak has suggested, perhaps the cleavages and
disappointments guaranteed by deconstruction can be a means of infusing a hermeneutics of residue
with a certain creative joy:
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…if the assumption of responsibility for one’s discourse leads to the conclusion that
all conclusions are genuinely provisional and therefore inconclusive, that all origins are
similarly unoriginal, that responsibility itself must cohabit with frivolity, this need not
be cause for gloom.13

In acknowledging the limits of the archive, Saidiya Hartman, a historiographer and theorist of West
African Slave narratives, has written: “The archive is, in this sense, a death sentence, a tomb, a display
of the violated body, an inventory of property, a medical treatise on gonorrhea, a few lines about a
whore’s life, an asterisk in the grand narrative of history.” 14 She concedes that there is something
frustratingly banal about archive materials. The record; it feels incomplete. How does one fill in the
gaps? How does one begin to construct a narrative of history when the objects of study are missing,
fugitive, and recalcitrant? How can I write a narrative of queer history when the subjects of study
refuse to present themselves, speak for themselves; or, more consistently and egregiously, have been
silenced? And, perhaps most saliently, “How can a narrative embody life in words and at the same
time respect what we cannot know?”15 The remaining (residual) objects of study point to an unknown
potentiality of knowledge that can never be realized, never acquired. To make this concession
regarding the archives ontological deficiencies is to frame the archive within a hermeneutics of lack,
of deprivation.

And yet…deprivations invoke the imagination, spurred on by the logos’ trajectory out of the episteme,
beyond the possibility of being read, interpreted, understood. I am pursuing an obscene logos: logos
relegated to the wings of history, offstage. This is not a hard science. But Hartman’s work in
historiography is significantly useful in this respect. For the purposes of her own engagement with the
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archive, she has developed a useful heuristic for these ethically murky waters. She calls is “critical
fabulation.” Here is her definition of critical fabulation, in her own words:
The intention here isn’t anything as miraculous as recovering the lives of the enslaved
or redeeming the dead, but rather laboring to paint as full a picture of the lives of the
captives as possible. This double gesture can be described as straining against the limits
of the archive to write a cultural history of the captive, and, at the same time, enacting
the impossibility of representing the lives of the captives precisely through the process
of narration.16
Critical fabulation makes no claim to a definitive reading of residue—and in this sense, the practice
opens up the field of historical inquiry to the destabilizing forces of Derrida’s difference.17 The archive
affords infinite readings. Knowledge of the past cannot be known definitely (in a finite manner), it can
only be pluralized, specified, and elaborated. The archive, then, becomes both a tomb and a door. It
is evidence cursed with an “impossibility of representing;” and yet, at the same time, the failure of the
archive is an invitation to the imagination—a gesture that both enacts the sobering, tragic wall of
epistemology, while simultaneously imploring the imagination to “paint as full a picture of the
lives…as possible.”

I often think of the archive, conceptually, as something of a performative utterance—it makes history,
as it describes it. Or as Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick aptly describes performativity in her introduction to
her essay collection, Touching Feeling, “Austinian performativity is about how language constructs or
affects reality rather than merely describing it.”18 The archive narrates history. It also constitutes it.
But the queer archive, as a material and lexical unit, is frustratingly redacted. As Cheryl Glenn
concedes, “Much of the past is, of course, irrevocably silenced: gestures, conversations and original
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manuscripts can never be recaptured.”19 There are gaps in the record—holes, pages ripped out. And
so, the reality the archive creates through its language practice is considerably destabilized, lacking an
essential coherence. The past is merely an exercise in language; and “that language itself can be
productive of reality is a primary ground of antiessentialist inquiry.” 20 The performative dimensions
of language, signs, and symbols open one up to the possibility that nothing is essential about the past. 21
Like most objects of study in post-modernism, the past, too, requires clarification. The past is illusive.
There is nothing positivist when it comes to studying history. One cannot arrive at the past. One can
only approach it.

I point to Hartman’s methodology of critical fabulation in order to make peace with the
epistemological limit imposed on this research project, while at the same time repairing the violence
done to subjects entombed there within. And in this sense, critical fabulation—and by extension, a
hermeneutics of residue—is a method of analysis that Sedgwick might call a reparative reading
practice, standing outside of Ricoeur’s hermeneutics of suspicion. According to Ricoeur’s analysis,
Freud, Marx, and Nietzsche turned language against itself, formulating it as beguiled and distorted, in
need of clarification and explanation. This approach to textual analysis, throughout the twentieth
century, has become the methodology de rigueur of critical theory.22 And this strict “injunction” might
be even more emphatically invoked within contemporary historicist projects due to the compactions
embedded within the contingencies between narrative, record, and evidence.

In contrast, queer critical fabulation, like Sedgwick’s reparative reading practice, is oriented by
“pleasure” and “amelioration.”23 To a certain degree, it embraces fiction in the pursuit of a certain
affective state within relation to residue. Critical fabulation answers the “desire of reparative impulse,”
and is “additive and accretive.”24 And “its fear, a realistic one, is that the culture surrounding it is
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inadequate or inimical to its nurture.”25 Critical fabulation, by its definition, does not try to defy the
limits of the archive; indeed, it accepts them and metabolizes them. It does not write the history; it
writes a history. A possibility. This is how it might have been. This method does not pretend to define
history; and, standing in league with the reparative practices Sedgwick proposed in Touching Feeling, it
does not “entail a denial of the reality or gravity,”26 of possible alternative narratives.

C) Apologia: Univocal Words, Equivocal Symbols
Some clarification is warranted. The dynamics under analysis within the work of Sedgwick and Ricoeur
are rooted in an epistemological dance between symbol and meaning. For Ricoeur, a symbol is not
the same as a univocal word. For Ricoeur, a symbol must be equivocal; it requires that a choice must
be made, and thus the act of “interpretation has to do with a more complicated intentional structure:
a first meaning is set up which intends something, but this object in turn refers to something else
which is intended only through the first object.”27 To critique the archive as a text under constant,
paranoid analysis is to suggest that the archive is a catalogue of equivocal symbols. Admittedly, the
cogency of this claim is dubious. Certainly, some archival materials are univocal. Objects? Ledgers?
Balances? Reports?

But the language under analysis within a hermeneutics of residue is highly symbolic and highly coded.
I am working with a means of communication with an entrenched “vexed relationship” to evidence
and legibility. The vexed relationship between queer exercises and textual production induces a writing
practice rooted in disguise, camouflage, and secrecy. That being said, I believe that the queer, residual
archive—the archive of coded words, phrases, and symbols—is vulnerable and conducive to both a
hermeneutics of suspicion and a reparative reading practice.
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D) The Hidden Transcript
My purposes for undertaking this project have been selfish. I am trying to get to the past. I am trying
to access a language that has been abandoned; I am trying to understand how my own language and
subjectivity have been engendered, contoured, and sponsored by an unconscious past, constructed by
language and the imaginative possibilities therein. I am interested in the process by which a
minoritizing view of sexuality signifies itself, within its own community, while remaining in the closet
to any possible interlocutors. While the closet has been formulated as a mechanism of oppression, I
remain interested in the closet as space for resistance, space for freedom. A cloistered monastery or
convent, with certain acolytes and novitiates. As Hartman writes about her own identity’s past, “This
writing is personal because this history has engendered me.”28 I want to collect myself, the fragments
of history that have created, through a process of accretion, the palimpsest that constitutes my
subjectivity. I want to be put together, assembled.

The anthropologist and sociologist James C. Scott has developed a theoretical framework useful for
my own interrogation. In his book Domination and the Arts of Resistance: The Hidden Transcript, he outlines
the differences between what he calls the Public Transcript and the Hidden Transcript. For Scott, the
Public Transcript is “a shorthand way of describing the open interaction between those who
subordinate and those who dominate.” 29 It is an issue of language—the discourse of politeness,
deference, pater familia, and crowd control. While it seems like common sense, it certainly doesn’t hurt
to make such assumptions explicit: certain groups facing subordination are required, out of necessity,
to develop strategies, linguistically, to manage their position as a subordinated group. 30 Or as Scott
puts it: “…one of the key survival skills of subordinate groups has been impression management in
power-laden situations.”31 There are, as one would imagine several tactics for developing the Public
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Transcript—obfuscation, coding, silence, and certain management plans of privacy within the public
sphere.

In contrast, Scott cites the Hidden Transcript as a mechanism for certain forms of resistance otherwise
unacknowledged, or inaccessible, to dominant groups. To pursue this mechanism, one must first
acknowledge that “…the public transcript is not the whole story.”32 What powerholders see is not
necessarily the reality of politics, affect, or subordination. Beyond the Public Transcript there exists a
Hidden Transcript, “a discourse that takes place ‘offstage,’ beyond direct observation by
powerholders.”33 This is the discourse of subordinate groups, among themselves, in which certain
discrepancies between the Public Transcript and the reality of their subjectivities takes shape. Servant’s
gossip. It is the “offstage speeches, gestures, and practices that confirm, contradict, or inflect what
appears in the public transcript.”34 Away from the presence of power, subordinate groups are free to
actually speak “truth to power.” And it is within this realm of the hidden transcript that political
fomentation might begin to take shape.

I am interested in taking Scott’s theories and applying them to the discourses of historical queer
culture, especially those cultures that proliferated within the framework of the “Homosexual” (post
late 19th Century, but before the liberations of post-Stonewall). While this methodology is productive,
it is also problematical in several ways, ways that I would like to outline here.

1) The dominant question of queer theory throughout the late twentieth-century
unsettles the model of the Public/Hidden transcript in that to apply Scott’s
hermeneutics to queer identity requires, to a certain degree, an embrace of a
minoritizing paradigm of queer sexuality. As landmark works of queer theory have
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highlighted, the incoherence and instability generated by debates on a minoritizing vs.
a universalizing understanding of queer sexuality have brought into question the
underlying relationship between sexual acts and sexual identity. Where a universalizing
view understands queer desire as a construct of modern bourgeoisie discourse, 35 a
minoritizing view recognizes an inherent, essential identity within the queer figure.
Sedgwick argued, quite elegantly in her monograph Epistemology of the Closet, that “the
major nodes of thought and knowledge in twentieth-century Western culture as a
whole are structured—indeed, fractured—by a chronic, now endemic crisis of
homo/heterosexual definition….”36

The crisis lay in the incoherence and instability of the minoritizing and universalizing
definitions at odds with each other. There are several reasons for advancing and
critiquing both models; the rhetorical force of each viewpoint is difficult to ignore.
Even someone as a perceptive and intelligent as Sedgwick could not disentangle the
two contrasting models of sexuality from one another, and instead she chose merely
to read their incoherencies and instabilities without offering a solution to the
theoretical conundrum they presented and continue to present. 37

However, for my purposes, to apply a hermeneutic of residue to the Hidden Transcript
of queer people throughout the 20 th century requires an embrace of the minoritizing
viewpoint in that it locates within queerness an essential identity, one that has been
subjugated by the forces of heteronormative and homophobic culture.
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2) Due to what Sedgwick names as the “epistemology of the closet,” a hermeneutic of
the Hidden Transcript is difficult to apply to queer discourse, because the closet makes
certain interactions of subordination and domination difficult to parse. Certainly, the
lines between who dominates and who is subordinated are much easier to delineate in
matters of race and colonialism, as compared to the more fraught readings of
queer/straight identity occurring in pre-and post-Stonewall American culture.
Different performances of sexual identity within the public sphere make signification
and the reading of bodies a more difficult practice in terms of subordination.
Therefore, the language practices of closeted queer people (not to mention their sexual
practices) make the power relations between gay and straight figures one of constantly
shifting exercises in power. Foucault’s formulation of knowledge and power is key to
understanding this deployment of power within the Public Transcript of queer culture.
And, as Sedgwick points out, the notion of “coming out” is one of continual disclosure
and identity formation.38 A new closet forms with each new encounter a queer person
has; consequently an opportunity for subjugation is wagered each time a queer person
chooses to break down that door of the newly structured closet.

3) By embracing a minoritizing view of sexuality, a question surfaces as to how (and
the ethical implications of even trying) to equate sexual identity with ethnic/racial
identity. In truth, I do not find it precise to equate the subordinated position of slaves
and colonized subjects with the relative freedom of queer subjects, especially ones
racialized as white and gendered as male. For queerness is a kind of identity that, while
coherent within the psychology of the modern queer figure, still nonetheless must be
tautologically inscribed within the public sphere (see the footnote on Sedgwick above).
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In other words, the queer white male possesses an agency that the racialized
subordinate does not. He names his subordination by making explicit what otherwise
might be an open secret. I do not point this out to say that queer figures, especially
ones who are white and male, decide to be subordinated. Instead, I am trying to be
precise about the dynamics that surround such power relations within a hermeneutic
of the Hidden Transcript.

These qualifications aside, I do think that an investigation of the Queer Hidden Transcript is essential,
in that it points the way to a hidden discourse, one that, through the explosive events of Stonewall
and the AIDS epidemic, are currently under erasure. I believe the full effect of this point can only be
understood upon close evaluation of the residue I wish to explore. As the imperatives of the closet (a
survival tactic and social pressure for some, an erogenous zone for others) slowly erode in the wake
of recent cultural shifts, the force of queer subordination might be lessened, and thus the need for a
hidden transcript may decline. As the language of the hidden transcript falls out of parlance, ossifying
into a dead and alien language, one wonders at the lost possibilities—the necessity of this language to
practicing a hermeneutics of residue. How does one begin to do research, to form alternative
subjectivities through literacy? If one does not possess the language, nor the dictionary for that
language, how can one read documents within the archive proper (and improper) that utilize such a
language?

The hiddenness of the hidden transcript, as far as it is applied to queer discourse speaks to a separatist
bent in queer discourse. The reasons are variegated and perhaps mysterious: survival, eroticism,
freedom, snobbery…
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E) Interjection: Siren Song in a Minor Key
In his book Homos, Leo Bersani develops the notion of the anti-communal as a means of
contradistinction for an ontology that resists politics, sociality, legibility, and usefulness. In this
monograph, he famously asks his reader, “Should a homosexual be a good citizen?” 39 This provocative
question serves as an attack on the respectability politics at play within American discourse, especially
as applied to the homosexual. And in his book, Bersani tracks the effects of what he calls “gay
presence” as a rhetorical move made by queers in the pursuit of political power. Indeed, the emergence
of queers within political discourse has resulted in a surprising paradox. As Bersani articulates it: “many
of the most articulate members of an oppressed community have defined the acceptance of that
community’s visibility as an acknowledgement of its invisibility.”40 As gay men and women have made
themselves more “visible” in the public sphere, their presence becomes indexed by their invisibility.
The notion that “We are everywhere,” is a hallmark of this rhetoric, suggesting that queer people are
no different than their straight counterparts. As queer presence assimilates into mainstream discourse
and culture, it loses its radical potency, becoming a diluted version of itself that eventually fades into
the background of heteronormativity—and, perhaps more disturbingly, participates in the fascist
rigidity of that heteronormativity.

“Gay Presence,” is ultimately a rhetorical move on the part of queers in the pursuit of political power.
Bersani’s critique shows how “gay presence,” denies the inherent, essential identity of the queer—an
ontology rooted in an “identity of sameness;”41 moreover, his argument differentiates queer identity
from the productive sociality of heteronormativity. He writes:

In other words, there is a “we.” But in our anxiety to convince straight society that we
are only some malevolent invention and that we can be, like you, good soldiers, good
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parents, and good citizens, we seem bent on suicide. By erasing our identity we do
little more than reconfirm its inferior position within a homophobic system of
differences.42

Bersani’s observation of the palatability of queer politics describes a regime of normalcy, a scrubbing
clean of queer culture until it mimics the kosher mechanics of heterosexuality. It is a de-sexualized
homosexual condition.

As Michael Warner writes in The Trouble with Normal: Sex, Politics, and the Ethics of Queer Life, much of
this dynamic is wrapped up in nuanced exercises in shame. Locating within cultural attitudes about
sex an inherent shamefulness, Warner asks: “what will we do with our shame?” The answer he finds
in the regime of the normal is to “pin it on someone else.” 43 This observation, beyond the astute
psychological implications it affords, is a point about politics, and how the politics of sexual identities
traffics in exercises in shame. As Warner points out,

Although nearly everyone can be easily embarrassed about sex, some people stand at
greater risk than others. They might be stigmatized as deviants or criminals. They
might even be impeached. More commonly, they might simply be rendered
inarticulate, or frustrated, since shame makes some pleasures tacitly inadmissible,
unthinkable. They might find themselves burdened by furtiveness, or by extraordinary
needs for disclosure, or by such a fundamental need to wrench free from the obvious
that the idea of an alternative is only the dim anticipation of an unformed wish.44
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Shame has played a dramatic role in queer politics. And the most efficacious move of queer politics
has been to cast off shame by “[getting] rid of sex.”

45

By pretending, through Bersani’s “queer

presence,” that gays are “just like you and me,” that queer identity does not necessarily result in queer
sex, queer politics has erased the stickier, more specific aspects of queer cultural practice: namely sex.

Lee Edelman developed the logics of the anti-communal queer to the extreme in his own polemical
monograph, No Future: Queer Theory and the Death Drive, where he argued against the body politic, as
expressed through reproductive futurism:

The child remains the perpetual horizon of every acknowledged politics, the
fantasmatic beneficiary of every political intervention. Even proponents of abortion
rights, while promoting the freedom of women to control their own bodies through
reproductive choice, recurrently frame their political struggle, mirroring their antiabortion foes, as a “fight for our children—for our daughters and our songs,” and thus
as a fight for the future. What, in that case, would it signify not to be “fighting for the
children”? How could one take the other “side,” when taking any side at all necessarily
constrains one to take the side of, by virtue of taking a side within, a political order that
returns to the Child as the image of the future it intends? Impossibly, against all reason,
my project stakes its claim to the very space that “politics” makes unthinkable: the
space outside the framework within which politics as we know it appears and so
outside the conflict of visions that share as their presupposition that the body politic
must survive.” 46
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In Edelman’s hands, the queer figure shimmers as an angel of death. I am reminded of Satan in the
garden of Eden, proposing a course of action that, otherwise, is unthinkable to Adam and Eve. It is a
model of the queer that refuses to be used, to play along—perhaps it, ultimately, just wants to be left
alone: “outside the framework within which politics as we know it appears.”

It is easy to mischaracterize Edelman’s theoretical proposition as a kind of radical, vicious misopedia.
With his model, one thinks of the queer as the witch in Hansel and Gretel, lurking in a gingerbread
house somewhere, out there, in the deep dark forest. The image makes me laugh; and something about
it does resonate on the level of camp. But it is more useful to understand Edelman’s critique within the
structural framework of the Symbolic. The queer can never escape the realm of the Symbolic, nor can
the queer inhabit a politics outside of sociality. (In this sense, I think it worthwhile to note that the
term anti-social queer theory is something of a misnomer). However, within the Symbolic, the queer can
stand as an index for the death drive, an adversary to the utopian futures demanded by a regime of
the normal. As Edelman points out:

Not that we are, or ever could be, outside the Symbolic ourselves; but we can
nonetheless make the choice to accede to our cultural production as figures—within
the dominant logic of narrative, within Symbolic reality—for the dismantling of such a
logic and thus for the death drive it harbors within.47

I find, in general, the anti-social thesis within queer theory to be something of a pebble in one’s shoe.
It is the uncomfortable realm that the queer inhabits. It is a refusal to play along, to be nice, to be
domesticated, usurped, utilized, and deployed on the behalf of any political regime.
_________
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I feel a certain level of discomfort at such propositions—and perhaps this has to do with my own
sense of shame with sex, at being a sexual being: dirty, sloppy, compromised. But I gloss these theories
here because I believe that to consider these ideas, and to consider a life outside of the body politic,
also points to a grand adventure. A world of strangers and shadows, a chimerical land like Brigadoon,
beyond the performances of politics, sociality, politeness. I am trying to describe a specific fantasy I
have.
__________
Despite the criticisms of Bersani, Edelman, and Warner, the political accomplishments of “gay
presence” and a regime of normal have been astounding. I write this fifteen to twenty years after
Bersani, Warner, and Edelman first made their claims. This summer, the summer of 2019, marks the
50th anniversary of the Stonewall riots. From the present perspective, it is remarkable to think of the
social, political, and cultural shifts that have occurred within the fifty years between the Stonewall riots
and now. In 1961, every state in the U.S. had sodomy laws on the books. 48 It was only in 2003 the
U.S. Supreme Court deemed all sodomy laws unconstitutional (Lawrence vs. Texas). And, gay
marriage became the law of the land in 2015 (Obergefell v. Hodges). In other words, the mainstream
cultural stance on gay sexuality has undergone a swift, ideological shift. Indeed, according to a survey
done by the Pew Research Center, “an overwhelming share of America’s lesbian, gay, bisexual, and
transgender adults (92%) say society has become more accepting of them in the past decade and an
equal number expect it to grow even more accepting in the decade ahead.”49

As someone writing from a millennial perspective, I personally find it easy to forget the legal, social,
and religious pressure to remain in the closet. The closeted episteme is an odd perspective, a position
very different from my own cultural context. For my entire adult life, queerness has offered an
alternative subjectivity to heteronormativity. This is not true for all people; from a global perspective,
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I am very privileged. However, my personal cultural context has provided avenues for subject
formation that were long denied to queers of other generations. I am curious. What was it like to live,
speak, think, and have sex in a world so hostile to queerness?

There is a rich symbolic currency circulating beneath the surface of historical heteronormative
discourse—a hidden transcript for queer sexuality. Much of this dissertation is devoted to exploring
and analyzing that hidden transcript. For some, this is no surprise. They may be deeply acquainted
with these literacies. However, the emergence of “gay presence” within the public sphere has made
the function of certain queer literacies—subversive and covert—unnecessary. For some this is no
great loss.

For others, it is a very great loss.

I am fascinated by queer withdraw, especially withdraw before and after the events at Stonewall.
Perhaps it is because so much of my subjectivity was formed during the politically dire events of the
AIDS epidemic; and I came of age during the perestroika of turn-of-the-20th-century American
culture. By this time, queer discourse within mainstream media had become commonplace. TV shows
like Will & Grace, Friends, Mad About You, Roseanne, Queer as Folk, The L Word, and blockbuster films
such as The Birdcage, Mrs. Doubtfire, In and Out, and Philadelphia made the presence of queer culture more
easily accessible. Like most social and political movements, the “Gay presence,” cannot be understood
as a clean binary of before and after (thus, why I have chosen to use the term perestroika to describe
this shift). Little by little, the realities of gay culture have become known and articulated within
mainstream culture.
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The steady drip of post-Stonewall revolution has turned into a torrent. Just turn on the TV, and one
will find Stephen Colbert interviewing RuPaul; one has a sense of the “acceptability” of gay culture
within heteronormative discourse. Even today, as I write this, Mayor Pete Buttigieg is running for
President of the United States. The fact that an openly gay candidate is in the race is hardly
revolutionary. Think of Eileen Myles’ tongue-in-cheek bid for office in the early 90s. But no. Mayor
Pete is not the same as the radical Myles. He is a moderate candidate, offering a middle-of-the-road
option for voters, somewhere in the vast field between the competing ideologies of Donald Trump
and Bernie Sanders. That a gay man can run for president as a reasonable, soporifically non-radical
candidate would probably puzzle pre-and post-Stonewall queers. The fact that he can do so while
“improving the symbolism of the presidency” because “the presidency is also a moral office” that
“calls this nation to its highest values,” would be beyond belief.50

This is all to say that the ethical implications of queer identity have shifted radically within a span of
fifty years: from the radical, rock-throwing transwomen of Stonewall to the white, Harvard educated
Buttigieg, who seeks to bring morality back to the oval office. And perhaps this move from political
marginality to cultural centrality has shown how much the debates between a minoritizing and
universalizing taxonomy of sexuality have settled. For, clearly, someone like Buttigieg would not have
the relevancy he has if he claimed to have a polymorophously perverse sexuality, denying any identity
category, choosing instead to be merely the “bodies and pleasures” of a politically feckless ars erotica.51
In fact, it is his essential identity, as a gay man, that pacifies the masses; they feel progressive in voting
for him; meanwhile, he harkens to a rather conservative morality. He is clean and legible.

But this is all old territory, more wittily observed by Bersani and Warner in the 90s and developed by
Lee Edelman in the 2000s: that through gay presence the realities of queer sex and anonymous
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relationality, with its polymorphously perverse capacities, are elided. In fact, the worst effects identity
politics have wrought on culture is a sterilizing, unsexy, un-radical, and overtly political efficacy. To
use Bersani’s words directly:

As the battle for gay rights is engaged in more and more American communities, and
as the battleground becomes more and more spacious (from the struggle over what
we have the right to do in the privacy of our bedrooms to the public arenas of the
workplace, the military, the schools, and the church), what it means just to be gay has
become surprisingly problematic. Never before in the history of minority groups
struggling for recognition and equal treatment has there been an analogous attempt,
on the part of any such group, to make itself unidentifiable even as it demands to be
recognized. 52

Bersani’s critique is both political and rhetorical. The political necessity of gay assimilation—a kind of
straight palatability—de-sexualizes and de-“gays” the queer figure. But it is a rhetorical move that has
been extraordinarily effective. Bersani’s condescension for queer palatability seems to advocate for a
separatist movement; and it seems to question the costs of political advancement within mainstream
politics. I’m sorry but it must be said: if Pete Buttigieg serves as an example, then Bersani was
remarkably prescient twenty years ago.
_________

I am drawn to Bersani because of what he offers through sex. As he demonstrates in his essay “Is the
Rectum a Grave,” sex does not form the self: on the contrary, it proffers “the risk of self-dismissal”
and a “losing sight of the self.” 53 For Bersani, the male rectum becomes the burial ground of a
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“sacrosanct selfhood.” 54 Indeed, for Bersani the “self” itself is a dubious concept, a “practical
convenience,” useful for oppression, “a sanction for violence.”55 But it is hard to negotiate a politics
of self-dismissal, let alone an identity that hinges on it—indeed, such an idea almost borders on
paradox. It doesn’t seem very useful. However, my concerns for Bersani in the context of this study
are paramount. This dissertation seeks to analyze texts in withdraw—like a snail beyond the horizon—
and the residue they’ve left behind. These are texts that point toward a realm outside of politics and
sociality; they do not want to be known, even though this desire is something of an impossibility.
Where does one go to find such texts? What other choice does one have than the shadows of parks
and alleys? Where can one turn, if not to the arms of a stranger?

The problem with researching the hidden transcript is that it is, in fact, hidden. Its desire to withhold
itself from the subjugating forces it eludes provides a unique motivation for resisting institutional or
hegemonic support. It buries itself, like a hermit crab. (Again, it might be good to reference here the
obfuscation and vexed relationship between evidence and queerness that Muñoz cites in his call for a
“hermeneutics of residue.”) Where are you little crab? The social reluctance and withdraw of queer
discourse, before the emergence of “gay presence,” is understandable. The pressure, the violence, and
the ramifications involved were often too dangerous to not take seriously. But the problem is that
queers were so good at hiding themselves, they may have lost themselves. Indeed, the language and
evidence of subject formation within queer culture are currently becoming lost—queer culture is
forgetting its own queerness. We have become so normal that we have lost touch with our strangeness.
How else to explain the look on certain queer-identified students’ faces when I mention terms like
“friend of Dorothy” or “trade” in reference to pre-Stonewall queer culture? How else to justify my
blanching horror when a student asks me, “But wait… who is Joan Crawford?” How else to explain
the sudden flush of equivocal recognition I feel upon the discovery of some old term, some old ritual,
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lost to the palimpsest of history? A book in the library. A scribbled message on a bathroom wall. A
strangely funny, but mostly inscrutable joke made by an old opera queen in the lobby of the
Metropolitan Opera. The key to the map. In an act of impressive irony, queers have become like dogs
digging multiple holes in the yard—searching all over in an almost arbitrary fashion, looking for where
we hid the bone (pun intended…).
________
What is this siren song I have alluded to? I am not the first to hear its call. John Paul Ricco calls it the
“logic of the lure.” It is in a minor key. The music is coming from Outside. I do not mean outdoors,
though the pursuit of Outside may lead one outdoors: parks, piers, alleys. I am thinking of Outside, with
a capital “O.” As Ricco writes:

This is the Outside that not only remains outside of every inside, but outside of every
outside. The Outside might be understood as that which exists prior to and stands in
the wake of every inside-outside opposition. It is what remains before and after all is
said and done. Being-in-relation-with-the-Outside is a way of thinking the relationality
that is being, as being-with-out. 56

Ricco’s concept of the Outside is difficult to hold conceptually, in that there is nothing with which to
compare it. The Outside is beyond the binary of “inside-outside opposition,” it is beyond the formmaking gesture of binary. It functions within the liminal, where the binary of “inside-outside” no
longer stands. Transitory, the Outside is paradox, forcing a pursuit that only results in motion—never
landing on any conclusion, but propelled forward—languishing in uncertainty and queer
disorientation. This endless dynamic quality is what produces the lure—the force that pulls one
forward, constantly, toward the Outside.
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The archive I am pursuing is Outside. It is the archive that is being-with-out. The lack and deprivation
produced by the residual materials. Without material. Without evidence. Without certainty. A blind
archive. It is what remains before and after all is said and done. It is minor knowledge, in the sense of what
Ricco names as minor architecture: “…minor architecture is an undoing of architecture, although less
in terms of a deconstruction than of a withdrawing of the architectural from itself, something like an
architectural ascesis of unworking of architecture, in the midst of architecture.”57 How might the notion
of minor apply to knowledge? What is minor knowledge? What is knowledge that practices an “ascesis of
unworking” of knowledge. Does knowledge like that even exist? I hope it does. I am interested in
knowledge from the Outside, minor knowledge. I am interested in knowledge on the edge of its own
unknowing, provoked toward unworking by its own un-know-ability. Impossible knowledge; impossible
writing. A minor archive. Writing, reading, and knowledge that never arrives, but comes and comes
and comes.
___________
In other words, I am trying to track a cruising knowledge. An itinerant knowledge. A word that moves,
like St. Augustine’s boat. What is the archive for cruising? How are strangers remembered, amongst
themselves? How are their passions and intimacies collected and archived, if they remain, always,
strangers? What do they leave behind as evidence when the “trajectory towards the outside…is one
that is obliterated in its wake, leaving no visible signs of its movement or path?”58 Why do these strange
lovers not care about the anonymity of their exchange, the transitory movement, the ephemeral
sensations that can never be repeated? How do they release the other to the abyss of the Outside—a
face surfacing in the darkness, only to recede and never return?

Eternally erotic:
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The movement that is cruising may be from point to point, although always as a spatial
proxemics rather than a spatial convergence, since it is a movement towards a point,
and another, and still another, only to leave each of them behind. The exteriorizing
spatial logic of the cruising ground always renders each point as a point of departure. 59

Who has time for politics when one is always on the go? Movement from stranger to stranger. Q:
What, exactly, impels me onward? A: “…It is the interminable, insatiable intensity of erotic uncertainty
and its unmappable itinerancy: wherever, whenever, whoever.”60 It is the lure, the logic of the lure.
The thing that calls the researcher onward, or backward, to turn and go in the wrong direction, the
“unhealthy” direction, the “wrong” direction. The “untrustworthy” direction. The bend in the path,
the perversion.

As the social-spatial force of the outside, attraction is no more and no less than
whatever lures you to walk through just one more time, to linger a few minutes longer,
to go back again and again, just as you were about to leave, or quit, each and every
time. In being attracted, one is then “outside the outside, which is never figured, only
incessantly hinted at” (Foucault) by a towel on a hook, a discarded note, a foot under
a partition, inescapable lingering, a wink, a turning around, “aimless movement”
(Foucault). 61

One turns to the Outside of the archive to see what lies beyond the penumbra of knowledge: the
threshold, the event horizon of real knowledge. The ridge of heaven. Where the snail continues his
pilgrimage. What does one see? It will give you wings.
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F) The Literacy
I want to tell you a story. I want to write a literacy narrative.

I wonder how the notion of the Hidden Transcript and the archive might be interchangeable when it
comes to practicing a hermeneutics of residue. If queerness’ vexed relationship with evidence has
introduced the queer researcher to dynamics of obfuscation, coding, and distraction, then how might
the hidden transcript itself present an archive of not just language, but affect, desire, sexual practice,
and subjectivity?

Again, I think it’s worth confessing: my purposes for undertaking this project have been selfish. I am
trying to get to the past. I am trying to speak a language that has been abandoned; I am trying to
understand how my own language and subjectivity have been engendered, contoured, and sponsored
by the past, constructed by language. I am interested in the process by which a minoritizing view of
sexuality signifies itself, within itself, while remaining in the closet to the larger political sphere. I am
interested in the closet as a voluntary space. Like a cloistered monastery or convent. I want to collect
myself, the fragments of history that have created, through a process of accretion, the palimpsest that
constitutes my subjectivity. I want to be put together, assembled; if only to let this knowledge
disassemble me.
_______
But as I’ve pointed out above, the world has changed so rapidly in the last fifty years. The process by
which a queer subject is interpellated has shifted dramatically because the language around queerness
has evolved in complex ways: modes of naming proliferate, while other modes are abandoned. The
process of subject development, due to an accumulation and accretion of literacy, is one that spans
generations. It is a gift handed down along bloodlines, along queer lifelines of signification. The literacy
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theorist Deborah Brandt writes, “the contexts of contemporary literacy learning grow ideologically
dense, rife with latent forms of older literacy at play alongside emerging forms…” 62 Old means of
communication and subject formation exist alongside newer technologies of speaking, writing, and
understanding the self. And these temporally diverse literacies take on various, complex dynamics in
a field where certain technologies, economies, and cultural contexts for writing constantly emerge and
recede. Older forms and mechanisms of literacy, while enabling the formulation of burgeoning and
diverse discourses, might suddenly become extinct in the wake of new developments in technology,
culture, and politics. As a result, formerly dominant mechanisms and forms of literacy may become
obfuscated and mysterious—like old runes on a cave wall. Again, to draw on Brandt’s work on the
subject:

Rapid changes in literacy and education may not so much bring rupture from the past
as they bring an accumulation of different and proliferating pasts, a piling up of literate
artifacts and signifying practices that can haunt the sites of literacy learning. These
complicated amalgamations of literacy’s past, present, and future formulate the
interpretive puzzles faced by current generations of literacy learners.63

I am especially provoked by this notion of haunting because of its delicious allusion to Derrida’s
formulation of logos, the haunted signifier, dogged by meaning, tethered inescapably to the past.
Somehow when I read, I know that certain meanings are there—somewhere—there has to be a reason
for the word, for the meaning, for the desire to make meaning with another person. Otherwise, why
say such words: Auntie, Basket, Belle, B-M, Bring out, Brown, Bucket, Chicken, Clip-Queen, Commercial, DillDock, Dirt, Fix up, G. T. B. O. T. O., Get you!, GUM, Hunter, Jade, Jam, Kai-Kai, Kanish, Lilly, Lush, M2,
Mad, Madam Blue, Ninety-Six, Oncer, Personality, ‘Round the World, Sea-food, Tourist…?
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Reader, whoever you are, you probably know what these words mean without knowing the words
themselves. You know the signified, but not the signifier. As the signified (the act/idea/concept) have
emerged into mainstream, un-closeted discourse, the needs for these particular significations have
fallen by the wayside. They are the residue—left behind, existing simultaneously with newer forms of
literacy and signification.
__________
New Literacy Studies has highlighted the way that Literacy is acquired through social settings. More
so than in schooling, or through innate intelligence, literacy and socialization are imbricated processes
that determine the course of a child’s learning to read and write. And of course, this implicates literacy
in issues of identity; James Paul Gee writes: “…learning is all about identity and identification.”64 This
is perhaps especially true for matters of queer literacy. While the library functions in inestimable ways,
the social language practices around queerness guarantee an education in queer literacy par excellence.
Bars, ACT UP meetings, A.A. meetings, parades, the line to buy tickets at the opera house, the
bathroom walls of public restrooms, the streets of Chelsea, Hell’s Kitchen, the Village, the Castro.
These social settings engender literacy in one. One learns to read the signs by watching others, listening
to others, and being interpellated through specific linguistic acts (a glance, two glasses stacked on top
of one another, a wink; a word).

Moreover, the circulation of knowledge, via literacy, has dramatic effects upon the subjectivity of an
individual person and a generational culture. Sexual literacy, in this sense, can proliferate pleasure as
well as identity. The social settings engendered by queer culture enable a queer literacy to unfold. And
through this field of linguistic resources, the queer reader gains access to knowledge of pleasure, and
by consequence, its capacity to form the subject. As Michael Warner writes of the sexual literacy
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narrative, “Pleasures once imaginable only with disgust, if at all, become the material out of which
individuals and groups elaborate themselves.”65 The elaboration of the self through sexuality—as we
shall see, the question of sexuality is difficult to parse from culture—leads one, inevitably, back to the
tedious debates regarding a minoritizing and universalizing view of sexuality. The theoretical knot,
which entangles knowledge, sexuality, identity, literacy, and power, is, perhaps, inescapably fused
together. Whether sexuality is formed by discourse, as Foucault so famously posited, or whether it is
the result of an essence carried (somewhere—a gene, a soul, wherever…) by queer individuals and
culture, the result is all the same: a symbiotic relationship between desire and knowledge—even when
one does not even know what one desires. Something inside the self compels it to read, to look, to
peruse, to cruise the stacks, to cruise the streets for signs and symbols. Like a wolf prowling the open
field, looking for a lamb before he even knows what a lamb looks like. When you find it, you know you’ve
found it.

G) Remembering When We Were Winged Souls, Gazing Beyond Heaven
An instructive example of this literacy—a discovery of an a priori desire, and the flush of recognition
upon discovery—can be found in a few distinct episodes from Alison Bechdel’ graphic memoir Fun
Home.

Fun Home: A Family Tragicomic is a highly lauded graphic memoir that explores a relationship between
a father and daughter, and their divergent experiences with same-sex desire. Told non-linearly, Bechdel
reveals early on in the memoir that her father committed suicide at the age of forty-four, four months
after she came out to him in a letter. While this traumatic event functions as narrative fulcrum, the
memoir gives much attention to the development of Bechdel’s sexual identity, and the ways it contrasts
against her own father’s literacy. In the memoir, Bechdel’s coming-out narrative and her father’s
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closeted, pressurized life move contrapuntally against one another. In fact, in a striking episode,
Bechdel presents a photograph of herself alongside a photo of her father at a similar age, and she
describes the images in linguistic terms. She calls the two photos “about as close as a translation can
get.”66

Bechdel’s work is uncommon for its queer hybridity of genre, deploying both image and text; but it is
also particularly useful in an exploration of literacy. As Julia Watson has observed of this work, it
strikingly explores “the deep psychic pull of identifications around gender and sexuality,” and the
“comingling of literary and popular identity discourses that intersect in particular ways at a given
historical moment.”67 Indeed, a major theme through Bechdel’s narrative is identity, and the manner
in which her father’s closeted life informed her own burgeoning political sense of what it means to be
a lesbian. Bechdel writes of the dovetailing of her own identity with her father’s, “…in a way you
could say that my father’s end was my beginning. Or, more precisely, that the end of his life coincided
with the beginning of my truth.”68 Where Bruce Bechdel cannot come out of the closet to claim his
identity as a gay man, his daughter Alison manages this task while reflecting on the tragic dimensions
of her father’s life.

Alison’s “identifications around gender and sexuality” find their most distinct expression when
Bechdel recalls a moment from her childhood when she and her father encountered a butch lesbian
woman. In this moment, young Alison witnesses a specific strain of non-normative gender
performance for, ostensibly, the first time. There is a flush of recognition to her experience. She writes,
“like a traveler in a foreign country who runs into someone from home—someone they’ve never
spoken to, but know by sight—I recognized her with a surge of joy.”69 The unnamed, butch woman
that signals to Alison calls to her sense of self and elicits feelings of identification. And this
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identification has weighty ramifications in terms of Alison’s sense of self: the woman with whom she
identifies is described as “an unsettling sight,” a “[woman] who wore men’s clothes and had [a man’s]
haircut.”70 Bechdel reads this woman’s body as if she’s reading text; she is interpellated by this text.
The body is a signifier of queerness—the men’s clothes, the man’s haircut—that deploys a covert
language that both Alison and her father “recognize.” Her father makes this explicit when, turning
from the sight of the butch lesbian, he says to his daughter, “is THAT what you want to look like?”
To which Alison replies, “no;” but, commenting from the perspective of adulthood, she admits: “What
else could I say?”71 As the father and daughter depart from the vision of the butch lesbian, Alison
writes: “…the vision of the truck-driving bulldyke sustained me through the years…as perhaps it
haunted my father.” This recognition scene sustains a young Alison as a utopian dream, a vision of
what her life might become. But the same image, with all its wild, radical implications haunts her
father. The text of the woman’s body is a suggestion of possibilities—both exhilarating and
horrifying—it is (to invoke Michel Warner’s terminology) an elaboration of a nascent queer identity
within both Bechdel and her father.

What strikes me most about this passage is how Bechdel “recognized” this butch woman as a comrade.
The sight of her queer body within a heteronormative sphere calls to something in the young Alison,
something that existed long before that moment. Hence, why it is a “recognition” scene. Central to
this reading process is the “re-” of “recognition.” A re-knowing (re-cognition) of something already
learned through a process of cognition. Bechdel’s reading of the woman is almost metaphysical. It is
as if she is reading a text she already knows, without having seen it before. She is remembering something,
something she has carried within her up until that point but has never seen articulated in the world.
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Strangely, enough, a useful framework for this kind of literacy might be found in ancient philosophy.
Indeed, Alison’s re-cognition participates in a platonic philosophy of the soul’s relation to ideal forms.
In fact, in Plato’s Phaedrus Socrates describes the process of falling in love in the exact manner that
Bechdel writes of her recognition of identity, suggesting that identity is, actually, the soul’s recognition
of the divine in the other—and, thus a recognition of the divine in the self. In Plato’s myth of the
feathered soul, the lover’s soul, before it has a body, proceeds behind a god in heaven, “lined up in
formation.”72 In this procession, the soul follows the god in “the god’s chorus”, catching glimpses of
“the place beyond heaven.”73 Eventually the soul falls to earth and takes up residence in a human
body. In human form, certain souls possess a “memory” of the god in “whose chorus he danced.” 74As
Plato states in the dialogue, Eros is a process of recognition and remembrance, as the lover’s gaze
perceives a vision of the god through the beloved. Erotic comingling, then, is really a reunion; the
lovers dance together in the chorus of the god; and the lover addresses the beloved “like his very own
god, building him up and adorning him as an image to honor and worship.”75

Young Alison’s recognition of the butch lesbian is not exactly erotic, but it is the recognition of
something essential to her identity, something rooted in the past temporally. The process of reading
and remembering has to be metaphysical because the encounter is figured as something happening
for the first time. But yet, Bechdel’s verb “recognize” appears in the past-tense and indicates toward
a past: “I recognized her with a surge of joy.” To put the question plainly: how does one recognize
someone they’ve never met? How does one discover something one already knows? Moreover,
Bechdel refers to the woman in nationalistic terms, as if the two belong to the same place; they are
strangers in a “foreign country,” both displaced from their “home.”
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The “home” that Bechdel refers to, according to Plato’s myth, might be understood as “the place
beyond heaven,” the domain of ideal forms. Plato describes this place as such:

“The place beyond heaven—none of our earthly poets has ever sung or ever will sing
its praises enough! …What is in this place is without color and without shape and
without solidity, a being that really is what it is, the subject of all true knowledge, visible
only to intelligence, the soul’s steersman. Now a god’s mind is nourished by
intelligence and pure knowledge, as is the mind of any soul that is concerned to take
in what is appropriate to it, and so it is delighted at last to be seeing what is real and to
be watching what is true, feeding on all this and feeling wonderful, until the circular
motion brings it around to where it started. On the way around it has a view of Justice
as it is; it has a view of self control; it has a view of knowledge—not the knowledge
that is close to change, that becomes different as it knows the different things which
we consider real down here. No, it is the knowledge of what really is what it is. 76

This location is the domain of platonic form, ideals beyond our sphere, where true “knowledge”
exists—a reality of which earthly beings do not have access. The “home” that Bechdel refers to may
be this metaphysical place beyond heaven, the location of true knowledge. The butch lesbian provokes
memory in Bechdel, almost in a Proustian manner, suggesting that her identity exists somewhere in
the subconscious. Via the butch woman, young Alison experiences a reunion between her soul and
“knowledge of what really is what it is;” in other words, she experiences a reunion between herself
and what she really is. The identification process is an act of remembering, recalling the memory of
ideal knowledge. True knowledge of who she really is.
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In a later episode, Alison discovers the practice of dressing like the butch lesbian by play-acting with
her father’s old suits with her friend Beth; and this too is figured as an act of remembrance: “I had
recently discovered some of dad’s old clothes. Putting on the formal shirt with its studs and cufflinks
was a nearly mystical pleasure, like finding myself fluent in a language I had never been taught.”77 Here
the remembrance is access to a kind of language, an ability to make signs and symbols, and to have
those signs and symbols read correctly by another subject fluent in the language. She finds herself so
easily “fluent” in this language; though, this language is not a mode of signifying she has been taught.
Her literacy is embedded within her identity. Again, how can one speak a language they have never
learned? How can someone know something they’ve never been taught?
_________
In Plato’s myth, the place beyond heaven is “the plain where truth stands,” and it is in this location
where the soul is “nourished.”78 This nourishment feeds the soul and strengthens its wings. Without
this nourishment, the soul will lose its wings, fall back to earth, and enter a body. Therefore, the
identity-forming process that occurs through reading is really about remembering: remembering who
one really is. Literacy is the means by which one remembers the self, clarifying the memory of the self,
as seen in the metaphysical past. As the butch lesbian signifies to Alison, it calls to her deeper self, the
self that is who she really is. But it’s not just bodies that call to queer people. It’s not just in the world
that one recognizes who one really is, and Bechdel explores this idea even further through a
consideration of traditional literacy, and the possibilities for the self elaborated through literature.
Bechdel’s narrative does not limit queer literacy to non-linguistic acts of reading. Beyond the clothing,
haircuts, and bodies on display in her work, she explores the manner in which literary texts participate
in a circulation of identity, allowing for elaboration of that identity. One of the most heartbreaking
dimensions of Bechdel’s narrative is the way that knowledge of queerness is exchanged through
literature, inter-generationally, between father and daughter. One of the few ways in which Alison and
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her father Bruce define their relationship is through a mutual love of reading. And the narrative of
Alison’s identity formation is told alongside a literacy narrative. She states, “my realization at nineteen
that I was a lesbian came about in a manner consistent with my bookish upbringing.” 79 Indeed, her
first encounters with the words lesbian and orgasm occur through the dictionary. Her education in the
word orgasm, especially, mimics the recognition process of her encounter with the butch lesbian:
“When I accidentally ran across this word [orgasm] in the dictionary one day, it was instantly familiar,
before I even got to the definition.”80 And her education in queer sexuality proceeds through the
library. Through reference books and into novels, Bechdel discovers the intertextuality of queer
literature, how one “book [refers] to other books;” and this network of interrelated texts allows her to
define herself as a lesbian, in possession of a queer sexuality and identity.

The library functions absolutely in the process; she writes, “One day it occurred to me that I could
actually look up homosexuality in the card catalog. I found a four-foot trove in the stacks which I
quickly ravished. And soon I was trolling even the public library, heedless of the risks.” 81 The use of
the word “trolling” is especially illuminating in its allusion to the itinerant cruising practices of queer
sexualities. Her eyes rove the bookshelves, the card catalogues, and bibliographies searching for a
word, symbol, or sign—a glimpse of that “place beyond heaven,” a flash of that other world she calls
“home.” Like the itinerant, queer figure pulled endlessly to the “Outside,” roving the parks, piers, and
public bathrooms of an urban landscape, Alison is searching for the signs and symbols that will lead
her to a divine reunion with herself.

Bechdel’s cruising of the library eventually leads to a cruising of bodies and politics: “It became clear
I was going to have to leave this academic plane and enter the human fray.” 82 And this move is
ultimately what leads her to coming out; after attending a meeting of the Gay Union at her college, an
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experience which leaves her feeling “exhilarated,” she makes the decision to come out to her parents. 83
She sends them a letter. And so, the self-recognition nurtured by reading results in an explicit act of
writing, a prose-making process that indexes a complex subject formation.

What is most astonishing about this narrative is how the literary and the sexual converge. Bechdel’s
cognition of what is possible in terms of sexuality and identity, like the butch lesbian she saw as a
child, deepens via literary texts. They point to a worldview she didn’t know existed. Her ability to read
sexuality, awakened in her at the sight of the lesbian, now develops through the library. Again, the recognition occurs, as Bechdel recognizes herself in books such as Radclyffe Hall’s The Well of Loneliness,
Jill Johnston’s Lesbian Nation, and Rita Mae Brown’s Rubyfruit Jungle. But now there is an information
system in place, via the library, by which she can re-cognize herself more and more.

Here the library is figured as a kind of sanctuary for the queer, where language both codifies and
pathologizes sexuality; but at the same time, it also provides a respite from the coercive pulls of
heteronormativity. The library is where the queer can find refuge, safety, and (again to borrow
Warner’s word) elaboration of the self. Foucault’s model of discourse and sexuality finds an explicit
iteration here, where language produces and cements homosexual identity. But in this case, it produces
the identity for the sake of the queer, enabling a mechanism of literacy that allows the queer person
to define an a priori identity through a process of recognition. For Alison, her discovery of self shifts
her stance in the world. She “[loses] her bearings” and “the dictionary [becomes] erotic.”84

In Bechdel’s narrative, the exchange of literary texts allows for a closeted father to engage with his
out, lesbian daughter. At a salient point, Bruce Bechdel gives his daughter a copy of Collette’s
autobiography, Earthly Paradise. The lesbian subject material of the book is provocative to Alison. She
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asks him, “I wondered if you knew what you were doing when you gave me that Colette book.” 85 Her
father responds, “I guess there was some kind of identification.”86 A subject cloaked in mysterious
euphemisms and circumlocution approaches explicit articulation through the exchange of texts. Bruce
Bechdel identifies his daughter and articulates that identification by assigning a certain text to her. In
response, Alison leaves him a copy of Kate Millet’s Flying, which Bruce reads enthusiastically. He
writes to his daughter: “I’m flying high on Kate Millet. Started reading it the day you left. It just pulls
you in. God, what guts.”87 What cannot be made explicit between father and daughter—the identity
Bruce Bechdel cannot claim for himself—finds expression through Kate Millet and Collette, through
books handed back and forth, borrowed or stolen.

H) Literacy as Erotic Daemon
With this framework in place, it is worth noting how literacy creates the bridge between the human
and the divine. To compare literacy with Eros is to understand literacy as a classical daemon. In Plato’s
Symposium, Socrates relates Diotima’s description of Eros as a “great spirit,” explaining how the daemon
functions as “an interpreter and means of communication between gods and men.” 88 In the Phaedrus,
Plato’s metaphor of the winged soul illuminates how Eros moves the soul between earth and heaven.
The remembrance of the divine provokes the soul to sprout wings, allowing the soul to take flight
toward the divine. The ability to read functions in the very same manner for Alison: it allows her soul
a different view of reality, and thus provokes a memory of the divine, a memory of who she truly is.
In Diotima’s description, Eros is understood to have a capacity for interpretation, rendering the divine,
ontologically mysterious and esoteric, into a linguistic system understandable by humans. As such,
Eros is an agent of literacy, enabling the human to move from the banal, vulgar, and quotidian, toward
the divine.
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Language’s ability to move subjectivity is a hallmark of classical rhetoric. Aristotle, in his treatise On
Rhetoric, defined rhetoric as the “capacity to get a theoretical grasp on what is possibly persuasive in
each case.”89 But as Kenneth Burke, by way of De Quincy, points out, “persuasion itself can be
differently interpreted.”90 And for Burke, an inducement to identification falls well within the range of
rhetoric. Connecting the power of persuasion with the ability to identify with one’s audience is an
essential component of the rhetorical task. He writes: “You persuade a man only insofar as you can
talk his language by speech, gesture, tonality, order, image, attitude, idea, identifying your ways with
his.”91 For Burke, the process of identification is one of “consubstantiality.” He describes it as such:

A is not identical with his colleague, B. But insofar as their interests are joined, A is
identified with B. Or he may identify himself with B even when their interests are not
joined, if he assumes that they are, or is persuaded to believe so.

Here are ambiguities of substance. In being identified with B, A is ‘substantially one’
with a person other than himself. Yet at the same time he remains unique, an individual
locus of motives. Thus he is both joined and separate, at once a distinct substance and
consubstantial with another.92

The prefix con indicates a sense of “together, together with, in combination or union.” 93 Thus the word
consubstantiality indicates a bringing together of substance, to become one with another substance. The
identifying capacities of rhetoric, consequently, enable an art of the Erotic, in that rhetoric moves the
subject to make itself one with another substance. This requires, to a certain degree, a destabilizing of
the subject—a crossing of borders, a penetration of boundaries. In order to make oneself
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consubstantial with another subject, one must move toward the subject, opening the self to that
subject in order to be invaded by it.

Both Plato and Augustine figure the dimensions of consubstantiation and identification in rhetorical
capacity explicitly in terms of spatiality. For Plato, the distance one must cross rhetorically is between
earth and heaven, or to borrow his imagery from The Republic, from the cave to the outside world. And
in the Phaedrus, when a soul identifies itself with another soul, the identifying act is truly meta-physical:
it moves the soul toward the other subject, conjoining with this other; the result is that the soul sprouts
wings, allowing the soul to fly upward, back toward the vision of reality perceived on the rim of
heaven. In this model of erotic rhetoric, the rhetor is able to move the subject toward another subject,
as well as from the earthly to the divine.
_________
I focus on this theme of movement in order to rethink the rhetorical capacities of the itinerant snails
and the slime they leave behind. They are always on the move. And the slime left behind is phenomena
that (through a reading practice) moves the researcher toward the numinous, toward the offstage
reality of queerness. In this model, queerness functions in the same dimension as Plato’s reality—it is
offstage, beyond the rim of heaven. And the phenomena of queerness one discovers—in the archive,
in the streets, the slime, the cast-off detritus—give the soul wings. One recognizes and is transformed
by this recognition. And one is led by it to the Outside realm. Where reality is. The logic of the lure is
a hunger that pulls one to the ridge of heaven.

I) Treacherous Libraries
In my reading of Alison’s queer literacy narrative, I do not mean to minimize the danger inherent to
such a practice. Indeed, Alison’s fear of reading provokes her to lie to her father, and it results in
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covert trips to the library. It is important, yet again, to highlight the “vexed” relationship between
queerness and evidence—specifically when this comes to the materials and sponsors of a queer
literacy. Reading and writing queerly can be for some, as Eric Darnell Pritchard has pointed out, a
“treacherous enterprise.”94 Depending on one’s socio economic context, the pursuit of queer literacy
can be highly dangerous. Even within the institutional sponsorship of school, queer learners must
learn to navigate a complex tension between the mandates of their bodies and the mandates of their
schooling. As Pritchard has pointed out, matriculation into “school also means entering into literacy
normativity and environments of normative regulation, policing, and surveillance.”95 Access to queer
literary texts can be fraught for queer learners, because “structures of literacy are sexually, racially, and
gender normative.”96 This corrective, compulsory dynamic creates combustible and complex fields of
inquiry for non-normative sexual learners. And, indeed, the stakes are very high. As Mark McBeth has
suggested, “…for GLBTQ students, who navigate through patriarchy, heterosexism, and
homophobia, literacy often takes on special roles for their survival.” 97

One wonders, then, about the texts precluded from the library.

And here I arrive at a central question to this dissertation: what kinds of literacy could be sponsored
by the “Outside” library—the archive of human experience which has frequently sought to obfuscate
itself; the archive that withdraws, the anti-social archive, the anti-communal archive? What kinds of
identities have we foreclosed upon, because the texts upon which subject formation hinges have
withdrawn beyond the current frames of epistemology? We can only approach this literacy, and hence
approach the possibility of specific identity formation by examining the residue of certain texts, the
slime left behind by these itinerant snails.
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J) The Texts
This is all fine and good in an abstract sense. But, I want to show these ideas at play by deploying a
hermeneutics of residue on three different texts. I believe that the slipperiness of a hermeneutics of
residue is difficult to speak about without showing in a real, tactical sense how these ideas might work.
Therefore, this dissertation proffers analyses of three different textual genres. I have chosen these
texts based upon their particularly queer modalities; these texts are queer texts beyond their content.
Certainly, they speak to gay sexuality and queer culture, but they also operate as queer texts on an
ontological level. Through their structure and dissemination, they court elements of what Jonathan
Alexander and Jacqueline Rhodes articulate as queerness’ capacity for the “impossible.” 98 These texts,
in differing ways, push beyond the norming, institutional reaches of heteronormativity. They make
meaning for a small, devoted readership. They are not a genre one encounters in the classrooms of
schools. They are learned off road. There is an element of danger to these texts.

1) Bathroom Graffiti: Taking the professor, writer, and tattoo artist Samuel Steward
as a model, this chapter indexes the ways that writing done on bathroom walls enacts
the “impossibility” of queer writing. A longstanding tradition within the gay bar and
public park restroom, graffiti and anonymous writing serve as both a means of
connecting strangers to one another, and as a means of self-expression and subject
formation— while simultaneously deconstructing that subjectivity. Moreover, the
ontological dimensions of this genre enable a mechanism for a writerly self-shattering,
in which egoistic desires for publication, circulation, and archiving are eschewed for
something more ephemeral and impermanent. Taking into account the desubjectifying (objectifying?) capacities of the bathroom, the chapter is preoccupied
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with the ways that the bathroom stall (the water closet) might enact, in a real-world
sense, the implications of the homosexual closet, thus transforming a metonym into a
very real spatial object. Furthermore, the liminal dimensions of public bathrooms
throw into stark relief the ways that bathroom compositions maneuver between
public/private discourses. As we shall see in the following chapters and their analyses,
queer discourse and queer composition is highly aware of linguistic frequencies—
heard by some, ignored by others, and completely beyond the hearing capacity of most.
Indeed, the queer author of bathroom graffiti deploys a certain kind of rhetoric that,
like all texts under consideration within this dissertation, understands the
subject/social forming capacities of language and literacy. These messages seek to
reach a specific audience, while simultaneously avoiding the attention of those outside
its scope of imagined/hoped for readership. To borrow a term from Paul Ricoeur,
these texts have a “double meaning.”99 They are symbolic and require interpretation
and deciphering. This process, while conducive to a hermeneutics of paranoia, as
outlined by Ricoeur and Sedgwick, is also fecund with potential fabulations. Any
hermeneutics of residue that does not take into account these double meanings will,
inevitably, be impoverished.

2) Queer Opera Zines: Using the work of critic James Jorden, this chapter will analyze
Parterre Box, a queer opera zine published in an analogue version during the early 1990s.
This zine offers the queer researcher the residue of a former discourse that surrounded
the opera house—the gay aesthetes devoted to the practices and rituals of opera.
Through this text, I will analyze the tools and methods of queer criticism, and I will
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show how queer critical discourse offers a mode of analysis beyond the perspectives
available through mainstream criticism.

3) Manuals and Glossaries: the third and final text under consideration is Swasarnt
Nerf’s Gay Guides of 1949. This collation of guidebooks provides the queer researcher
with outdated and defunct information: bars, beaches, cruising grounds, and—perhaps
most interestingly—words. The manual is designed as a text for the newly arrived
homosexual New Yorker. However, to look at this text today, one will only find useless
information. As such, it provides the current researcher with the most explicit
opportunity to practice a hermeneutics of residue.

I have chosen these texts based upon their particularly queer modalities; these texts are queer texts
beyond their content. Certainly, they speak to gay sexuality and queer culture, but they also operate as
queer texts on an ontological level. Through their structure and dissemination, they court elements of
what Jonathan Alexander and Jacqueline Rhodes articulate as queerness’ capacity for the “impossible.”
These texts, in differing ways, push beyond the norming, institutional reaches of heteronormativity.
They make meaning for a small, devoted readership. They are not a genre one encounters in the
classrooms of schools. They are learned off-road. There is an element of danger to these texts.

One must be brave enough to follow the snails to the Outside.
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CHAPTER 2
Latriniana: Private Rhetoric in Public Spaces
There’s some people that have to do this.
Now I went—I wrote my first graffiti about…uh…

two years ago. I been—I never had the need to do that
on a shit house wall. But some people really have to,
you know? And… God knows why….
--Lew Welch
Lately, I’ve been thinking about graffiti. Specifically, writing on bathroom walls. For example: For good
head call Johnny; phone numbers; Breed me raw. Dirty words scribbled on the partition. At a bar in
Chelsea. At the Eagle in SOMA. I hear the man in the stall next to me. He’s taking a shit. Sweat runs
down my forehead. I believe this is what was once called a Tea Room. What the British call cottaging?
Do you know these terms? The Book of the Dead, I suppose, Malleus Maleficarum. The queen’s
thesaurus. For example: Queer, poz, neg, DDF, VGL, drag, fairy, wolf, otter, bear, trade, trick, AZT, PEP,
PNP, T, prep, looking, DTF… So many wonderful words! I discover more of them every day.

Latriniana is a term coined by the pornographer, poet, professor, and tattoo artist Samuel Steward. It
refers to the “dirty limericks and sexual graffiti” often found scrawled on the walls of public
bathrooms. 1 Steward’s broad mind oscillated between the intellectually elite discourse of academe and

the street slang of hustlers and rough trade. And he was fascinated with latriniana. In fact, he went in
search of it, copying what he discovered in a personal notebook. For what purpose? It’s hard to say.
He never published the collection, but his latriniana was saved and archived. Rescued from oblivion.

Rescued from the painter repainting the wall.
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In this chapter, I want to apply a “hermeneutics of residue” to latriniana as a method for researching
queerness—both as a writing practice and as an ontological study of the archive. My interest in
latriniana derives from my interest in archives. I am searching for evidence of the past; I want to be
able to read that evidence. In the process, I want to better understand how latriniana’s relationship to
legibility and documentation is vexed. How does its queer modality propel it into flight, and “[undo]
the identities through which we experience ourselves as subjects…” (Edelman). 2 What does the
instability of latriniana teach us about queerness as a category? What does it tell us about the shifting
literacy demands of queer identity? Beyond a definition of latriniana as mere graffiti, I wonder if I
might be able to expand the term a bit more; in other words, is it possible to apply the thematic
generated by latriniana more broadly for a methodology for reading, research, and writing. I want to
use latriniana to understand what it means to write queerly, to read queerly, to research the past.
Latriniana is certainly a material genre, but I also hypothesize now that it might point the way to a new
understanding of reading. A rhythm for reading in which one must take stock of absence as well as
presence. This is about learning to abandon, learning to discover. Learning to hide and learning to
look.
___________
According to Justin Spring’s excellent biography of Steward, when Steward was an employee at The
World Book Encyclopedia in Chicago, he “came across an anonymous note that had been left in a hidden
nook in his office building’s hall toilet;” intrigued by the message, Steward answered the note, thus
“beginning a secret, anonymous sexual correspondence with a man who worked in the same
building.”3 Each day Steward left a note for the anonymous man in a hole made by some missing
mortar at the top of the toilet. In return, he received a note back from the stranger (the stranger
identified himself with the pseudonym “Bob,” and Steward called himself “Phil”). The content of
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their writing consisted of stories, “anything that interested [Steward],” creative exercises in homoerotic
erotica.4

The correspondence developed into a relationship in which Steward provided erotic material for Bob,
and Bob, in turn, wrote back to Steward with his own tales of sex. Bob became Steward’s audience,
and his student. The stories Steward composed were both works of imagination and memory: the
content was creative fiction as well as material based on real experience, and the sex described included
both hetero and homosexual acts.5 Steward wrote these stories with “Bob” as his only confirmed
reader. As such, the stories were composed with a situated rhetorical understanding of audience: highly
specific, relegated to a single person. This was an important moment in Steward’s writing career
because it was “the beginning of his life as a pornographer.”6 Steward would go on to publish an
extensive corpus of pornography, mostly under the pseudonym of Phil Andros. And so, these early
drafts for Bob served as preliminary work for future writing practices.

While carrying on this correspondence, the two men eventually met—first simply to look at each
other, and then once again for oral sex. However, after these initial sexual meetings, their relationship
continued only through bathroom correspondence. As Spring notes in the biography, “like
Scheherazade, Steward had to imagine more outrageous things with each new story to keep ‘Bob’
entertained.”7 To complicate matters, while Steward delivered these secret messages to Bob, Bob
persistently insisted on his own heterosexuality, with “repeated dismissals of homosexual sex.” 8
Consequently, “Steward undertook to educate [Bob] on the nature of sex between men, in one
instance recommending that Bob read Havelock Ellis.”9 Their correspondence was sexual, literary,
and didactic; and the writing between them served as a means of developing a nascent queer
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community—one that provided Bob with the opportunity to better understand and articulate his own
complex sexual identity.

However, when Bob refused to identify himself as gay (and, for that matter, dismissed gay imaginative
writing as well), the relationship between the two correspondents eventually soured. Steward received
little in return for his literary work on Bob’s behalf, and he tired of Bob’s “barely literate tales.” 10
Steward terminated the correspondence. However, shortly after their correspondence came to a close,
Steward discovered Bob soliciting a new bathroom correspondent. Steward surreptitiously took up
this second round of correspondence, but this time with the persona of “Art, 19, normal.” This
exchange was less communal, less didactic, and it concluded when Steward/Art wrote to Bob:

I was disgusted with what you wrote…and have decided you’re no good for me… So
I am going to put my sign back here and hope for someone that seems to be less mixed
up than you are and just wants a good old fashioned suck. You sound even queerer
than I am. What do you do, jack off when you read shithouse messages?11

Steward’s concluding message, with its derisive epithets, seems to operate as a kind of revenge fantasy
come to life—retribution for Bob’s failure to produce erotic material. Steward seems to tire of his role
as producer, and longs for a bit of consumption—some reciprocity. And so, Steward’s closeted
persona, Art, allows Steward to vent his aggression for Bob, while enacting the language of internalized
homophobia: “You sound even queerer than I am. What do you do, jack off when you read shithouse
messages?” The effort to shame Bob with these questions is remarkably effective, despite Steward’s
own participation in the discourse.
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In Steward and Bob’s correspondence, I see the work of latriniana at its most explicit. Despite the
levels of sexual disclosure, Steward and Bob’s messages play with anonymity, persona, and space in
the same manner as graffiti. And so, I wonder if we might read these secret messages as a kind of
latriniana? Steward embedded his writing into lavatory at the site of the bathroom wall. He left
language behind for a fellow queer to discover—as if he were placing a corpse (corpus?) into a
mausoleum. An archive? Where traditional latriniana appears on the surface of the bathroom wall,
Steward and Bob’s correspondence was accessible just below its surface. Still, it stands to reason that
Bob and Steward’s writing was vulnerable to discovery by any strange, unwanted interlocutor. It was
hidden in plain sight—meaning that anyone could join the discourse, as long as that person
understood how to enter, how to search beneath the surface of the bathroom in order to locate the
text. Moreover, I wonder about the text’s didactic components as well. Through his correspondence,
Steward sought to teach Bob, a sexual neophyte, about “sex between men.” This education included
both sexual and cultural practices—not only specific acts, but also the erotic culture attending these
acts. One wonders at the words used, the ideas conveyed. As Steward sought to teach Bob about sex
between men, what exactly did Bob learn? Did it require a certain kind of language—was there a
vocabulary list?
___________
As rhetoricians such as Scott Lunsford have argued, “forwarding sexual literacy includes several
methods and methodologies, processes and forms…” 12 This is especially true about the kinds of
literacies one acquires outside the imprimatur of the school or university, beyond the sanction of
heteronormative sexuality. What one learns from reading the bathroom wall is not something any
professor will teach you. It’s not something you learn in a PSA, or a brochure at the doctor’s office. I
believe latriniana is a method for forwarding sexual literacy, a mode (among many) by which gay men
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attain a certain level literacy about sex and language. Taking Steward as an example, I will compile a
selected collection of latriniana myself.

My goal in collecting these texts is to show how the genre enables certain modes of queer writing and
reading to flourish, but in the covert form of what James C. Scott has called the hidden transcript. 13
At the heart of this inquiry is an interest in literacy, and the certain entitlements literacy affords. And
yet, the literacy sponsored by latriniana resists reading due to its relationship to heteronormative power
structures. Latriniana is not the kind of text one can check out of the library. Instead, this is a literacy
one pursues at one’s own risk. Illusive and fugitive. The difficult qualities of the genre—its resistance
to legibility, authorship, and categorical organization—point to the heart of a paradoxical power.
Latriniana defines itself through a resistance to definition. And I hope to show how latriniana enacts
the vexed relationship to queerness of which Muñoz advocates.

My consideration of latriniana as queer text is tripartite. I will begin by theorizing the space in which
latriniana is located. How does the bathroom, as a field of composition, deconstruct the limits of
public and private rhetoric? How is the subjectivity of the composing figure contoured by what Eve
Kosofsky Sedgwick calls the epistemology of the closet? 14 In other words, what identity category or
categories does the composer of latriniana occupy? How is the identity set in contrast to normative
identities in both heteronormative and queer political culture? Secondly, I will show how latriniana
makes itself legible through illegibility, and I will try to highlight the tactics by which this is
accomplished. I will explore the notion of gaylect within latriniana, a strain of queer argot used to
simultaneously signify and conceal, distracting the reader like a camouflaged organism. And finally, I
want to show how latriniana offers its writer a specific mode of self-shattering, providing a technique
for writerly jouissance. If, as James Paul Gee has pointed out, “any social language helps a group to
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see the world in certain ways, to cut it up and regiment its categories and processes in certain ways,”15
then the world view offered by latriniana enables a particularly queer mode of self-erasure, enacting
the viscerally powerful queer theories of thinkers such as Leo Bersani, Lee Edelman, and John Paul
Ricco.
___________
A word about the materials and methods I will use. I collected these samples of latriniana from 20172018. They come from New York City and San Francisco. I have chosen to pursue latriniana in bars
because, as James C. Scott has pointed out, bars have historically served as acute “places of
subversion.”16 They are matrixes for cultural production and political fomentation—meeting places
where words and ideas are exchanged beyond the surveillance of the dominant culture. And the
customary subversion of the gay bar has a tendency to generate the public/private discourse deployed
by latriniana.

I collected the samples from San Francisco’s South of Market neighborhood (SOMA) and a New
York City bar called The Eagle. These bars are significant in that they are slightly different than the
bars one finds in the cities’ traditional gay ghettos: the Castro, or other bars in the Village, Chelsea,
and Hell’s Kitchen. Bars in SOMA and the Eagle tend to orient themselves to a more working-class
ethos. While they may not share much by way of the economics of labor (any local anecdote regarding
San Francisco or New York City’s real estate market will make clear how these cities are outrageously
expensive) they definitely posture an aesthetic of the working class: patrons are often found in leather,
denim, and tee-shirts. This style of dress and posture has a long history, stemming from pre- and poststonewall culture, rooted in masculine stereotypes of labor and the military.
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As Ira Tattelman has observed, in the years during the post-Stonewall sexual revolution, “gay men
transformed figures of working class utility, exemplified by the leather man, biker, jock, cowboy,
outlaw, soldier, policeman, and construction worker into fetishistic caricatures.”17 Mining archetypes
from the cultural imagination, these men transformed figures of “straight” sexuality into something
queer and erotic. And in the twenty-first century, bars such as Hole in the Wall and The Eagle carry
on these customs and traditions, if in slightly nostalgic and parodic fashions. They feature the
subculture of leather and BDSM more prominently. Their aesthetic is rougher, more conventionally
masculine—that is to say, more performative in its masculinity. In fact, SOMA is home to the Folsom
Street Fair, a well-known BDSM/leather festival and staple of San Francisco’s leather week. And
Folsom East occurs at the Eagle in New York City.

It is worth mentioning the neighborhoods and bars in which this latriniana has been collected so that
I might consider the rhetorical effect of location and audience. From the point of view of classical
rhetoric, an understanding of audience is key to the development of any form of rhetoric. As Lisa S.
Ede sums up Aristotle’s account of the role of audience, “much of [Aristotle’s] Rhetoric is, in fact,
concerned with bringing rhetors and their audience closer together.”18 Logically, the authors of the
latriniana I want to explore placed their compositions in close proximity to the audiences they wished
to address. And while these texts under analysis operate as liminal agents of Scott’s hidden transcript,
“the hidden transcript does require a public—even if that public necessarily excludes the dominant.”19
The placement of the texts I wish to analyze speaks to the intended audience of the writing, especially
in relation to the rhetorical task it endeavors to undertake.

In other words, I think it is safe to suggest that, at the bare minimum, this writing is intended for queer
people, specifically gay men—in that the bars are marked as queer, and the bathrooms from which
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this material was culled are labeled “Men.” Consequently, the authors composed their latriniana with
an eye toward audience; they composed within a space that welcomes gay masculinity, as understood
through the leather/working class subculture the patrons participate in. (However, I do not believe
that the placement of this writing undoes the closeted-ness of the discourse. This writing still hinges
on absence, anonymity, and displacement—it is still anonymous [and pseudonymous] writing, to a
certain degree, and it still courts rhythms of departure and arrival. Language has been left behind, with
the hope that it will be shortly discovered.)

The commercial spaces from which these texts emerge allow for transience, a dynamic of arrival and
passage. There is darkness, the edges of which blur with soft red light. The bar’s architecture, with its
nooks and crannies and bathroom stalls—what John Paul Ricco calls “minor” architecture—only
facilitates the movement (arrival, explosion, absence) of interactions.20 There is a gnarly quality to this
spatial organization, as if it is contrived to confuse and frustrate easy reading. The bars are often
deliberately labyrinthine in structure, refusing easy access. As Scott has explored, the social spaces that
nourish resistance—in this case, the leather gay bar—are shaped and developed along the lines of
infrapolitical possibilities, refusals of surveillance and domination. And as such, “the social spaces
where the hidden transcript grows are themselves an achievement of resistance; they are won and
defended in the teeth of power.”21

Scott locates in the bar/tavern a space especially conducive to infrapolitical resistance. Here, he notes,
there is a “freedom encouraged by alcohol.” 22 Also, the consumption of alcohol adds to a slippery,
almost illegible social dynamic in which connections are easily made and easily abandoned. The flow
and convergence, followed by the atomization of the local social body within this space, brings to
mind the vexed evidence of Muñoz’s queer hermeneutics. Bodies have residue—sweat, skins cells,
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microbes, hair, and pheromones—friction, as they pass by one another in the crepuscular shadows of
the bar. This is evidence for social and bodily interaction that doesn’t quite get written down, recorded
for posterity. A man showers it off when the night is over. The itinerancy and dynamism of this social
interaction is amplified by the rules and customs of cruising. NSA states explicitly that no strings are
attached; which is to say no formal or social documentation is involved in such interactions.
For example, in Figure 2.1, I have discovered the residue of such an encounter. Written on the
bathroom wall in the bathroom stall at the Eagle in far West Chelsea: “Who are you?” the writer asks.
“I miss you,” the writer implores. The namelessness and transience of the encounter has marked itself
on the subject, and in response the writer makes this internal, melancholic affect external, smearing it
on the surface of the wall. From this message one can get a sense of the temporality of the exchange.
Because the writer writes, “I met you in this bar/ and fuckd [sic] you in this bathroom,” there is a
sense of the time frame of their relationship. One to three hours? From “Hello, can I buy you a drink?”
to panting grunts in a public bathroom stall. And then radio silence. Abandonment. Loss. In the
aftermath, the writer looks for evidence. Smells evaporate. Sweat crystallizes, washes off, falls like
scales. The residue becomes writing.
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Figure 2.1: “I met you in this bar/ and fuckd [sic]
you in this bathroom/who are you? I miss you…”
The Eagle, New York City (2017)

I have discovered this message. Was it written for me? Not specifically. But generally, yes. It was
written to me in the hope that I may respond to it. In the hope that I am the man. The mysterious
stranger who fucked the author in the bathroom one night. With the hope that he might find me. I
have found it. I peer into the intimacy of this exchange.

__________
To read latriniana, to participate in this discourse community in the three manners I have outlined
above, requires a complex literacy. This literacy hinges on a type of embodiment. Or identity. Like

whales in seawater. Or birds calling to one another through moonlit trees. As Foucault has noted, my
perversions have all been consolidated, taxonomized. I am happily marked. A sibilant S. A carnation
in the lapel. (Am I gay? / that was until today/ but now that man is gone, he’s gone/ and we are through/ am I

blue?).23 I am blue. I am a specific strain of the social ill, a rampant virus surfacing on my culture’s skin.
I am a “personage, a past, a case history, and a childhood, in addition to being a type of life.”24 Not
merely a body in pleasure. Birdsong. Whale song. I call out through the trees at night, my feathers
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tickling my throat and breast. I hear someone else. We find each other. A long, plaintive lament
through

the

dark

forest.

A

low

threnody,

blooming

through

the

murky

depths.

As a gay man, I have been taught (or maybe, somehow, these little discoveries get lodged into the
body, passed down along with a legendary gay gene) to read the world. It is what Jonathan Alexander
calls my “sexual literacy,” my own personal “knowledge complex that recognizes the significance of
sexuality to self- and communal definition and that critically engages the stories we tell about sex and
sexuality…”25 And, as Alexander also makes clear, “literacy and sexuality are intimately entwined.”26
What I read shapes and forms my sexuality—I locate myself within the text. I learn my name. That’s
me! I cry out as I turn the page—or as I cruise the man on the street. Alexander says as much when he
writes, “we are straight and gay because of whom we desire, but we are also straight and gay because
of whom we identify with as gendered people.”27

My concerns for literacy are ultimately tied to the field of personal epistemology. Indeed, Troy
Swanson argues quite emphatically, “there are several connections between personal epistemology and
information science, libraries, and information literacy.” 28 I come to knowledge and I am known
through my relationship to information, at least in its most basic, formal iteration as language. As a
gay man, I have learned to read the world. And I write myself into this world. Some can read me
appropriately; others cannot. Because they have not acquired a faculty of literacy, what Alexander
identifies as the ability to “become acquainted with the discourses of sexuality—what one can and
cannot say about the sexual, how one can speak about it, what knowledges about sexuality are
prescribed, proscribed, or held as taboo…”29 I signify for some. For others, I possibly do not. The
same is true for all my sexual partners. I have learned to read them correctly. It has become a necessity.
Others do not read correctly. They are left outside the discourse—illiterate. Moreover, the ability to
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read and write oneself is not limited to personal epistemology; it is also important for the development
of a gay culture and subculture. Indeed, as Rusty Barrett emphatically states, “gay male subcultures are
crucially constituted through language.”30

But this ability to read the body, as if it were the word, was not something I could easily learn in
school. As Stacey Waite observes, with perhaps a bit of melancholy, “When you’re eight years old and
queer, you have to compose the world as you wish it were; you have to be an inventive reader. You
have to fantasize more wildly.”31 Even if it wasn’t the learning objective the teacher listed on the
syllabus. I read Moby Dick. In my reading, Queequeg sure seemed sexy to me, with his tattoos. And
Ishmael. And all those hunky sailors. Jonathan and King David. Open secrets. Brawny hands striking
the harp. I read The Picture of Dorian Gray. I, like Dorian before me, let Lord Henry seduce me. I read
Whitman’s Leaves of Grass: “As I lay with my head in your lap, Camerado, / The confession I made I
resume—”32 I knew not to ask questions. The other students giggled. The teacher said things were
different back then; men had different ways of relating to one another. But my reading led to my
sexual literacy. Like Alexander argues, “an individual’s emergences into sexual and literate self
awareness are often tied together in complex ways.”33 Words took me places. In my mind, Queequeg
and Ishmael made passionate love (the confession I made I resume). I wanted it. In my mind it happened.
My reading taught me about “sex between men,” just like Steward’s correspondence with Bob. I had
to look beneath the surface. The message hidden behind the toilet, lodged in the wall. The language
was a map. The destination was beyond my wildest dreams. Look at the bathroom. Look into the
water closet. Look closer. Did you know that there is a message waiting for you? All this time it’s been
here, and you didn’t even know it. Where do you think the message is hidden? Are you the kind of
person that looks for it? Do you find it? If you find it, do you read it?
_________
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I write of latriniana in relation to queer epistemology because I believe the two are intimately
connected. To consider the private rhetoric of bathroom writing requires, to some degree, the ability
to understand certain codes, to read into the text specific terms and allusions. Gay men are specifically
adept at such reading. Yes, there is the common argot of bars and clubs. But I would also argue that
gay men have been trained to read through their orientation to the world, a world they are
simultaneously inventing and interpreting—invention through interpretation. Gay men cruise along
city streets and parks—looking for sex or love or connection or whatever—and this activity rigorously
conditions them to pay attention, to look closely, to see certain signals on the surface of the world,
signals that otherwise pass right under the nose of heteronormativity. This is why “sexuality is deeply
tied to issues of literacy, of what it means to communicate, to learn how to communicate, and to find
some forms of communication forbidden or foreclosed upon” (Alexander).34 In a discursive sphere
where specifics modes of communication are “foreclosed upon,” one must invent new words and
technologies in order to connect with other like-minded fellows.

A way of learning. Learning to read the world, learning to read the strange. Stranger love. A
preoccupation with odd, shifty forms. Much of queer theory has been preoccupied with the closet—
a binary between homosexuality and heterosexuality. As Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick so forcefully argued,
“many nodes of thought and knowledge in twentieth-century Western culture as a whole are
structured—indeed, fractured—by a chronic, now endemic crisis of homo/heterosexual
definition…”35 Form conditioned by the closet, by homophobia. The debates over Queerness—who is
queer, who is not queer; acts vs. identities, bodies in pleasure vs. the exigencies of politics; the legibility
of the category—make the notion of queer epistemology difficult to articulate. And such
destabilization makes queer writing almost impossible to track and analyze. In fact, scholars such as
Jonathan Alexander and Jacqueline Rhodes have argued quite effectively that “queerness is one of
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composition’s impossible subjects,” due to its resistance to legibility, its “impossibility and excess…a
gesture of the unrepresentable…the insistence that not everything be composed.”36 Queer writing, like
the composer of latriniana, hovers on the edges, obscured, obscene—off stage and out of view. On
the margins. And latriniana’s rhetorical context and objective render it as a kind of cultural marginalia,
one with no desire to “compose itself” in order to be consumed by a mainstream public.

I believe Latriniana is just one of many strategies for the queer composition. But I believe it is
remarkably suited for this practice because it emerges from a liminal space—neither public nor private.
It emerges from absence, abandonment, itinerancy—writing that cruises like Baudelaire’s flâneur, yet
remains fixed and static at the same time. It roves through private subjectivity via public consumption.
It summons a public within the private sphere. Only those that hear the call, arrive to read what they
are looking for. Like a dog whistle, perhaps? Double entendre?
__________
We are all, on some level, writing in our closets. In the OED, the word closet includes these definitions:
1.
A.

A secluded chamber or room.

B.

A private secluded room; an inner chamber…

C.

A space devoted to private study or speculative thought…

D.

A private chapel, or reserved area of a church, for the use of a lord, monarch,

etc.
E.

A (usually small) room or cubicle fitted for urination or defecation; a toilet, a

privy. Also, occasionally: a fixed receptacle used for urination or defecation.
F.

Scottish. A sewer. In early use also: an enclosed cesspit.
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G.

A place (whether in the form of a cupboard or of a room) where valuables are

securely kept; (in later use more usually) a repository of curiosities….
H.

The den or lair of a wild animal.

I.

…A state of concealment regarding one’s homosexuality or any other aspect

of one’s sexual or gender identity.37

Connotations swirl around these definitions, from the sacred to the scatological. A closet is a private
place, set aside for private devotion: prayer, chemistry, clothing, shit, and sex. Sacred study. The closet
derives its sanctity from its privacy— “the place of private study or secluded speculation.” Closet and
Cloister share the same etymology: Latin root, claus. A cloister of water. Cloistered thoughts. Separate,
secret thoughts. Where prayer and shit and sexual desire comingle.
__________
The mind is a closet. My mind is a dark room. I withhold myself from prying eyes. But this essay is an
invitation to peruse my cloistered worship. I am making my private thoughts public. I am publishing
them. I dictate the terms by which you enter this closet, but I cannot control your impressions. (All
texts run the risk of misinterpretation.) My hope is that my privacy will become our conspiracy. I want
to conspire with you. I invite you. You try to enter. Entrance is impossible. Still, I invite you. You try
to enter. We long to conspire.
_________
I’m not the first to think of this. John Locke specifically compared the mind to a closet in An Essay
Concerning Human Understanding: in Book II, Chapter 11, he writes,

I pretend not to teach, but to enquire; and therefore cannot but confess here again,
that external and internal sensation are the only passages that I can find of knowledge
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to the understanding. These alone, as far as I can discover, are the windows by which
light is let into this dark room. For methinks the understanding is not much unlike a
closet wholly shut from light, with only some little opening left to let in external visible
resemblances or ideas of things without: would the pictures coming into such a dark
room but stay there, and lie so orderly as to be found upon occasion, it would very
much resemble the understanding of a man, in reference to all objects of sight, and
the ideas of them. 38

My mind collects sensations. It stores them in my closet. Enlightenment philosophy investigates the
limits of the mind, developing an epistemology rooted in personal experience—empiricism. In book
I, Locke challenges the notion of a priori, or innate, knowledge—an empiricist’s project, but useful for
reflections on the mind’s closet. He argues the limits of human knowledge, exhorting the thinker to
“stop when [the mind] is at the utmost extent of its tether, and to sit down in a quiet ignorance of
those things which, upon examination, are found to be beyond the reach of our capacities.”39 My
emotional response to this advice contradicts itself. On one hand I am sobered and soothed. The
limitations between our minds protect me, guard me, and free me to think and feel what I believe is
true. I smile at you, but I withhold my sorrow. I am reminded of Woolf’s A Room of One’s Own—a
room for the mind, a closet for wild and untamed thinking. Or Clarissa Dalloway, retreating to her
narrow bed in the attic.40 Free from Richard, free from Peter’s penetrating gaze. To a certain degree,
I am guaranteed a measure of solitude—whether I like it or not. As much as I invite you to shatter
this loneliness, this solipsism—it is impossible. I am…disappointed. (This dichotomy—the mind’s
closet, the separation between interior and exterior—may have been, historically, cause for crisis. How
does one ever penetrate outward appearances?! How can I truly know anyone?! How can I ever be
known!? A keen paranoia toward deception seems to slither through Enlightenment cultural texts:
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rakes such as Richardson’s Robert Lovelace and Mozart’s Don Giovanni, for example, not to mention
Rousseau’s intellectual project in The Confessions.)41
__________
I am writing slowly toward the limit of something. Latriniana is a genre written on a limit—a surface,
an edge, an ending, a new beginning. A line.
___________

Locke writes:

…There is nothing more commonly taken for granted, than that there are certain
principles, both speculative and practical (for they speak of both), universally agreed upon
by all mankind; which therefore, they argue, must needs be the constant impressions
which the souls of men receive in their first beings, and which they bring into the
world with them, as necessarily and really as they do any of their inherent faculties…
This argument, drawn from universal consent, has this misfortune in it, that if it were
true in matter of fact, that there were certain truths wherein all mankind agreed, it
would not prove them innate, if there can be any other way shown, how men may
come to that universal agreement in the things they do consent in; which I presume
may be done.42

Locke rejects innate knowledge. Understanding comes from personal experience—nothing goes
without saying. Words mean different things to different people. We find our own way to our own
perspective. The limits between my mind and yours make complete consensus and total transparence
impossible. And so, much to our sorrow, comfort, and loneliness, “there are [no innate principals] to
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which all mankind give an universal assent.”43 It’s not possible. But still we try. I have my closet and
you have yours. Such limitations provoke Locke to consider in Book III—while meditating on the
nature of language as “signs of internal conceptions,” 44 signs on which we try to agree—for the
elusiveness of actual communication. For example, Locke interrogates the word gold, ultimately
asserting that “no one has the authority to determine the signification of the word gold…”45 The
definition is up for infinite debate. The trace is only a trace!

But thank God! (Though, we pay a price.) In my closet gold means one thing. In yours, it possibly
means another. Our definitions may approach consensus—but we can never know if they actually
arrive! I don’t consider this unavoidable failure reason for despair. It justifies our freedom—free
thinking! My bathroom stall remains my bathroom stall. My privacy remains my privacy; I invite you
to read my latriniana—conspire and have “fellowship with those of [your] own kind.”46 We read the
latriniana of others. We will not vanquish the mind’s isolation. We will do our best to soothe our
loneliness.
__________
(According to the Gospel of Matthew: “For where two or three are gathered together in my name,
there am I [Jesus Christ] in the midst of them.”47 I would like to take this claim seriously, literally. I
would like to enter into the presence of God. I do this by entering into the presence of another person.
Our words brush up against each other; our bodies touch, skin to skin. We make a line between us.
In the midst of us—I end and you begin. There is a limit to my body. Beyond me, technology—words,
a boat, sailing to a blinding, blessing destination.)
_________
Will you agree to debate the nature of gold with me? What is your experience with it? I will tell you
mine. As we work to achieve consensus, and arrive on an agreed definition, we deploy language. We
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will not arrive (we are doomed to dazzling failure). Arrival, I believe, would sound like silence (I do
not know what silence is). Augustine’s blessing: finally (if it only were true!) we would shatter our
words because we would no longer have use for them. We would abandon the boat! We would
abandon the word! We would abandon the body! —all of it: disappointing technology! Sloughed off,
left behind! Then, you and I would be silent together—no need for talking. We would arrive. Only
presence—bright, beautiful, and terrifying.
__________
We come. We arrive. I think this might be like what Bersani alludes to in his essay “Is the Rectum a
Grave” as fucking’s potential for self-shattering: “the risk of self-dismissal, of losing sight of the
self…jouissance as a mode of ascesis.”48 Arrival at the instance of alterity, the sensation of becoming
something other. I don’t think I’m far off when I talk of fucking as a crass permutation of communal
soteriology. Bersani, by way of Freud and Bataille, locates within the sexual “certain mystical
experiences.”49 Sex or death. Is there anything else worth talking about?! What a cliché!
_________
Why all this talk of closets?

Latriniana is a composition that occurs, on a basic, ontological level, in a closet: the water closet. It is a
metonym of a particularly queer permutation of epistemology. The three-dimensional structure of the
bathroom stall carves out a space for sex and sexual expression that allows the subject to engage while
completely anonymous. (In its most explicitly anonymous iteration, the water closet presents a
puncturing of subjectivity through the glory hole: a small aperture through which one can engage in
same sex activity in absolute anonymity, disclosing nothing more than the genitals.) The sex and
language attending the bathroom—either through the discursive sphere of latriniana, or through actual
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sex in the public lavatory, involves a degree of anonymity by nature of the space. One is withheld from
the interlocutor.

The water closet has been the site of endless sexual encounters—marked as a domain for furtive
congregations, a communal space in which a silent sub-culture might develop. One could argue that
the compression of pre-Stonewall gay culture forced sex into anonymity and itinerancy. Without an
institutional or transparent cultural support for homosexuality, such acts were habitually done on the
sly, quickly, without entanglement. Cruising, consequently, became (and remains) a social orientation.
(Where do I find you, whoever you are? How will you signal yourself to me? How will I catch your
eye? Do we read the same words?)

For theorists such as Tim Dean, these familiar questions offer a point of departure toward a more
elaborate, sophisticated reading of the strange. Cruising as an ethical gesture: a practice with “a
remarkably hospitable disposition toward strangers.”50 When one cruises, looking for sex—amid the
brush, the beach, the docks, the bathroom—one is opening oneself up to danger, to assault, to
pleasure, to engagement with the stranger. This engagement does not seek to domesticate or castrate
the wildness of an alien (queer, unknown) encounter. As Dean writes, “The ethics of cruising is a
matter not of how many people one has sex with or what kind of sex one has with them (bareback or
otherwise) but of how one treats the other and, more specifically, how one treats their otherness.”51
The cruising subject suspends the stranger’s otherness through and beyond the fucking, allowing their
partner to remain strange, celebrating and reveling in their otherness. This moral generosity allows
Dean to ask, “Why should strangers not be lovers?” 52 Dean’s ethical framework for cruising
transforms its redactions and knowledge lacunae, symptoms of closeted relationality, into something
“ethically exemplary”53—a touchstone for pride, instead of shame.
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However, what makes the water closet even more complex, as the sight of gay sex, is that it renders
the metaphorical literal. The closet, in this case, is not merely an imaginative or intellectual construct
for analyzing feelings of isolation, itinerancy, strangeness, and dislocation. It is, literally, a closet. A
water closet. A closet in which gay sex happens. I think of bathhouses in particular—their little cubicles
of privacy within a larger public space, encased by the private building. Room after room. Individual
cells. Roaming figures. Supine men, waiting. Names are not exchanged.
________
I have never been propositioned in a public lavatory. Maybe I appear prude and demure, but I have
never been offered sex in the water closet. My visits to the bathroom are short and perfunctory; I
wash my hands. What is the repository for the closeted sex? Where does it go to be archived?
_________
(Those days are over. A bitter queen tells me this on the corner of 14th Street and 8th Avenue. There are no
leather bars either.)
_________
But this is not to say that there isn’t, especially in gay bars, a culture of cruising: glances and smiles—
residue from another time. Honestly, to think of sex in the water closet feels like reaching backward
through collective, communal memory, accessing by way of oral stories and written texts a field of
inquiry I have never participated in. I have read about such encounters. In novels, memoirs, diaries,
and letters. The archive is bursting with tales. There is even a term I’ve heard: cottaging,54 which is
British in origin. Or Tearoom—which is also British in origin—tea being an old slang term for urine.55
_________
My first understanding of Tearooms came from novels, especially those taking as their subject matter
queer culture before the events at Stonewall in 1969. For example, part two of Edmund White’s thinly
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veiled autobiography The Beautiful Room is Empty: A Novel, details the narrator’s extensive experience
with lavatory sex. White writes:

…I started cruising all the time, all the time. Every free moment between classes I was
in the student union or the third-floor toilet in Main Hall. I’d sit for hours in a stall,
dropping cigarettes into the bowl, studying a book on Chinese social structure or
Buddhist art, awaiting an interesting customer, like one of those gypsy fortune-tellers
who prospect clients in storefronts where they also live. Their mixture of homely
paraphernalia and mystical apparatus (TV beside crystal ball) might serve as an analogy
to my blend of scholarship and sex.56

White reads within his stall, studying language and text while waiting for sex. His narrator even goes
so far as to detail the appearance of actual latriniana, written on the wall of the bathroom stall: “Hour
after hour I’d sit there, inhaling the smells other people made, listening to their sounds, studying the
graffiti scribbled over the thick marbled partitions…”57

But this man is not here to research latriniana. He is here to have sex:

Time and again I’d focus on this stranger on the other side of the door, will him into
wanting me, impart to him perverse demands, blond hair, full lips, only to see him
through the crack in the door…But then, just as I was ready to cash in my chips,
someone sat beside me, dropped his pants to the floor in a puddle…A silence like a
storm cloud gathered over the room, blocking out the hall noises. He tapped his foot
slightly; I tapped mine. Then two taps, matched by two of mine. Three and three.
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And without further prelude, he sank to his knees shoving his brown thighs and white
groin under the partition, and I also knelt to feast on his erection, inhaling the clean
smell of soap, my hands exploring the lychee-size testicles, then traveling up smooth
skin. I’d dreamed about this moment so long that now I wanted to freeze the frame.58
I want to highlight one aspect of White’s description of Tearoom fucking: the silence. It falls “like a

storm cloud gathered over the room, blocking out the hall noises.” Communication between these
men is non-verbal—foot tapping, periods of pregnant silence. There is a kind of language for this
space, a mechanism one must master before entering the discourse of the tearoom community. It is

performed unspoken—but no less a mode of communication. Is this code improvisational? Or is
something learned, over time, with specific teachers? And White’s observation is certainly not an
individual case or an anomaly. In his summary of research on anonymous bathroom sex, Richard

Tewksbury writes that “all of these works have emphasized the silent nature of tearoom encounters…
non-verbal forms of communication—gestures, body posture/movement, gaze, and sounds other
than words—are often relied upon to communicate sexual interest and roles.” 59 The style and
techniques for communication show that this discourse community has a learned discourse, and
consequently a specific literacy is necessary for entry.

In his study Tearoom Trade: Impersonal Sex in Public Places, Laud Humphreys explores the bathroom as a
sexual site from an anthropological point of view. Researched and written in the late 1960s,
Humphreys’ text feels a bit like an artifact from another time, a missive from before the ruptures of
Stonewall. Throughout the book, Humphreys refers to sexual practices in bathrooms as deviant,
categorically lumping queer sex practices with criminality. But his work is vital for its vantage point,
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despite its unavoidable prejudices. He is peering into the matrix from which American latriniana
emerges—the water closet amid the restraints of pre-Stonewall culture. For this reason, Tearoom Trade
conceives of all gay sex as covert, shameful, secret, and riddled with argot and ritual. And Humphreys
conducts his investigation as an outsider.60 At least that is how he identifies himself. Through his
epistemological lens, the water closet is a cabinet of curiosities.

Humphreys’ work first and foremost outlines the practices of Tearoom trade. He lists the rituals and
the culture, the terms and grammar necessary for literacy within this discourse community. He first
defines the term Tearoom for any outsiders to the discourse: a Tearoom is a restroom where “homosexual
encounters occur. Presumably, any restroom could qualify for this distinction…” 61 And these
tearooms come with their own rules and roles (In fact, Humphreys devotes the entirety of Chapter
three to this topic). For example, Humphreys offers five basic rules for Tearoom interactions:

1. Avoid exchange of biographical data.
2. Watch out for chicken [teen-agers]—they’re dangerous game.
3. Never force your intentions on anyone.
4. Don’t knock [criticize] a trick [sex partner]—he may be somebody’s mother
[homosexual mentor].
5. Never back down on trade agreements. [“trade” are “tricks” who do not, as yet,
consider themselves homosexual. This group includes most of the male prostitutes,
‘hustlers.’ Trade agreements, then, include paying the amount promised, if a financial
transaction is involved, and no kissing above the belt, because most ‘trade’ think
kissing is ‘queer.’]62
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Humphreys basic rules indicate an ethics to the community. Especially, rule number one— “Avoid
the exchange of biographical data.” This explains the silence of White’s University of Michigan
encounter. And it also speaks to the ethical stance of cruising outlined by Tim Dean—that silence
allows for strangeness, and cruising endeavors to engage with the strange without insisting that it
reveal its biography, its narrative of self.
_________
As Michael Warner writes in his book Publics and Counterpublics, “public and private are not always
simple enough that one could code them on a map with different colors—pink for private and blue
for public. The terms also describe social contexts, kinds of feeling, and genres of language.”63 This is
an aspect of what I’m trying to understand about latriniana and the role it plays in queer epistemology:
is it private or public? Public and private performances call for different rituals; because “being in
public is a privilege that requires filtering or repressing what is seen as private.”64 What does the public
bathroom suppress? What remains after the filtering and repression? One unzips their fly and does
their best to relax. Private parts are suddenly on display for a public (even though it’s possible nobody
is looking). Where is one in that moment? We do not feel private. We are publishing private parts. But
we are not exactly in public. Beyond the door of the bathroom there is music playing, and men talking.
Out there is a public. More public, at least, than the bathroom. And what about what lies beyond the
bar’s front door, the street and the cars and the people walking down the sidewalk? Where does privacy
end and publicity begin? And (indulge me) what about the borders of the neighborhood, the borders
of the city? On the corner of Castro and Market Street, in San Francisco, men stand naked during the
weekend days. Their flaccid penises flop in the sun. People pass by; they don’t care. This is public
behavior in San Francisco. Would you call this public behavior in New York City? Omaha? In
Montgomery, Alabama?
__________
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Fig. 2.2: Two Cocks
The Eagle, San Francisco, CA (2017)

This is a picture I took at the bathroom of The Eagle, in San Francisco. What struck me first about
this latriniana is that it was composed on a chalkboard. The notion of covering bathroom walls with
a surface that not only withstands composition, but also invites it, speaks to the tradition of latriniana

within the gay bar. This is expected writing, encouraged writing. The owner of the bar not only
anticipates latriniana to proliferate on the walls, he invites it. This process of creativity, sexual
solicitation, and communication is celebrated within the establishment. There is institutional approval.

However, the chalkboard also dismantles the permanence and subversion of latriniana. If a mark can
be made and then erased, the notion of the documentation of presence that attends most latriniana—
the ghost of presence, the body buried in the text—is elided. Think of all the messages composed on

this board; think of all the messages erased. This latriniana is destabilized—it is ephemeral. But it is
no less an artifact of queer history. Here, I think again about José Esteban Muñoz’s point about the
queer archive: “Queerness has an especially vexed relationship to evidence.” And the chalkboard, in

fact, seems the perfect medium for queer evidence—even if the images presented here are erased. As
Muñoz articulates it, queer evidence may operate as ephemera: “Think of ephemera as trace, the
remains, the things that are left, hanging in the air like a rumor.”65 Once these images are erased from
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the chalkboard, all that is left is the trace, left behind like a rumor. “Did you see the two cocks in the
bathroom?”

Two phallic images placed side by side. This image is open to a number of interpretations. Are the
cocks here, so elegantly rendered, meeting for urination or for sex? The slippages between the
homosocial and the homosexual are not so clearly defined, gesturing to Foucault’s Ars Erotica,
unfettered by the discourse of Scientia Sexualis. 66 In the water closet, labels such as these remain
unspoken. Is this a homosexual assignation, two straight baters, or merely bodies in pleasure? It is
hard to pick apart these tangled nuances, especially when one considers the intersections of
homosexual acts, emptied of any implication for identity, and the working-class style of the
neighborhood.

As I mentioned above, while the SOMA neighborhood lacks any overt connection to actual working
classes, its sexual aesthetic is one that performs working class, deriving a certain sexual titillation by
fetishizing the appearance of labor. This practice is deeply entrenched in the subculture of SOMA
(which was recently declared by the city of San Francisco as officially a “gay and leather district.” This
action was taken up in the face of gentrification, with a desire to preserve the neighborhood’s long
history of hospitality to the leather, bear, and gay community).67 As the clothing materials prominently
worn by SOMA’s patrons suggest (leather, denim, tee-shirts, baseball caps), this bar derives its
aesthetic from a hyper-masculine, working-class ideal. Scholars such as George Chauncey have
explored in their work how sexual identity is historically harder to parse within working class sexual
culture. 68 The slippages, in a sense, between masculine heterosexuality and covert masculine
homosexuality provide an erotic charge bolstered by anonymity.
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Consequently, it’s not difficult to imagine the tradition from which this artwork derives its ethos, the
erotics of non-disclosure it’s trying to emulate. To highlight the practices from which this image
emerges, I’d like to offer you another picture I took while exploring the bars in SOMA:

Fig. 2.3: Trough
The Powerhouse, San Francisco, CA (2017)

Figure 2.3 is a photograph of a trough. In bathrooms like these, the trough replaces an individual

urinal. Men line up along the trough, urinating and exposing their genitals to one another. Because the
bar mimics the homosocial, masculine ethos of the working class, the trough offers men a chance to
urinate in a way that strips them of their homosexual identity, while highlighting a sense of camaraderie

as men. There is a strange doubling to this practice. According to its kinky thought process, a man
urinating among men should feel no need to be demure or modest, at least according to the
heteronormative constructs of sexuality. Think of men changing in a locker room together—nobody

feels the need to cover up their body, as long as one invests in the belief that no one is going to be
sexualized—the heteronormative assumption that men alone are free from any sexualizing gaze. This
formulation of all male space denies the existence of homosexual desire; but compressing desire back
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into the closet shores up the boundaries of Eros. The kink, I suppose, is that the men urinating here
are looking at one another—but they are pretending, to a degree, that it doesn’t matter. They are
playing the role of what is commonly referred to in queer communities as trade: straight men who are
willing to engage in sexual activity with other men, as long as they are perceived as dominant, active,
and heterosexual—their status as male is not threatened. This is a performance of a dis-identified
sexuality, an illegible body, reduced to the mechanisms of pleasure and response.

The differences between public speech and private desire speak to certain paradoxes lying at the heart
of queer identity and embodiment, especially as expressed through politics. As Warner has traced in
his work, there is a tension between private longing and political reality. And it would be easy to
understand the private sphere of latriniana as a metonym for the closet: “For modern gay men and
lesbians, the possibilities of public or private speech are distorted by what we call the closet.”69 Within
the context of pre-Stonewall queer life, public speech was often subjugated by the demands of
heteronormativity—one could easily argue that it still is. One did (does) not speak openly about sex
outside the confines of heterosexual, conjugal sex. Private longings and queer observations were (are?)
enclosed within specific genres, genres like the private diary, or, as I am considering now, the water
closet: sexual solicitation, erotic art, codes and slang; textual evidence kept in the physical closet of the
bathroom, as well as cloaked within the discourse of queerness. These are traditions that continue
today in queer culture, despite queer visibility and marginal political success.
__________
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Fig. 2.4: “4 Head TXT 419/ 356 6289”
Hole in the Wall, SOMA, San Francisco, CA (2017)

This excerpt of latriniana is a classic example of the genre. “4 Head text 419-356-6289.” You may
question the ethics of me sharing this phone number, but I want to remind you that this information
has already been published. Anyone could travel to San Francisco, to a bar called Hole in the Wall in
the SOMA neighborhood and see this writing. I have merely re-contextualized this text, altering its
rhetorical position. I’ve taken it from its intended audience, and I have brought it into the academic
sphere, cultivating an entirely new audience. But the difference between the two contexts are not all
that radical, as the text is already performing work within liminal space. As Michael Warner has argued
about the slippery distinctions between private messages and public spaces, the two are not so easily
sorted. In his book Publics and Counterpublics he writes:

Despite the self-evident clarity of the distinction, different senses of public or private
typically intermingle in this way. A private conversation can take place in a public
forum; a kitchen can become a public gathering place; a private bedroom can be public
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and commercial space, as in a hotel; a radio can bring public discussion into a
bathroom, and so on.”70

Here, a private solicitation for oral sex is happening within public view (this is why I find nothing
wrong with my act of publishing it—that is, making it public). The composer of this message is
comfortable with its presentation before strangers, highlighting a notion that Warner has made in his
scholarship: addressing a public is a matter of “stranger-relationality.” 71 The public for this message
is constituted through “mere attention” from strangers. 72 By finding this message on the wall, by
bringing it to you, we are summoned together into a public. Our individual responses also determine
whether we are the public for which this message is intended and circulated. In other words, who was
this message written for? The person who responds to it.

In this manner, the question on the wall operates as what J. L. Austen might call a performative utterance
through its rhetorical strategy.73 We are summoned and named by this solicitation. Do we want the
“head” offered? If so, our attention to the text does something to us. In transforms us into a political
subject, marked by desire—if only for the duration of our reading. The private solicitation in the public
arena calls to the private desire nestled in the subject. We are transformed. We are marked.
___________
There is a double cloaking of queer discourse within the latrine. There is the filtering of bodies through
gender—the bathroom is usually labeled “Men,” which means that only men are allowed into this
sphere. And then on the walls there is the use of words and terms that only resonate specifically for
gay men. This language derives its anonymity from its deviation from normative speech, utilizing a
vocabulary not listed in any library dictionary. This queer discourse, called Gaylect by scholars such as
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Mark McBeth, is a form of communication in which queer men speak specifically and explicitly to
other gay men. As McBeth writes:

The Rhetorical universe that Gay males inhabit relies on shared lexical, paralinguistic,
intonational, and other linguistic usages that differ from dominant speech patterns
and, likewise, distinguish their social and rhetorical needs outside of heteronormative
situations and against heterosexist, as well as homophobic, paradigms.74

Gaylect operates on several levels, doing many things at once. To begin with, “the Gay man’s rhetorical
choices indicate distinct attributes of his cultural affiliation and engender certain responses.”75 When
one uses certain words or phrases from gaylect, one is signifying rhetorically to a specific audience,
aligning with other members of a certain marginalized group. Language use gathers one within a
particular identity, marking one as a rhetor within a specific discourse community. However, while
gaylect identifies one within a certain context, it also simultaneously camouflages identity. In other
words, while gaylect as a language practice seeks to construct and signify a specific sexual identity, it
also works to conceal that identity from audiences that might be hostile to queerness—it resists
legibility for the sake of safety; and yet it hopes that the encrypted message in the text will reach its
intended audience.

Gaylect is a well-established practice, one that scholars such as George Chauncey have documented
in their historiographies. As Chauncey has pointed out, the semiotics of queerness operate on two
different levels—one through an outward, public signifying, and the other though a private reading of
codes and signs: a strategy for simultaneous concealment and communication. For example, gay men
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in New York City during the 1930s and 1940s often used clothing to articulate a complex language,
one that both obscured and advertised their sexuality. As Chauncey writes:

Styles of dress, demeanor, and physicality varied among ethnic cultures at any given
time. Behavior or attire that signified sexual abnormality in one group might well
signify normality—and even affiliation with the group—in another. One man might
further the impression of effeminacy by wearing a ‘necklace’; another might signify his
status as a “rough,” highly masculine working-class youth by wearing a chain with a
cross around his neck.76

Through his clothing, a gay man could claim affiliation to both a sexual culture and a competing ethnic
culture. What read as masculine and heterosexual in one group, read as quite queer in another. This
doubling of signification allowed certain men to appear as rough or masculine, while simultaneously
advertising their sexual preference. Moreover, gay men often “made use of conventional gestures,”
appropriating language and protocol from the straight world for purposes of sexual contact and
solicitation.77 For example, to ask a man for a match to light one’s cigarette became a coded message
of sexual interest. But the genius of using such quotidian language to indicate sexual interest lay in its
illegibility to those outside the queer discourse community. As Chauncey states:

The man who made such a request [for a match] could rest assured that anyone
unaware of its coded significance would simply respond to it straightforwardly, since
men often asked other men for such things, while a man interested in responding to
its hidden meaning would start a conversation.78
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Here is queerness in plain sight, but only visible to the man who wants to see it. The audience willing
and able to read. Otherwise, the message could pass right under another person’s nose, completely
unaware—a throw-away line, a mundane request, nothing out of the ordinary.

Eric Darnell Pritchard has written extensively about the practice of concealment in queer literacy,
especially as it pertains to queer men and women of color. In Fashioning Lives: Black Queers and the Politics
of Literacy, Pritchard writes of the need for secrecy and protection when it comes to reading and writing
about queer experiences:

…Black queers describe attempting to protect themselves from normative imposition
or the threat of punishment, injury, or harm resulting from literacy practices that may
categorize them as non-normative. To survive this dynamic and thrive within it, many
individuals adopt strategies of literacy concealment within reading and writing
practices.79

To compose language of queer experience, or to read of queer experience, opens one up to the dangers
of heteronormative correctional forces—or what Pritchard calls “Normative” literacy.
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Consequently, many writers composing their queer lives turn to a liminal sphere—a public privacy—
as a means of bodying forth their subjectivity, while avoiding normative surveillance. A rhetorically
successful exchange of ideas, a salve for loneliness, beyond the purview of controlling forces.
Acquiring access to this language—perhaps through the bathroom wall—means prying into private
desire, learning to read a liminal text that works to write and un-write itself at the same time.
____________
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Fig. 2.5: “Sloppyfck/ + Piggypup/ 11/15/16”
Hole in the Wall, San Francisco, CA (2017)

Sloppyfck + Piggypup 11/15/16. Clearly and purposefully misspelled (the rhetorical task does not require
perfect spelling). The first question I have, upon viewing this message, is whether this is a memorial
or a solicitation? If it is a memorial, then it is a monument to some event—I assume a sexual meeting:
the sloppyfck conjoined with the piggypup, and the two became one flesh. Or, is it a solicitation? Someone
is asking for a sloppyfck with a piggypup? In that case, the sloppyfck is a verb and not a noun. To
sloppyfck. And then there is the question of the +. Is it a plus sign or is it merely the stem of the P in
sloppyfck intersecting with a random (or intentional?) line separating the two terms. As one can see, I
am struggling to parse these signs and symbols. I am struggling in my reading—like a first grader
working his way through a reader. I need someone to teach me this grammar, this language. I need
my invitation into the discourse.
__________
When I was in San Francisco, I met a man named Daniel at a cocktail party. He was pleasant. He wore
glasses. He had a lateral lisp. He wore a plaid shirt and jeans; he was awkward, prudish. He spoke in a
slow, slightly musical voice. His voice was soothing. He was very polite. He reminded me of a librarian.
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He asked me if I wanted to have dinner. I said yes. We made plans for an evening later in the week.
Later that same night, a friend of mine named José asked me if I wanted to go to the Eagle, a leather
bar in SOMA (“For research…” he proposed). I said yes. When we walked into the bar. I saw a man
dressed in a jockstrap and sneakers dancing on a box. He was sweaty. He looked dirty. I wondered if
he smelled. I thought he was sexy. I looked closer at the go-go boy. It was Daniel, the same man from
the cocktail party—the one I was planning to have dinner with later that week.

I was intrigued by his dualism (or, who knows, his multiplicity!)—the precise, polite suitor and the
dirty go-go dancer. I think of Whitman’s claim to a host of constituent selves: “Do I contradict
myself?/ Very well then I contradict myself/ (I am large, I contain multitudes).”81 Inside all of us,
someone else can be found: the gentleman, the librarian, the go-go dancer. The “Sloppyfck piggypup.”
Our bodies are read in different contexts, signifying in different ways. And I, as a reader of queer texts,
have had to learn to read multiple interpretations (the trace, Derrida’s différance!)—or run the risk of
misinterpretation. The risk of being misinterpreted.

Later, at another bar called Hole in the Wall, I went to the bathroom. And it was there I discovered
the message scrawled on the wall: Sloppyfck + piggypup. I didn’t know what it meant. I had an idea of
what sloppyfck might mean. Some kind of unprotected anal sex, perhaps. But the piggypup? This eluded
me. In my mind I thought of a piglet: dirty, self-contained, unselfconsciously fat. Pleased. A puppy is
energetic, rambunctious, and playful. Cute. But the two together? I realized more research was
necessary.

I met Daniel for dinner. I asked him about his career as a dancer. He said he did it for fun—he didn’t
need the money. He said he liked the attention. He said he was really into leather. He does all the
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events in San Francisco, including the infamous Folsom Street Fair. Dorey Alley. He showed me
pictures on his phone. There was one photo of him done up in leather drag, surrounded by a group
of young men. I asked him what a “piggypup” was. He told me all about this community of “pups.”
He said, “A pup is younger than a bear, kind of like a ‘son.’” I found this allusion to animals and
incestuous family hierarchies interesting. I understood what a bear was—I guess it was something I
just picked up as a gay man, like many of the vocabulary words I’ve been referring to up until now
(Bear Week in Provincetown. The man who calls himself a wolf on Grindr. Bareback. Some of these
things I just knew). A bear was an assumption I had made—I don’t know how I arrived at the image
in my mind: older, hairy, rough, a gut, beer-drinker, beard, baseball cap. A word I learned before I
knew the significance of such words. But I didn’t really know what a pup was. I thought of puppy play.
Some kind of sexual role-playing. But Daniel explained it further, informing me that a pup is usually
submissive. A pup is eager, sweet, and unselfconscious. He said, “You know… a pup.” He reached
over and scratched me behind the ears; he treated me as if I were a puppy. He then proceeded to
explain what a piggy was. A piggy is dirty (the definition of dirty and its connotations vary). A piggy likes
sex and all the dirty parts involved: spit, urine, shit, cum, and sweat. A pig is sloppy. He revels in the
slop. He rolls around in the slop. He wants to be covered in it. Through these code words—a lexical
web of signification and meaning (sort of?)—a specific kind of solicitation began to surface, one that
continues to speak only to those who are literate in the gaylect it utilizes.

As Scott Lunsford has provocatively asked, “Who gets to decide what is appropriate and inappropriate
information about sex? Who gets to speak and write about it?”82 In this sense, literacy serves as a
gatekeeper. Some rhetors are deemed unfit. Forbidden literacy. And as Daniel explained these terms
to me, I realized how much I was outside the discourse. I felt a sense of shame. Daniel was schooling
me. He offered me the literacy required to enter into the discourse. If I’m being honest with you and
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myself, the solicitation for Sloppyfck + piggypup was not for me. The writer did not have me in mind
when he composed the message. But if, upon discovering the message, I wanted to heed the call—
well, then, I had to learn its language. I had to decode the message to join the conversation, to speak
back to the request. Or, choose to ignore its intended meaning and solicitation. In this sense, desire
conditions my literacy. I know other words—top, bottom, opera queen, tea and shade. I know these words
because I have had to use them. They are tied up with my desire, sexual and social—the things I want
to talk about. If I have a need to speak, then my desire requires me to learn what must be learned—
to speak in a way that must be spoken. These terms are rhetorical. They identify an audience, in the
same manner that sloppyfck + piggypup does.

__________

Fig. 2.6: “Brooks was here”
Hole in the Wall, San Francisco, CA (2017)

Who is Brooks? Where has he gone? He is offstage. He is obscene. All that remains is his name. This
is presence articulated through absence. Brooks is gone. Brooks was here. Where is Brooks now? Brooks
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was here is the signifier. It signifies Brooks’ presence, which dissolved somehow. Brooks was here is
provisional, in the sense that all signifiers are provisions for their signified origins. Something has
rendered Brooks disembodied: Time? Departure? Travel? Death? As his body passed through the bar
of Hole in the Wall, as it passed through the bathroom, Brooks left behind this residue. I wish to
follow Brooks. These words Brooks was here are a sign—they direct me someplace—toward Brooks, I
suppose, whoever he may be. Am I being ushered into the future or the past? These words invite me
to take a journey—they indicate to the future by marking the past. Where does the journey go? I
cannot answer that question with any certainty. I am only able to envision Brook’s future by gazing
on his past.
__________
This temporal paradox is indicative of Queer theory’s relationship to both the past and future, a
complex orientation that can best be explored through the symbol of the horizon; Muñoz directly
invokes the horizon as he explores queerness and its relation to utopia. In Cruising Utopia he writes:
“The not-quite-conscious is the realm of potentiality that must be called on, and insisted on, if we are
ever to look beyond the pragmatic sphere of the here and now, the hollow nature of the present.”83
In direct contrast to anti-relational queer theorists such as Lee Edelman and Leo Bersani, Muñoz
locates Queerness in the potential of the future, in the possibilities afforded by imagining utopia.
However, while constantly oriented to the future, Muñoz does not elide the potentiality of the past—
the past resurrected through imagination. He invests in the past due to its latent potentiality, borrowing
the term of the no-longer-conscious from the philosophy of Ernst Bloch. However, as the subtitle of
Muñoz’s monograph suggests, there is an intermingling of past and future within queer vision, vis-àvis a Blochian heuristic for time: “A turn to the no-longer-conscious [enables] a critical hermeneutics
attuned to comprehending the not-yet-here.” 84 According to this methodology, a critique of the
present is possible through an invocation of the past, with the aim of imagining a more perfect future.
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Queerness then, for Muñoz, is the realm of a distinct “potentiality.”85 Much like the message Brooks
was here, the past and present vibrate with potentiality, leading to a world of not-quite-yetness, a world
existing just beyond the horizon of the present. “…Queerness,” Muñoz writes, “is about futurity and
hope. That is to say, that queerness is always in the horizon.”

In their book If Memory Serves: Gay Men, AIDS, and the Promise of the Queer Past, Castiglia and Reed offer
a similar methodological approach to questions of past and future, arguing that it is through a
cultivation of “countermemories” that gay men can find a template for visions of the future.86 They
charge that the current pragmatic and conservative objectives and triumphs of queer politics—
specifically, gay marriage and military service—are anemic compared to the radical possibilities
promised by the queer liberation movements of the 1960’s/1970’s. In order to engage with these
potentialities, they suggest a re-visioning of the past, through countermemory. This is an approach to
memory that actively seeks to re-remember the past, severing the causal relationship between gay
sexual culture and HIV/AIDS. In this sense, countermemories work as an antidote to the pernicious
effects of “de-generation,” a process that Castiglia and Reed claim “attempts to authorize sexual
conservatism by normalizing gay memory…”87 Countermemory requires a kind of un-remembering
of AIDS, a re-remembering of post-Stonewall sexual culture, and an envisioning of a future recharged
with the potential latent in the past.

Both Muñoz’s and Castiglia and Reed’s formulations of queerness engage with time in order to pursue
that which is just out of the realm of the present. Their configurations of time actively seek to undo
linearity. Their sense of queer potential dissolves and subverts the “impoverished and toxic” present
for the sake of a utopian and imaginatively generative future.88 But yet, the present is the realm of the
body. The present is the time of here and now, and the contingencies of embodied experience.
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However, instead of denying the existence of the body, the theories practiced by these writers, theories
of queer futurity, embed hope in the present body and urge the queer to use the past in order to create
the future—as if these temporal locations are composed of a materiality that may be recycled and
repurposed for creative ends. But this creative material, due to its temporal location, lacks the texture
and tactility necessary with which to create. One cannot hold the past or the future in their hands. It
is intangible, ephemeral. And for this reason, Muñoz describes queerness as a “utopian feeling.”89
__________
Returning to Brooks, and my longing for him: my interest in latriniana is directly oriented to my
interest in time, my interest in subverting time. I suppose this is oriented to the deployment of the
past tense was, a grammatical swerve that is compounded and complicated by the very act of reading.
I arrive at the site of departure, abandonment. A track, a trace, an outline left behind. It is like a
footprint—what Derrida would probably call “Gradiva’s step,” written in the sand.90 The footprint is
not the origin, and the message left behind is not the origin. The message, the trace—Brooks was here—
is a material object that confirms my utopian feeling for Brooks, utopian generator and flight of fancy.
Brooks was here is a promise that Brooks was ever there. And that will be enough to keep me, to borrow
Tony Kushner’s utopian commandment, dreaming ahead. 91
__________
In the case above, Brooks is a signifier with no known, concrete referent. Brooks is pure symbol,
referring solely to the textual materiality of itself. It is language in the world, language up for public
consumption, at the expense of no known author. It’s as if the writing, in this excerpt of latriniana, is
merely announcing itself as writing, and nothing more. Writing as presence, but achieved through
absence. The irony of the message Brook was here is that Brooks is not here. This is a presence that
appears only to demarcate absence. Without proper copyright and documentation, we may never
know if Brooks was, in fact, ever here (there), because we will never know who Brooks actually is.
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Consequently, while graffiti like this may be interpreted as a kind of imposition of the ego on the
surface of the world— “look at me! I was here! And I have left my mark upon the world!”—it is
instead an exercise of the id: a form of writing that dissolves the ego into its own textuality, its own
artificiality.

Latriniana, due to its anonymity and temporality, refuses the responsibility of authorship to a certain
extent. It invites collaboration. Or, at least, it is comfortable with the notion that other writers may
impose collaboration. In the most basic and concrete sense, the genre is noteworthy because it undoes
contemporary assumptions about copyright and intellectual property—the authority, the imprimatur,
authorship. And, possibly, it offers an anti-capitalist practice for writing production. Beyond the
political implications of this argument, my aim is to investigate the particular queerness latent within
such a process. Latriniana defers finishing. It leans into refusal, resisting consummation. The text,
then, is a mechanism by which the author is denied, dissolved. The author melts like Margaret
Hamilton’s Wicked Witch of the West.

In a writing culture shaped by market forces, this may seem odd. But by taking up the work of queer
theorists such as Leo Bersani, I believe we can explore possibilities offered through the dissolution
engendered by latriniana. I wonder about the aims of this writing. Do our assumptions of the text,
with its perceived rhetorical aims, create an oversight? Does our ignorance of the text allow us to
foreclose on possibilities before they may come to fruition? And is the text doing something for the
author(s) that it cannot do for the reader. Is the reader merely bearing witness to a mode of self-denial
and pleasure?
_________
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At its most basic level, latriniana is unlawful. It’s writing where writing has not been asked for (the
chalkboard example above, provides a surprising—if conciliatory—exception). It is rude writing. It
spills over the boundaries of courtesy and decency. It is secret, and covert writing—because it is
shameful writing.92 But latriniana is also unlawful because it refuses to be bound and commoditized
by the law. In fact, the development of book and print culture is one in which writing moved language
from a communal, shared oral practice of knowledge production into one situated in authorship,
copyright, and licensing. As Susan Stewart has noted, writing, by its very materiality, has come to be
constituted as a kind of property—one that may be bought, sold, and licensed. In her book, Crimes of
Writing: Problems in the Containment of Representation, Stewart writes about the differences between oral
literacy, writing culture, and commerce:

… those very qualities of writing that distinguish it from the contexts of speech and
face-to-face behavior—its “materiality,” its relation to death, its anonymity, its capacity
for deception as well as definition, its call for supplementarity and commentary—
move it from the sphere of event to the sphere of property in which the law is arbiter
of its appropriation.93

Writing, as a material object, is subject to the objectifying forces of capitalism. And as is true with
most questions of property, it is subject to the will of the law. The objectification of copyright law,
subjective attribution (charging an author with responsibility toward a produced text) and the juridical
processes that determine which property belongs to whom render text into a product made by an
individual writer or marked group of writers, and thus transform text into a kind of capital. It has a
beginning and an end. It is an object to be bought and sold. As Stewart points out, this idea of text as
capital is emphasized by the fact that “the law continues to exercise its claims on writing once the
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author has died.”94 The notion of “public domain” suggests that text, unquestionably separated from
its deceased originator, can be circulated as a separate entity from its creator: “…it is the law that
defines the nature of the ‘public domain’—that realm in which language acquires its most purely social
character.”95

The anti-social character of latriniana invokes a particular strain of queer theory, one in which absence
is preferred over presence—a withdraw from not only the agora of publication, but from relationality
itself. As Bersani astutely argues in his book Homos, “I can’t be oppressed if I can’t be found.
Unidentifiability is an act of defiance, and the confrontational nature of gays’ self-erasure has been
clear since the 1960s.”96 Latriniana participates in this tradition, releasing itself from bibliographic
documentation and refusing surveillance. As the epistemological implications of latriniana suggest, as
explored above, the work of latriniana erases the self, destabilizing certain categories of identity. And
in this way, it performs the asocial erasure of Bersani’s politics, highlighting a sexual and social position
that is “suspicious not merely of specific identities, but of identity itself.” 97

Latriniana defies legibility as identity, and thus as capital, because it defies the law. Most explicitly,
latriniana’s anonymity tends to undermine questions of authorial attribution. Certainly, bathroom
writing can involve a kind of attribution, maybe a “tag”—a signature or a symbol. One thinks of the
famous controversies involving Banksy, or even the ubiquitous World War II presence of Kilroy.
However, as these phenomena, and their attending controversies prove, the attribution, rather than
providing clarification, mystifies and mythologizes the notion of subjective originator even further.
For example: who is Banksy? Who is Kilroy? There is no documentation; there is no copyright. And
thus, the author dissolves without the necessary clerical support. The law cannot incorporate the ghost.
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In these cases of attributed text, the attribution tends to signify the presence of text more so than any
intervention of an embodied author. The text itself is all that can be gleaned from the experience of
reading, because there is no other information that can be verified by the documentation of the text.
The text is merely text—all surface and symbol. However, the surface and symbol point to the future
and the past; or, to borrow the words of John Paul Ricco, latriniana is writing that adheres to “an
ethics and a politics articulated through a future-anterior logic of pasts to come and futures that have
been.” 98 It’s a field of articulation that invites one to gaze at some distant horizon (east or west) where
time dissolves into the jouissance of potentiality.
__________

Figure 2.7: “Donald/ Trump/ Make my/ asshole/

great THROW UP/ again.”

Hole in the Wall, San Francisco, CA (2017)

Let me give you an example. In Figure 2.7, we have someone who composed the original message:
Donald Trump, make my asshole great again. But someone has intervened. They have revised the message
by crossing out great, replacing it with the words throw up. So, now it has become Donald Trump, make
my asshole throw up again. The cognitive dissonance evoked by this collaboration/revision is really quite
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wonderful. (How does an asshole throw up?) The message has moved beyond a kind of funny,
scatological pun, into an expression of pure revulsion. Donald Trump is so disgusting that he can
make even one’s asshole vomit in disgust. A site of pleasure (the asshole) and greatness (great again) has
become, instead, a site of scatological rupture.

Moreover, the palimpsest of drafts allows the message to operate on multiple levels at the same time.
Message one (Donald Trump, make my asshole great again) exists simultaneously with message two: (Donald
Trump, make my asshole throw up again.) The body of the text is a matrix from which multiple readings
spring forth. And I wonder what the first composer of this message might think of his collaborator’s
revision. Does he think it improves the text? I suppose that ultimately it doesn’t matter what he thinks.
He has already released the text to the interventions of other writers. When he composed this
latriniana, he made peace with its eventual erasure—tacitly acknowledging that it may be altered or
expanded.

Latriniana plays a long game, stretching its composition process over a long period of time. Its
relationship to publication is a blurred line, a distinction that has collapsed under the weight of the
medium on which the writing is composed. By writing on the surface of a public space, the private
subject—the author—chooses to shatter or erase himself. He does not really exist. Latriniana’s
relationship to publication is either all or nothing: either its publication is the teasing out of
composition, or its composition is an exquisitely arrested act of publication. The two are really one
and the same.

Latriniana, through its anonymity resists consummation. It is never truly finished, because it is open
ended—plastic to a certain degree. Its meaning, its form, defers completion. Its meaning making is
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not linear. In this sense, once again, latriniana performs the impossibility of what Jacqueline Rhodes
and Jonathan Alexander have identified as queer composition: “queerness is one of composition’s
impossible subjects,” due to its resistance to identity, legibility, and consummation; its “impossibility
and excess…a gesture of the unrepresentable…the insistence that not everything be composed.” 99 This
instance of latriniana is a text that is excessive, polyamorous; it lacks composure and singularity. It
refuses finishing, deferring the pleasure of consummation in exchange for a wonderfully continuous
unbecoming/becoming. This writing, in its unfinished essence, highlights an important effect of queer
theory on composition. As Alexander and Gibson write in their article “Queer Composition(s): Queer
Theory in the Writing Classroom,” the effects of queer theory “ask us to question, at the utmost
fundamental levels and in the most essential ways, the nature of authorship, representation, and the
process of coming into being through language.”100 This message about Donald Trump, through its
surrender of authorship, is continuously coming into being. For all I know, a third writer could have
altered this text already, and it is no longer what I present before you today. For Alexander and Gibson,
this constant process of becoming is analogous to the work of revision. This very text reveals the
queer potential inherent to all composition processes, working ontologically “as impermanent, liquid,
and always in need of revision.”101

And beyond its tautological revision, there is always the possibility of latriniana’s complete erasure.
The words are always vulnerable to being scratched out completely, to being whitewashed. This stands
in direct contradistinction to the world of commercial publishing. Once something has been
copyrighted, it has entered into an institutional mechanism that works to ensure its perpetuity.
Certainly, I suppose, there is the notion of burning books (these things do, historically, happen). But
copyrighted texts are not published under the assumption that they will be burned. They are not
vulnerable in the same way that latriniana purposefully opens itself up to temporal and spatial negation.
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Indeed, in the realm of a free market, and under the demands of capitalist notions of a product and
property, published writing is continuously archived and housed—in libraries and institutions, such as
the university. Latriniana, on the other hand, has no interest in perpetuating itself. It is not allegiant to
any logos in its rhetoric, and it invites major shifts in form and content. Or, its logos is one that is within
constant process. The author writing latriniana denies his own presence, is swallowed by the words
they compose, and melts into the form upon the surface—words and images, nonsense—delicious
self-shattering.
__________
The title of this project is called a “Hermeneutics of Residue.” I am attached to the notion of residue
because it is an invitation to paradox: I study evidence with the promise of presence, a promise that
can never be fulfilled. I am interested in repositories of knowledge that are the province of ghosts:
lost archives. Tell me, what are the repositories that house unsubstantiated knowledge? Where does
foreclosed knowledge go? Where is the archive for cruising? Has each glance been counted? Has each
wink been documented? Such ephemera are impossible to catalogue, but still I want to try. My efforts
are consigned to dazzling failure. One enters the bathroom stall, and one reads the words written on
the wall. The residue and slime cast off by living creatures. Is this the archive? These four walls that
surround me. This mess. Is this the only monument to their bodies? Residue from that other time?
Objects, objects, objects. I am looking for some sort of object in the absence of the subject. I am
wrestling with Derrida. I am not willing to give up the logos of language, the logos of bodies. Every time
I’ve loved a man, I’ve touched his body in pursuit of a living spirit. Marks made on surfaces. Signs
that signify disappearance.

Technically, I live in New York City. But I am spending this summer writing this chapter in New
Jersey. I am staying with my mom and dad. My mom is the registrar of Salem Community College, a
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very small school in rural New Jersey. It is a very out-of-the way place. Lots of farmland here. Fireflies
at night. Stray cats. As we drive along the road, the top of the green corn looks like emeralds. The
school almost feels haunted. Quiet halls and empty classrooms. A distinct institutional smell. This
summer, I get up each morning with my mom at 6:30am. I ride in the car with her to the school. She
spends her days in her office working on transcripts and credit transfers, and I work in the library. It’s
quiet around here. The students are off for the summer. There are summer sessions, but I guess they
aren’t as popular as the fall and spring semesters. I spend most of the day reading or writing. And I
drink coffee and water. And when I have to piss I go to the bathroom. Of course, I go looking for
latriniana. It’s my new favorite game—finding specimens, recording them—like an archeologist, or an
anthropologist. And here, at Salem Community College, I have found an example of latriniana:

Fig. 2.8: Indecipherable Writing
Salem Community College, Carney’s Point, NJ (2018)

Latriniana, in the process of erasure. A new layer of paint to cover it up. Slipping beneath the surface.
The text undergoes a kind of Christ-like passion play, grinding itself to nothing. I can’t even read the
words. And part of me thinks that even if I could, I wouldn’t be able to understand what they mean.
The text is “wild.” It makes me smile, though I’m not totally sure why. I guess it’s nice to think of this
kind of literacy as uncontainable. I remember reading the Bible when I was boy: “In the beginning
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was the word. And the word was with God. And the word was God.”102 I remember my father telling
me that the word meant Jesus, meaning the incarnation, god made into flesh; which in my agnostic
adulthood has come to mean, simply, a body, any body. Anybody. Anybody. Holy breath, breathed
into skin and bone. A baby in the nursery. Words really are like slime—organisms, leaving behind
parts of their body as they shuffle on to some other dimension. Language, uncontainable, surfacing
on the surfaces of the world—Brooks was here; Kilroy was here; Sloppyfck + piggy pup; bathroom stalls in
bars and schools. These words cannot be managed. They refuse to make themselves legible, to reveal
themselves to readers when they do not want to be read. Words are so demure, so modest. Still, they
refuse to be silent. In the beginning there was the word. Yes. And these naughty words will be here
long after we are gone. Epitaphs for our grave.
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CHAPTER 3
Cognoscenti: Parterre Box and the Queen’s Discourse

Whether he gets into bed with her or not is moot; his
first reaction to her is aesthetic, not sexual. And
that’s what I call queer.
--La Cieca, Parterre Box

Fig. 3.1
Parterre Box Issue 33 “tattoo, amore, tu!”
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Introduction: Advent and Parousia
Spring 1994, The Metropolitan Opera

Elektra.

The cast:

Elektra: Gwyneth Jones
Chrysothemis: Deborah Voight
Klytämnestra: Leonie Rysanek
Orest: Jan-Hendrick Rootering
Aegisth: James King

Production:

Otto Schenk

Conductor:

James Levine
__________

Christopher Corwin is not a fan of Dame Gwyneth. But they have “freebies”—in the orchestra no
less. He thinks to himself, Why not? Christopher and Alfred arrive early and settle into the house’s
plush red seats; the Swarovski crystal chandeliers glisten, waiting to rise (just minutes before the
performance begins!); society women complain about the house’s chilly temperature; their beleaguered
husbands escort them by the arm. Alfred considers the opera’s single, substantial act. He decides it
would be wise to use the bathroom. “He said he needed to take a piss,” Christopher will later report.
“And when he came back from the john, he had this small, sort of pamphlet… I loved it and
subscribed…eventually it showed up on newsstands and was more immediately accessible.”1
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What did Alfred discover? What is this “pamphlet” to which Christopher refers? It is folded paper,
covered in text. A frame of collaged images. Black ink on a white background. Photocopied. There
are a series of articles written by different writers with strange, cosmopolitan names. La Cieca. Enzo
Bordello. Flora Bervoix. Nicholas Fishbone. Mme. Florence Quartavodka. Giovanni Fucina. There
are lists and bon mots and images of Callas superimposed on photographs of BDSM leather men,
hustlers, bodies cut-up and rearranged; allusions to the drag performer Divine, Renata Tebaldi, Mae
West.

Fig. 3.2: “Now you can enjoy my box
every month in the privacy of your own home!”
Parterre Box Issue 9, “Feminine, Glamorous”

It is called Parterre Box. An underground zine “about remembering when opera was queer and
dangerous and exciting and making it that way again.”2 When Christopher asks Alfred where he got
the pamphlet, Alfred says there is a pile of copies. Someone has surreptitiously left them in the men’s
restroom.
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Thesis Statement: Parterre Box as Residual Text and Devotee of the Past
Like Latriniana, the zine Parterre Box began as a calculated decision by its creator and distributor James
Jorden. Text left behind in the water closet, waiting to be discovered: readership filtered by sex, but
not by sexuality. As its self-description implies, the zine was intended for gay men. But, in order to
reach its intended audience, Parterre’s mode of delivery occurred via the bathroom of an opera house.
Ostensibly, straight and gay men had access to the zine, but it was the gay men its writer/publisher
wanted to reach; it was the gay men that picked it up and read it. And like latriniana, Parterre Box
required (requires) a level of literacy in Gay English; codes and slang and argot abound in both texts
and images with rhythmic, zany puissance.

However, Parterre Box, as artifact and evidence, differs from latriniana in that the gaylect required is less
about erotic categories and more about a vast, complex web of cultural references. Parterre Box’s
subject matter focuses primarily on opera as viewed through a queer lens. This queer lens, in its own
way, operates as a kind of hermeneutics of residue; and in this chapter, I will outline the ways that
Parterre Box performs a hermeneutics of residue in its reading and writing practices, extending and
shaping a queer discourse that otherwise might have fallen out of parlance, solidified into a kind of
dead language. Not only was Parterre Box distributed through a means of residue (much like latriniana,
abandoned in the bathroom), but, also, its pages are awash in language practices that many
contemporary queer men outside the discourse community of opera might find bewildering. There is
residual meaning in the prose—the diction, the tone, the rhetorical strategies, and the vocabulary.

Moreover, Parterre Box, like latriniana, is a residual text in that it draws on a discourse with a vexed
relationship to evidence. Taking its cue from language practices and rhetorical strategies operating
outside the official channels of publication and circulation, Parterre Box draws on the linguistic,
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outmoded residue of previous generations of queer aesthetes. Uninterested and unimpressed with the
mainstream discourse of opera criticism, Parterre Box instead seeks out the words of the opera queen,
the gay man standing on line at the Met, the partisan experts hissing from the family circle, the
devotees kvelling at the stage door—those queer researchers, cruising and perusing the labyrinthine
field of inquiry. These language practices body forth a value system of queer appreciation, what Wayne
Koestenbaum has called “connoisseurship,” an angle of critical vision standing on the margins,
drawing on lexical and psychological resources cultivated by the pre-Stonewall, outlaw queer, the opera
queen, the flâneur.

As queerness as a political category grows more legible, assimilating into larger matrixes of cultural
production, the apolitical and radical qualities of queer criticism lose their bite, become watered down,
and adjust to be more palatable to heteronormative consumers of this discourse. Michael Warner calls
this sanitizing gesture “the trouble with normal.” 3 However, Parterre Box resists such “norming”
influences and invests in its own queerness, drawing strength and force from the anti-social obstinacy
of previous generations of queers. Of particular influence, the work of writer James McCourt and his
novel Mawrdew Czgowchwz play an explicit role in handing down these unruly (and sometimes, when
necessary, naughty) discourse practices. In this manner, Jorden and his work on Parterre Box refuses
assimilation, choosing instead underground avenues of dissemination and circulation in order to
preserve the integrity of his queer discourse. As a result, Parterre Box comes to function as an archive
of language and rhetorical practices—an archive for the residual speech, rhetoric, and cultural postures
of the opera queen.

In this chapter, I will discuss the influences and sources for Jorden’s queer discourse in Parterre Box;
and having established the background and history of the zine, I will read specifically for queerness in
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the text. My goal is to outline the various means of queerness in Parterre Box—what exactly makes this
text queer? Where is the residue? In doing so, I will consider the zine’s authorship practices,
dissemination tactics, language, and methodologies. I will consider its deployment of a multi-level,
complicating heteroglossia. And, consequently, I will establish how Parterre Box is a residual text,
bodying forth an outlawed and endangered discourse.

1. Flânerie
In order to argue that James Jorden’s Parterre Box is a residual text, participating in language practices
standing outside institutional support, it will be necessary to explore the tradition from whence it
came—both largely in a cultural sense, but also through a single, deeply influential text. I will first
outline the larger cultural forces at play, citing the figure of the flâneur, which perhaps has its most
explicit description in Walter Benjamin’s The Arcades Project.

The history of the opera queen is a bit murky; such mysterious origins befit this slippery figure. And
if I were to place the opera queen in any sort of taxonomy, I would label him a sub-category of the
nineteenth-century figure, the flâneur: a categorical stock figure, permeating gay culture since the 19th
cent., when, as Foucault hypothesizes, the homosexual as a species began to surface in discursive and
cultural practice. As traced by Walter Benjamin in The Arcades Project, the notion of the flâneur finds its
most rigorous articulation through Baudelaire’s engagement with the modern city, specifically Paris.
Intellectually and physically adventurous, consumerist, alien and unfettered, the flâneur makes of
connoisseurship, observation, and walking his life’s work.

As Baudelaire writes in L’Art romantique,
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“For the perfect flâneur,…it is an immense joy to set up house in the heart of the
multitude, amid the ebb and flow…To be away from home, yet to feel oneself
everywhere at home; to see the world, to be at the center of the world, yet to remain
hidden from the world—such are a few of the slightest pleasures of those independent,
passionate, impartial natures which the tongue can but clumsily define. The spectator
is a prince who everywhere rejoices in his incognito…”4

The flâneur, the spectator, occupies a politically ambiguous space—one that revels in the notion of
independence, all while remaining wholly dependent on sociality. He is “hidden from the world,” but
simultaneously at “the center of the world.” He is “independent, passionate, impartial,” but above all
else a “spectator,” sampling, delighting, and criticizing with acerbic wit. Indeed, one need only think
of Oscar Wilde’s dandies and bunburyists to get a sense of the flâneur as an aesthete, and his or her
relation to queer sensibility, morality, and humor. As Wilde writes in the preface to The Picture of Dorian
Gray, “the artist is the creator of beautiful things.” 5 The thingness of beauty—in other words, its
attention to formal concerns—is the principal concern of the flâneur. To gaze and to look, to “cure
the soul by means of the senses, and the senses by means of the soul,” are the prerogatives of the
flâneur, and by extension—the opera queen.6 And this is, ultimately, the mission statement of Parterre
Box: a politically skittish, but strident capitulation to beauty—one with no hang-ups regarding
impropriety or cruelty. Thoughts are tossed off like acidic witticisms at a cocktail party. They may
sometimes be hurtful, but they are often hilarious.

There is, of course, a whiff of aristocratic snobbery attending such a figure. Richard Pope locates
within Benjamin’s account of the flâneur, “the last vestiges of the aristocracy fighting back against
bourgeois democrats.”7 Indeed, in order to peruse aimlessly amid the market one must have the
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financial means to do so, the financial and social ability to withdraw—as Pope articulates it, the flâneur
“maintains a relation of exception to society and nourishes himself on this difference.”8 This exception
is rooted in the privileged alienation perceived by the flâneur, even though this perception may be the
result of a false consciousness that imagines oneself the master of capitalism, and thus excepted from
it. To be sure, the mastery may be a kind of self-delusion; Richard Pope writes of the flâneur’s
complicity with capitalism: “as capitalism presently feeds on identity differentiation qua market
segmentation and intensification, to advocate or ‘articulate’ the progressivity of new identities is, from
one angle, to do capital’s bidding.”9 And so the notion of an individualized and autonomous identity,
the flâneur operating beyond market forces, is something of a “fantasy.”10 But the fantasy enables a
subjective position that consumes publicity and market goods while conceiving of the self as separate
from the public sphere and the market. It is a cleavage founded on a false consciousness, sure, but still
the cleavage makes space for irony.

Central to this ethos is an investment in consumption instead of productivity—or, more explicitly, a
sense that idleness and consumption can be transformed into a certain kind of cultural or intellectual
production by the flâneur. As Benjamin writes in The Arcades Project, “basic to flânerie, among other
things, is the idea that the fruits of idleness are more precious than the fruits of labor.” 11 Indeed, the
flâneur is characterized not so much by a Marxist model of production than by a voracious and refined
appetite for consumption. He takes in the marketplace, studying the faces of the crowds, perusing the
goings-on of the cityscape. Moreover, there is an aimlessness to the flâneur that undergirds a kind of
queer uselessness. The flâneur is unmoored, roving and drifting away from any personal domestic
sphere, more concerned with the social landscape unfurling before him or her.
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The term flâneur is, of course, etymologically related to the French verb flâner—to stroll. The flâneur
is a boulevardier, a walker, a mover, a cruiser. He takes his time—his destination is unknown and
unimportant, and perhaps even non-existent. He perambulates, admires, and moves; whether down
through the arcades of Paris, or through the metaphysical quarters of the imagination, a flâneur is
constantly moving. I write of the flâneur as seer and mover because of this connection to the evacuated
state of the queer. The queer, to refer back to the discussion of Muñoz earlier in this dissertation, is
oriented toward the horizon. And so, one’s relationship to queerness is a relation to absence, to being
left behind—consequently the relationship between evidence and documentation is a relationship to
residue left behind by the absent queer figure. The flâneur, as figurehead and cultural identity, indexes
the propulsions of queer desire. He or she is called onward, constantly, ever striving toward Ricco’s’
Outside epistemology, ever striving toward marginality in order to gain an even better vantage point
from which to watch, to see, to consume. The flâneur is hunting, cruising. He is a snail; to read his
words is to read his slime. His propulsion towards the limits of epistemology gives rise to alienation,
but such is the anti-social cost of being the flâneur. For many, it is a very small price to pay.

The critical acumen brought to queer discourse by the flâneur (and by extension, the opera queen)
highlights the vague cultural erasures standing in the wake of recent assimilationist moves in queer
politics. As Michael Warner has pointed out, dynamics of shame and respectability have shaped the
political aspirations of queers over the last twenty years. There has been a “betrayal of the abject and
the queer in favor of a banalized respectability.”12 For example, departing from the radical politics that
galvanized the liberation movements of the 70s, as well as the militant acting-up of queers during the
AIDS crises, queer activism has oddly committed itself to the rather heteronormative goal of legalized
gay marriage. Such a shift in the priorities of queer activism, in retrospect, appears odd under Warner’s
analysis. As he writes, “marriage,” an outright plea for social viability within a regime of the normal,
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“became the dominant issue in lesbian and gay politics in the 1990s, but not before.”13 In other words,
what was largely a trivial manner within the culture of radical post-Stonewall liberation had become,
by the late twentieth/early twenty-first century, of paramount importance.

I mention Warner’s tracking of respectability and gay marriage within the discourse of queer politics
because this thread is merely one of many within a program of sanitation of queer culture. As much
of Warner’s monograph points out, a normalizing and de-clawing of queer culture has simply been
accepted for the sake of larger political gains within a heteronormative sphere. The more gnarly,
dangerous, and sexualized aspects of queer culture have been foreclosed upon in an attempt to project
a more palatable image of the queer. This, as one would suspect, has been done in the name of politics.
My earlier example of Pete Buttigieg in the introduction of this dissertation is just one example of the
pious, ennobling visions of queer life that stand as representatives of a once non-standard sexual
category. (Indeed, respectability politics has demanded a sanitation of queerness, tantamount to what
Bersani accounts for as an absence of queerness.)

Amid this project of sanitation, I point backward to the queer flâneur because of his relationship to
movement and travel. I point to his residue (Parterre Box). And I place within this category, the
subcategory of the opera queen. While the flâneur and the opera queen remain ever in motion, their
critical angle of vision operates constantly outside the field of heteronormative sociability. They
constitute a counterpublic, ambiguously anti-social; the flâneur is a “self-assured narcissist”; He is not
nice. 14 Indeed, I will argue in this chapter that cruelty is germane to the discourse of the opera queen.
Bon mots and comebacks and creative outbursts are generic. And where much of queer politics within
the last twenty years has been engaged with a sanitizing reconstruction of queer identity—the niceties
and pieties of gay marriage, for example—the opera queen has been cultivating a discourse of vulgarity,
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outrageousness, and cruelty. And, I propose that the opera queen and the flâneur constitute a
counterpublic standing in resistance to the regime of the normal.

Before I continue to explore a separate influence on Parterre Box, an additional, uncomfortable point
must be made about the flâneur. In The Arcades Project, Benjamin draws on Edward Bulwer-Lytton’s
novel Eugene Aram, to highlight Goethe’s “observation that every human being, from the humblest to
the most distinguished, carries around with him a secret which would make him hateful to all others
if it became known.”15 An example of a possible secret, clearly, could be the desire for sex with
someone of the same gender—the contemporaneity of discourses on homosexuality and the
emergence of the flâneur support this hypothesis (in other words, a homosexual flâneur would have
the language necessary to articulate his own secret). This obvious notion may highlight the alienation
embraced by the flâneur. Closeted subjectivity inevitably results in a sense of alienation because the
closeted homosexual exists in a state of perpetual dislocation. Carrying around the “secret” of one’s
identity is like wearing the social mask of a heteronormative persona—and in this sense, the mask of
the flâneur may operate as a kind of pressure valve for the secret giving rise to his alienation. Indeed,
the archetype of the flâneur may be a means of consolidating and transforming the alienation of
closeted subjectivity into something slightly more dignified, allowing the closeted homosexual to
embrace his own dislocation as a mechanism of empowerment, cosmopolitism, and the renewed
capacity for self-determined irony.

2. James and James
The figure of the flâneur can be found meandering the pages of literature and the canvases of art
throughout modernity. Bodied forth in discourse by Baudelaire, and seized upon by artists of various
mediums, the flâneur is a critical subjectivity that makes space for figures such as the dandy and the
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opera queen. Moreover, the flâneur’s ambiguous engagement with alienation and hegemony, as well
as his persona and “secret” purported by Goethe and Benjamin, create fertile ground for nonnormative sexualities to coalesce into something resembling identity. However, the flâneur finds its
most explicit embodiment through discourse because the historical record of flânerie remains rather
mysterious. As Richard Pope writes: “various accounts of the flâneur index that he—whoever he is—
is a shifty fellow. He—or she—cannot be located, filled out, or given a proper content.”16 Moreover,
Pope points out the difficulty of historicizing the sociological phenomenon of the flâneur due to “an
absence of historical examples of actually existing flâneurs.”17 Therefore, the language surrounding
flânerie throughout discourse becomes the means by which artists, writers, and thinkers engage with
the figure.

In search of the opera queen, and in turn the influences and tradition from which Parterre Box arises,
one might turn to the novel Of Lena Geyer by Marcia Davenport, or to the much-anthologized “Paul’s
Case,” by Willa Cather. Both texts traffic in the currencies of fandom, but—as “Paul’s Case” makes
explicit in terms of its structuring and themes—they pursue their subject material through the lens of
an outside discourse, one sanitized and organized for broader consumption. Therefore, a more direct
antecedent must be located, one that inhabits the discourse of the opera queen, with all its acidic wit
and difficulty. Like the palimpsest visual aesthetic of Parterre Box, there is a text beneath the zine’s text.
As one digs deep into this language, searching for forebears and prior discourse communities, a certain
genealogy starts to emerge. For example, reading through Parterre Box one can see a direct influence
on the style and subject matter of the zine in James McCourt’s fiction and non-fiction. And indeed,
when I asked Jorden if McCourt served as a conscious influence, he responded enthusiastically, saying:
“Oh, definitely.” Most explicitly, Parterre’s language participates in a discourse sampled by McCourt’s
novel Mawrdew Czgowchwz. A slim, rambunctious novel about the rise, fall, and redemption of a
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superstar opera singer, Mawrdew Czgowchwz is more about talk than anything else. People conversing,
making claims, launching counterclaims, exhortations, exclamations, sighs of wonder, and bitter oldworld curses. The novel is polytonal (to borrow a musical term), allowing voice and dialogue to duet,
to flush into ensemble when necessary. Similarly, in Parterre’s kaleidoscopic poly-vocalism, there is an
abundance of language, diction, and rhetorical objectives. It is this attention to voice and language that
characterizes much of McCourt’s fiction. As Peter Trachtenberg has commented on McCourt’s prose:

He isn’t listening to music. He’s listening to someone talking. It might be one of the
strange and brilliant people who gravitate toward him—his friends have included Susan
Sontag, Fran Lebowitz, and Veronica Geng… He listens to conversation with the same
gravity and generosity, the same hollowing-out of the self, with which some other
people listen to music.18

Less concerned with plot than language, Mawrdew Czgowchwz traces the conversation, aesthetic stances,
and artistic preoccupations of New York’s flâneurs and opera queens during the mid-twentieth
century. As Wayne Koestenbaum states in a recent introduction for the novel for New York Review
Books, “As much as Mawrdew Czgowchwz navigates opera, it negotiates New York City, or Gotham, as
McCourt calls it.”19 This is reportage of a city teeming with talk: opinionated queens, hustlers, critics;
and it deploys “the sound of pre-Stonewall urban argot,” centering the novel’s artistic concerns within
language, community, and aesthetics.20 Koestenbaum claims that to consider opera the subject matter
of the novel is “less accurate than to call it the great novel of the gay virtuoso gabber—that creature
of lists, parentheses, digressions, apostrophes, opinions, and contradiction. 21 Intractably sophisticated
and contentious in their discourse, these characters prioritize beauty above all other social values; and
as such, beauty is the organizing principal by which communities are structured and contoured.
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For example, as the novel opens, McCourt presents a list (gay form, par excellence) of characters. In
one list, McCourt places “The Czgowchwzians,” devotees of the oltrano opera star, a group of devoted
fans close to thirty people. In a second list, he names “The Neriacs (I Neriani),” supplicants to the
singer Morgana Neri (“a diva of yesteryear”).22 These two lists highlight the sense of camps and cults
that dominate the novel. Men and women are devoted to one opera star, or another. But allegiance is
required. McCourt specifically pushes this social organization into religious dimensions by calling it a
“cult.” As he writes in the opening paragraph of chapter one:

There was a time (time out of mind) in the sempiternal progress of divadienst, at that
suspensory pause in its career just prior to the advent of what was to be known as
“Mawrdolatry,” when the cult of Morgana Neri flourished in the hothouse ambiance
of the Crossroads Café, in the shadow of the old Times building, across Broadway from
the very hotel (a ghostly renovated ruin) where Caruso had sojourned in the great days,
whose palmy lobby, once ormolu and velvet, had been transformed into a vast
drugstore, and in Caruso’s suite a podiatrist had been installed. 23

This opening paragraph locates within the banal—the “drugstore,” the “podiatrist”—the divine, the
“cult,” the “advent” of “Mawrdolatry.” In these opening sentences, the reader is instructed in the
residual reading practice of a cityscape, a prime example of the cruising flâneur’s perceptive capacities;
the narrator cites markers and signifiers that speak to a select group of people, the cognoscenti of the
operatic world. As the novel progresses, McCourt will detail the fading of the great diva Morgana Neri
and the advent of Mme. Czgowchwz’s stardom. McCourt’s explicit use of religious terminology
(“cult”; “Mawrdolatry”; and “sojourned”) situates the concerns of the novel within the divine. These
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are characters that turn to their divas as the ancients turned to the gods of antiquity—searching for
wisdom, brilliance, and above all beauty. One can see the distinction between the banal and the
sublime in this opening paragraph, a distinction that much of the novel will undertake to complicate
in a distinctly post-modern modality.

The organization of camps and cults points to a larger point about McCourt’s vision of Gotham, and
in turn, the critical pursuit of James Jorden’s Parterre Box. As Koestenbaum discusses in the introduction
to McCourt’s novel, the narrative is rooted in a practice of “artistic preoccupation…connoisseurship,
aesthetic partisanship…”24 This discourse is contentious, perhaps, but also passionate, and given to
hyperbolic extremes. One is expected to have an opinion about a diva, a composer, a production, a
director. One is expected to defend that opinion, even to a hostile degree. While concerns of composer,
librettist, production, and conductor are important, one’s allegiance to a diva is the primary relationship.
This is a solitary, singular devotion; as Koestenbaum writes in The Queen’s Throat: Opera, Homosexuality,
and the Mystery of Desire,

The opera queen must choose one diva. The other divas may be admired, enjoyed, even
loved. But only one diva can reign in the opera queen’s heart; only one diva can have
the power to describe a listener’s life, as a compass describes a circle.

To remain loyal, one must ward off the specter of defection: the possibility, at any
moment, of realizing another diva’s claims, of saying (as I said yesterday), “Why not
devote myself to another voice, a voice more ample, with a greater range?” But
devotions are not entirely chosen.25
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One’s devotion to a diva requires a kind of initiation into the cult, like supplicants of Athena or
Aphrodite. There is a sense of vocation—a calling—in that one’s “devotions are not entirely chosen.”
Having identified one’s diva, the supplicant must learn the esoteric rites (buy every recording in the
catalogue; stand for the length of Der Ring des Nibelungen; make pilgrimage to Rome, Paris, and
Bayreuth) and undergo the initiations.

The opening passages of Mawrdew Czgowchwz exemplify this pseudo-religiosity with excessive,
hyperbolic verbosity. In this particular passage, McCourt describes the cult of Morgana Neri with
particularly messianic overtones:

Neri’s opinions on everything and everyone in music were recited in antiphon over
tables littered with clippings, reviews, vile coffee, and majestically autographed glossies
of the diva, in black and white and in sepia (none of a later vintage than the last year
before the war). Neri was considered ageless, her voice deemed eternal. The elders,
who could actually speak of the Neri debut, were revered by initiates as prior saints.
Wire recordings of Neri broadcast performances passed like transcripts of the Orphic
mysteries from fool to fool.26

The “ageless” and “eternal” voice is worshiped. And the “elders” operate much like Jesus’ apostles,
having witnessed the great works of the now absent Christ-figure. They long for Neri’s Parousia.

(It is hard to determine if hyperbolic is the precise term to describe this prose, or for that matter the
modality of this discourse community. Certainly, the I Neriani and the Czgowchwzians speak of their
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values in superlatives—beauty, voice, “presence.”27 But how does it, really, differentiate from any
other belief system, such as politics, or religion, or any other kind of ideology?)

Mawrdew Czgowchwz is a portrait of a community that surrounds both an artistic practice and the leading
figures within that practice. And Parterre Box spends much of its time re-creating a sense of that
community. Part of its rhetorical goal is to generate communities through the development of specific
cults, devotions, and esoteric rights. In pursuing this goal, Parterre Box mimics McCourt’s discourse
community, promoting a vision of cantankerous, passionate artistic “partisanship,” a rhetorically
combustible debate on the merits and defects of certain performing artists. Some divas are lambasted
and vilified, while others are raised to hyperbolic, pseudo-religious status to be worshipped. Certain
divas are targeted; others undergo apotheosis.

Parterre Box took up Mawrdew Czgowchwz’s notion of the cult, but this time with flesh and blood deities.
In the pages of Parterre Box, divas such as Gwyneth Jones, Catherine Malfitano, Aprile Millo, and
Diana Soviero were often mounted high on the pedestals of queer idolatry. And, like the cults and
camps of McCourt’s Gotham, religious terminology was often invoked to describe a particular
performer. For example, in his review of Malfitano in Salome, Jorden describes her as “being possessed
by a god.”28 And, in homage to Bette Midler’s classic sobriquet, Aprile Millo is often referred to as the
“Divine Miss M.” 29 Moreover, for the divas that disappoint, no punches are pulled. In a review
composed by Jorden on a performance of Die Walküre starring Hildegard Behrens as Brunnhilde, the
author describes the singer’s artistic failure with a hearty dollop of venom. He writes:

From certain angles she looks remarkably like Greta Garbo. But (I have to say it), she
sounds like Garbo too: of her singing it is probably best to say only that it didn’t get
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any worse than it began. Ms. Behrens would have been well advised to cancel after the
disastrous second act, taking her cue from the storm of boos and catcalls that greeted
her solo call, but instead decided to attempt to stay the course: the resultant belting
and shrieking reminded my date of Glenn Close’s final performances of Sunset Blvd…
The pity is, Ms. Behrens remains an intelligent and magnetic artist: there are plenty of
parts in which her wrecked voice could still make an impact…30

The backhanded comments certainly participate in the snark and cruelty germane to ghettoized queer
spaces. What sounds like a compliment (“she looks remarkably like Greta Garbo”) suddenly veers
into a hostile and cutting put-down: “she sounds like Garbo too”; “of her singing it is probably best
to say only that it didn’t get any worse than it began”; “her…belting and shrieking”; “her wrecked
voice…” In Parterre Box, where there is a willingness to invoke the hyperbole of the sacred, there is
also a willingness to embrace cruelty in wonderfully creative ways.

No diva is safe to the watchful eye of the opera queen. In the pages of Parterre Box, frequent
contributor Nicholas Fishbone, “a New York opera queen from 1959-1991,” describes Leonie
Rysanek as “scum” in Italian repertoire, though he “adored” her in Wagner and Strauss. He calls
Luciano Pavarotti a “big cow;” 31 however, Jorden prefers the epithet “hanky boy” for the tenor. 32
Jorden’s drag persona La Cieca declares Renée Fleming a “mess,” singing with the voice of a “sloshed
saloon singer.”33 Ruth Anne Swenson has a “vulgar appearance.”34 Jessye Norman sings “brutally offpitch.”35 June Anderson is “spiraling into a vocal nosedive.”36 And, viciously commenting on Jane
Eaglen’s weight, Jorden suggests that an exceptionally long immolation [scene] results from the “old
rule” of “about 20 seconds per pound.” 37 Maliciously tart, these comments on performance and
appearance participate in the drag queen tradition of “throwing shade.” Or to borrow Francis Bacon’s
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phrase (by way of Maggie Nelson), they enact “the brutality of fact.”38 These critiques do not pull away
from their perception of the performance. These critiques are not, to say the least, sugarcoated in any
manner. And though critics and journalists within the mainstream press are often willing to write
negative reviews of certain performers, rarely do their negative critiques take on such aggressive
hostility. However, in the factions of Parterre Box, identification or repudiation of various divas finds
its most extreme enactment.

3. Authorship: Who is She? Who was She? Who Does She Hope to be?
In light of the slipperiness of the flâneur, it is not surprising to discover that the question of Parterre
Box’s authorship is a bit labyrinthine. James Jorden created, published, and distributed Parterre Box in
its print form. But several of the zine’s articles are written by Jorden under pseudonyms, giving voice
to a polyphonic, imagined community of writers. Other articles come from sources other than Jorden,
but they are published under pseudonyms as well. And still other authors write under their own names.
This sense of mimicry, polyphony, and ventriloquism began more as a generic necessity, more than
anything else, to diversify content. Jorden wanted the zine to look as if it had a staff of writers working
in an office somewhere, a slew of eccentric aesthetes lounging in some imagined writer’s room, like
members of a radical Algonquin Round Table. For example, Parterre’s doyenne of opera gossip, La
Cieca, was born out of a need for a proper rhetor for the subject matter. Jorden elaborates:

I had an idea for some opera gossip jokes. But the gossip, I thought, needed to come
from a gossip columnist. And in the old days a lot of gossip columnists worked using
pen names. “Mrs. First Nighter”; “Suzy.” And I thought, since my favorite thing is
writing blind items, it would be funny to call the columnist La Cieca.39
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To understand the joke here, one must first be initiated into the signifiers embedded in operatic
repertoire. La Cieca is a character in Ponchielli’s opera La Gioconda (1876). La Cieca is an old blind
woman, mother to the prima donna role. And so, the use of her name as a pseudonym for a gossip
columnist writing “blind” items is a pun, imbricating the cultural spheres of opera with Hollywood
tabloids and gossip. “The joke got better,” Jorden says, “as I remembered that in La Gioconda the
villain ascribes magical powers to La Cieca, calling her a witch.”

Suo covo è un tugurio—laggiù all Giudeca
Tien sempre quell’orrido zendado
ed è cieca… Ha vuote le occhiaie—
ma pure (e chi il crede?!) La Cieca ci guarda—
La Cieca ci vede!40
[Though her lair is a hovel
yonder on the Giudeca Canal
She dresses in rags and is blind.
Her eye-sockets are empty—and yet
(Who could believe it?!) La Cieca watches—
La Cieca sees all!]

Jorden’s rewriting of La Cieca as a gossip columnist is an exercise in high camp, a sampling of registers
from the heteroglot, a parodic mixing of the old-world romanticism of Italian Grande Opera with a
new-world, glitzy post-modernist irony. Jorden continued this unique amalgamation as he developed
La Cieca’s (the gossip columnist) persona, as well as the overall aesthetic of the zine. “She is a sort of
combination—and this was in some ways intentional—of Judith Martin (Miss Manners), Regina
Resnik, and Mary Boland (as the Countess de Lave [from George Cukor’s film The Women]) …There’s
a bit of Rise Stevens in there too.” The combination of film, literary, and opera allusions creates out
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of the heteroglot a queerly drawn authorship—a voice composed of several voices, working together
in tandem.

But La Cieca is just one example of the many mouthpieces Jorden built for himself in the construction
of Parterre, a mouthpiece he still deploys on Parterre Box through its current iteration as a website and
an opera blog. It would be understandable to categorize his writing as a kind of lexical drag, swapping
wigs and faces via his pen. However, it is also important to understand that Jorden developed these
personae for strategic, rhetorical purposes. La Cieca, as a byline, enables him to write ridiculous,
humorous gossip—gossip distanced from James Jorden the critic. And this necessary separation
between official, precise critic and gossipy drag queen became even more important as Jorden began
to make his way into the field and discourse of traditional opera criticism, specifically when he started
writing for the New York Post in the early 2000s. As the future New York Times critic and editor Zachary
Woolfe noted in the New York Observer in 2009, when describing Jorden’s shift from opera zine/blog
writer to opera critic for a nationally recognized newspaper:

[Jorden] has to maintain his subversive reputation and “fresh, undiluted voice,” as Mr.
Kellow [an editor at Opera News at the time] describes it, while ingratiating himself to
a major newspaper—Mr. Jorden recently became opera critic for the New York
Post—and a wider readership ([Parterre’s website] traffic is up 150 percent from last
year, getting 10,000 to 15,000 views a day). In some ways, it’s an unsurprising challenge
for a writer making the somewhat unusual move from the blogosphere—where
overstatement, exaggeration and gossip reign—to ‘old media,’ rather than vice versa.
Key to the balance is his separation, thus far successful, of ‘James Jorden,’ who writes
incisive but traditional reviews for the Post and Gay City News, and ‘La Cieca,’ who
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runs the web site… Mr. Jorden doesn’t think that the bifurcation means a compromise
of either voice. Quite the opposite. ‘Right now, I have to be two people,” [Jorden]
said. “That gives La Cieca more freedom to make dick jokes.”41

This is not to say that the figure of “James Jorden” is scrubbed from Parterre’s pages, especially in the
early print issues of the zine when Jorden had yet to break into traditional criticism. However, in the
pages of Parterre Jorden offers astute and adventurous critical analysis, while La Cieca delivers flights
of fancy and acerbic barbs. But Jorden, in a sense, renounces responsibility for La Cieca; she is her
own entity. By distancing himself from La Cieca, Jorden is able to eschew responsibility for her halftruths, gossip, and cruel comments. This is still true today, as Jorden serves as the lead opera critic of
the New York Observer. The Observer employs Jorden as an official voice of taste and criticism, whereas
Parterre has La Cieca and her slippery facts and figures. In other words, La Cieca publishes pieces in
Parterre that Jorden could never publish in the Observer.

This bifurcation between personas speaks to the outsider-writing style Parterre championed in its early
days, a style that originated from the zine culture from whence it descended. Historically, Parterre was
a bit late to the party in terms of the post-punk culture it emulated. And in terms of its antecedents,
Parterre served as a classical music alternative to the punk-rock zines that flourished in the midseventies and eighties. While zines, as a genre, began in the 1930s as a discourse community dedicated
to science fiction fandom, it was in the mid-1970s that enthusiasts of punk rock deployed the genre
for their own purposes. As Stephen Duncombe has noted, a “defining influence on modern-day zines
began as fans of punk rock music, ignored by and critical of the mainstream music press, started
printing fanzines about their music and cultural scene.42 The same could easily be said of Parterre Box,
which strove in large part to venture critical commentary of opera performance in a way that other
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critics simply weren’t willing to essay—to be bitchy, aggressive, to risk accusations of libel, and to
admit sexuality into a discourse that often appeared prudish and demure. For example, one notable
comment made by Jorden in Parterre Box: “Renee [sic] Fleming is a MESS. Yes ‘Depuis le jour’ is about
remembering your first sexual encounter, but it shouldn’t sound as if you still have a throatful of
cum.”43

To speak of the polished Renée Fleming, opera’s American darling, in such a manner was unheard of
in the mainstream press. But during intermissions at the house, at the bar in the lobby, or in the stalls
of the bathroom, such a comment would be considered (delicious) old hat. Like the zine culture that
preceded him, Jorden used the form to bring to the forefront the marginalized viewpoints of his own
queer sensibility, and of the sensibility of a class of people that attended opera throughout the
nineteenth and twentieth century.
3. Parterre Box and the Heteroglot
Throughout his philosophy, Mikhail Bakhtin’s develops the neologism heteroglossia to describe “that
which insures the primacy of context over text.”44 According to Bakhtin, to acknowledge heteroglossia
is to understand that “at any given time, in any given place, there will be a set of conditions—social,
historical, meteorological, physiological—that will insure that a word uttered in that place and at that
time will have a meaning different than it would have under any other conditions.” 45 In other words,
heteroglossia indexes the contingencies of language, including the rhetorical dimensions posed by the
relationship between rhetor and audience, not to mention the kairotic elements at play within a single
utterance. Therefore, to trace an utterance’s interplay within the heteroglot is it to recognize that
“every utterance participates in the ‘unitary language’…and at the same time partakes of social and
historical heteroglossia…”46 To describe the concept, Bakhtin uses images of the “centripetal” and
“centrifugal.” 47 Where the unitary language operates in a centripetal manner, consolidating and
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“[answering] the requirements of its own language as an individualized embodiment of a speech act,”
it is given texture, dimension, and social significance through the opposing, centrifugal force of the
“requirements of heteroglossia as well.”48 The resulting pressure, bearing down on each contingent
utterance, gives language a quality of movement—it “insures [language’s] dynamics.” 49 Indeed,
Bakhtin describes every utterance as “fleeting,” in motion, on the run.50

Throughout this dissertation, I have been analyzing such fugitive languages. And in no other text
under consideration does language move as vigorously as it does in Parterre Box. In Parterre Box,
language practically dances due to an interaction between a specific unitary language (that of opera
criticism, academic analysis, journalism) and the push and pull of the untamed heteroglot. Indeed,
Parterre Box’s engagement with heteroglossia enables the wildness of the text; one reads it like a rodeo
cowboy, tossed and bucked by contingent signifiers, roiled by sociality and unified language. And, I
would argue, it is the wide and courageous engagement with the heteroglot that makes this text queer;
in its bricolage of symbols, registers, and analytical methodology the text becomes difficult—perhaps
even impossible to some readers illiterate of the discourse.
___________
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_
Fig. 3.3: “mouth. mouth. mouth.”
Parterre Box Issue 12, “Kiss My Mouth”

A prime example of the wild dynamics provoked by heteroglossia within Parterre Box occurs in Issue
12: Kiss My Mouth. In this particular issue, Jorden (writing under his own name) offers a reading of
Strauss’ opera Salome (1905). His analysis stresses the piece’s queer resonances. In fact, Jorden claims,
“Salome must be the queerest opera of all.” 51 In order to argue this point, Jorden deploys a range of
contingently socialized languages, thus invoking the push and pull of the heteroglot; but, he does this
while maintaining an academic thesis, and thus produces a critical reading of the opera that
participates, to a certain degree, in the unified discourse of academia, criticism, and journalism.

While Salome’s source material locates the opera within a literary queer tradition, Jorden claims that
Strauss’ musical setting is what drives the queer impulse of the piece: having named the opera the
queerest in the canon, he clarifies: “Not just the words, but the music too.” 52 In light of the composer’s
sexual identity, the music’s subversive qualities are an enigma—how does one locate within Salome’s
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musical intervention an identity that is not (purportedly) held by the composer. As Jorden asks much
more directly:

Question: how did Richard Strauss write such idiomatic kink? According to all reports,
he was a dull straight guy in real life. Maybe he used up all his perversity in his work?
Pity. Anyway.53

According to Jorden, Strauss’ “idiomatic kink” is an exercise in queer aesthetics. In order to show this,
Jorden’s analysis of the opera hinges on Salome’s relationship to beauty, ugliness, and desire. Jorden
notes that Salome is attracted to Jokanaan, despite the fact she finds him ugly. “She sees him,” he
writes, “And she [Salome] says, ‘He’s ugly! He’s really ugly!”54 However, it is the musical investment in
the word “ugly” (in German, shrecklich) that will yield the opera’s “kinky” and “queer” qualities. Jorden
explains:

And here’s where Mr. Strauss takes over. There are lots of ways to speak the words
“Er ist shrecklich [He is ugly].” You might even make them sound tender. But there’s
only one way to sing an arpeggio that plunges from high G# to low C#. Even if your
name is [Birgit] Nilsson, you squeal and grunt like a pig. 55

There is much to think about regarding Jorden’s reading of the passage, the most salient of which is
the heteroglossia at play within the text. As he analyzes the phrase “Er ist shrecklich,” Jorden will
invoke rambunctious counter-discourses; to my eye, there are three discourses to which Jorden alludes
in his analysis, beyond the discourse of standard operatic criticism and scholarship: 1) the notion of
the pig points to the nomenclature of sexual sub-categories; 2) The phrase “squeal and grunt like a pig”
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is an allusion to the notorious anal rape scene from the film Deliverance (1972), in which Ned Beatty’s
character is forced to “squeal like a pig” as he is anally penetrated; 56 and finally, 3) Jorden reads in
Strauss’ music a rejection of the “tender”—whatever this unnamed anti-tenderness (or anti-romantic)
term is, it is one existing outside of heteronormative constructs of desire and romance. It is a mode
of desire named through negating tenderness. Brutality? Force? Pain?

Let me account for this anti- “tender” discourse first, as it is invoked in a rather circuitous manner.
Jorden reads the anti-tenderness (or the brutal, forceful, painful) by the violence of the steep interval
from “high G# to low C#. For Jorden, this interval enacts Salome’s sexual desire by its sense of
dislocation through pitch, not to mention the physical exertion demanded of the performer by the
interval. To be sure, the interval’s steep descent makes the enactment of legato by the singer downright
impossible, and thus affects of tenderness, goodwill, and romance are completely evacuated from the
text. I argue that this rejection of “tenderness” in the pursuit of the erotic alludes to an unnamed,
more violent engagement with desire standing outside tenderness—perhaps various BDSM related
practices? Whatever this allusion is, it is a departure from what Robin Bauer names as the “ideal of
harmonic sex.” Instead, Jorden’s Salome pursues an alternative, something more in keeping with what
Bauer calls “exuberant intimacies”: relational experiences that “celebrate difference, tension, intensity,
risk, excess, ecstasy, wastefulness, perversity, campy extravagance, fluidity and insanity, as well as
becoming something beyond human.” 57 Consequently, what was once understood as a negative
affective experience—humiliation, ugliness, aversion, non-tenderness—becomes, for the queer, an
exuberant intimacy. Jorden’s analysis engages with this exuberance in his musical reading of “Er ist
shrecklich.” Through his gaze, Salome’s dramatic interval leap is a non-tender squeal, but it is also a
cry of exuberance.
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As the queer community has appropriated the term pig, even in the early nineties (as shown by the
passage above), the term has managed to avoid heteronormative re-appropriation. Even at the time
of this writing (2018) the use of “pig” as a sexual sub-category is not indexed in the Oxford English
Dictionary.58 But, it is a term widely circulated within the gay community. As chapter two of this
dissertation clarifies, the use of the term pig points to a subversive sexual sub-category that enjoys
corporal “filth” and excess. The term, which has often been deployed for derogatory purposes within
heteronormative culture, has been appropriated in queer culture as a signpost for similar sexual tastes
and interests. Its negative connotations have been transformed into positive attributes. One can see a
similar rhetorical move as Jorden flushes the corporeal desires of Salome with the horror of Deliverance.
Essentially, he reads in an explicit aversion an exclamation of sexual pleasure, and in a vision of anal
rape, a cry of ecstasy: squealing, grunting—sounds that articulate Salome’s sexualizing gaze of the
prophet. Much like the invocation of BDSM affects, generated by citing Salome’s rejection of “tender”
desire in exchange for melodic violence, Jorden reads into the phrase a similar recuperation of the ugly
over the beautiful, both in terms of the corporeal, uncomfortable dynamics of dominance and
submission, as well as through a recalibration of aesthetics.

And finally, what is to be made of the anachronistic allusion to Deliverance? Jorden’s invocation of the
film re-writes not only Strauss’ opera, but also the film’s notorious anal rape scene. By placing the two
texts side by side through his analysis of Salome, Jorden recuperates the horror and abjection of the
rape scene in the film, re-configuring it here in the context of Salome’s encounter with the prophet.
Consequently, the passage provokes two simultaneous squeals: Salome’s Er ist shrecklich, and Ned
Beatty’s performance of pig squeals over the course of his rape. By configuring these two tropes (Ned
Beatty and Salome) side by side, Jorden indirectly re-writes Deliverance through the lens of Salome. The
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two texts tug on one another through the wild physics of heteroglossia. And the boundaries between
desire, aversion, consent, rejection, ugliness, and beauty become unnervingly blurred.

With just a cursory reading of Jorden’s passage, one can see how the centripetal force of a unified
discourse is pulled, stretched, and given texture by the centrifugal dynamics of heteroglossia. Jorden
is able to invoke three different discourse communities, each standing outside the unified language of
music theory, criticism, and scholarship: the queer sexual category of the pig; the popular medium of
film, in particular a scene of notorious horror; and the discourse of subversive aesthetics, and
subversive sexual practices such as BDSM. One wonders about the significance of the film Deliverance,
the term Pig, and affects of anti-tenderness within the psychological economy of Jorden’s authorship.
The ambiguity created by these signifiers opens up space for irony, leaving the reader in uncertain
territory. How are we to feel about Salome’s self-abjection? How are we to understand her refusal of
tenderness, her pig-like squeals alluding to humiliation and non-consensual sex? How do we make
sense of the anachronistic allusion to Deliverance? Clearly, questions of intention, pleasure, pain, and
recuperation are at play within Jorden’s reading, but the irony generated by his ambiguity to these
signifiers makes it hard to know whether we should take him at his word or understand these assertions
within the realm of camp parody.

The formal dimensions of his terms begin to give way—their definitions slip from one’s grasp. And I
would argue that through his analysis of one musical phrase of Salome, Jorden is able to perform a
jouissance on language. By pitting a unified discourse on sexuality and aesthetics against the violent
forces of the heteroglot, Jorden has ruptured the terms of beauty and desire, ugliness and aversion, by
either recuperating one or denigrating the other—the recalibration is difficult to assess. These terms
almost spill out of themselves in the wake of Jorden’s reading practice. And in the economy of Jorden’s
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critical aesthetics, it is hard to understand whether ugliness is necessarily a bad thing. Er ist shrecklich.
The implications of that statement are irrevocably altered. What does it mean now? I don’t think it
means what I thought it meant.

Jorden’s multilevel recuperation of ugliness is a hallmark of queer cultural literacy. The phrase “Er ist
shrecklich,” through this lens, takes on deeply ambivalent implications. Ugly becomes ugly—
something more sweetly perverse than a banal, heteronormative understanding of the word. And I
believe one must read Jorden’s ugly within the matrix of Gay English, and its ability to stretch (and
perhaps distort) language. As William L. Leap has made clear, the appropriation of negative affects
and terms for the sake of recuperation and re-signification is a traditional counter-normative technique
within queer counterpublics. It is a mechanism for claiming queer space in the midst of
heteronormativity; indeed, queers are well adept at tactics of language appropriation that “subvert, not
reproduce, the social logic underlying the status quo.”59 Through appropriation and re-signification,
queers make space for alternative pleasures by complicating neutral or negatively charged terms for
queer purposes. Moreover, these terms—which signify negatively in the open transcript of public
discourse—become obfuscated by their re-signification, and thus can be deployed for queer purposes
without surveillance by heteronormative forces.

Moreover, it should be noted that broad social signifiers, and hence the contingency of Jorden’s critical
utterance, are demonstrated throughout the piece. As he continues to analyze Salome, he references
several anachronistic cultural artifacts from an impossibly wide range of artistic discourses. And many
of these references fall into taxonomies of the queer canon. I offer now a brief list of these references:
Tony Randall, The Tonight Show, Charles Nelson Reilly, Cecil B. DeMille, Yul Brynner, Charlton
Heston, the song “Lazy Afternoon,” Susan Sontag, John Simon, Wayne Koestenbaum, Robert
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Mapplethorpe, glory holes, BDSM, erotic public humiliation, shrimping, Pier Paolo Pasolini’s Salò, or
the 120 Days of Sodom, Charles Ludlam’s Camille, Punch and Judy, Joe Orton and Kenneth Halliwell,
Star Trek, Tori Spelling, Keanu Reeves, Christine Baranski, Harvey Keitel, Eartha Kitt, and, finally,
Kyle MacLachlan, Dennis Hopper, and Isabella Rossellini in Blue Velvet. (To be sure, there are
probably several other references and allusions, more subtly placed within the text, that I may be
missing due to my inability to understand their signification.) In order to read this analysis, to engage
fully with the critical viewpoint of its author, a reader must be versed and literate in the cultural
signifiers deployed. And remember, this article was self-published and distributed before the Internet
and smartphones streamlined casual research (early 1990s). Therefore, the rhetorical distance between
writer and audience demands of the reader an extensive knowledge of both popular and niche culture;
and if one did not possess the “vocabulary” necessary to parse Jorden’s sentences, then one was
overwhelmed by the heteroglot (queerly cultivated) and left in the dark.

Through the use of these specific signifiers, Jorden creates a text intended for consumption by a
specific discourse community—namely, the generation of baby-boomers who came of age in the days
of post-Stonewall liberation. By coding his language through the obscurity and breadth of his
references he certainly limits his audience to a queer community of a certain age. And, it might be
argued, he obfuscates his criticism with a camouflage wrought through his reference’s esoteric sources.
Where the references do not signify, especially with queer readers of the present, one is left with only
the residue of a discourse that has abandoned the premises. The heteroglot has pulled it into a wild
oblivion, and so it is lost to the unified language of traditional analysis. While the “residue” in question
might be said to preserve this queer discourse, the erosion of meaning that has occurred through the
success of the heteroglot’s centripetal force and the success of the queer impulses shaping the text
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have preserved not the meaning of the text, but the hollowed-out husks of the language. Where the
meaning is gone, one finds only residue.

4. Interlude: Fever Flush
In his defense of ephemera as evidence of queerness, José Esteban Muñoz instructs one to “think of
ephemera as trace, the remains, the things that are left, hanging in the air like a rumor.” 60 Muñoz’s use
of the word trace is key here, in that he consciously alludes to Derrida’s theoretical notion of the trace
as well.61 The formulation of evidence as trace, for my purposes, has a dyadic relationship to evidence,
in both physical and metaphysical registers. Like Muñoz’ hermeneutics of residue, the trace is “left,”
abandoned. The act of “writing,” in Derrida’s use of that term, is an embodied act—the hand holds a
pencil, writes with a pencil, types on the keyboard, carves a name, a symbol, into the wall; a body
breathes, sends breath rushing through vocal chords, and speaks, sings, shouts. These things hang in
the air—words reverberate; molecules vibrate; eventually, they still to silence. And yet they tinge future
discourse. The trace is both what gets left behind, and what leads the way—a body effaced by the text,
waiting to be exhumed. Not to reduce Derrida’s theories too bluntly, but language is inescapable.
Language is presence. And so, the bodies that came before me, by their language, separate me. I take
up their language as a means of getting closer to the origin, which is, productively, an illusion. Our
talk is what separates us.

But I’ll take what I can get. If I cannot have the presence of a generation—a generation eradicated by
AIDS—then I will take their trace, what they have left behind, even if it exists merely in the language
practices that one finds in the pages of Parterre Box, the conversations during the second intermission,
the chat feed of an online broadcast. I’ll take the trace even it if it’s the one thing that separates us.
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In turning to the archive, I have prioritized material objects. Pamphlets and zines, letters, diaries,
photographs—the subjective frozen into the objective. It is the lure of an idol. Glittery. Static and
fixed. It is comforting, reliable; yet domesticated, impotent. I pursue the dead, those snails that have
moved on without me, left me behind—I consult their objects, like a forensic scientist reading bones.
I consult their things—the beauty of thingness, of the unconscious, of marble and stone and wood.
But there is a flicker of light in the voice. A sound of something living. Her performance was deranged,
darling. Deranged? But what do you mean?
____________
But Parterre Box hinges on a paradox. In the effort to recover and preserve, Jorden ultimately prompts a
resurfacing of discourse. In its self-conception, Parterre Box figured itself as an “underground”
publication, invested in the unregulated promulgation of esoteric queer discourse. But in deploying
this discourse, Parterre invokes hidden words and meaning, and sponsors (to borrow Deborah Brandt’s
sense of that word) a recovery and surfacing of a lost literacy. Parterre Box thus becomes the archive
for a discourse that has rare points of entry. It is the archive—not in a material sense, but in a linguistic
sense. It carries the remains of a discourse community that has a complex relationship to evidence—
partly due to the queer dimensions of its rhetors, but also due to the ephemeral quality of its practice.
Just like James McCourt, Parterre Box’s subject matter is opera, but its mode is talk, gabbing, gossip,
quips, bon mots, and stinging zingers. And this rhetorical lens is not preserved through the ordinary
channels of circulation—it is not the mode of the mainstream press. The ephemera of gossip, wisecracks, and intermission conversations is now the evidence of this discourse community. Parterre Box’s
efforts to preserve that ephemera, and thus perform a historiography on the discourse may seem like
a revelation to later generations of researchers. However, there is an ambiguity of exposing these
remains to the light of day—in the effort to remember when opera was queer, the queer enters into
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social circulation, exposing all his tricks and terms. The secrecy and exclusiveness of the discourse is
betrayed—if for very good reasons.

5. Truth! Beauty! Gossip

We hear that…

John Adams’ Crispo e il Comare, described by librettist Tony Kushner as “a violent
fantasia on sex, drugs, and art dealing,” will debut at BAM in December 1994.
Timothy Noble stars; Graham Clark is featured in the role of Andy Warhol. In In
[sic] addition to staging the work Peter Sellars will host MTV’s simulcast of the night.
Philip Glass has withdrawn his Life and Times of Sonny von Bulow, slated for Convent
Garden, complaining that he found Dame Kiri te Kanawa’s performance of the title
role “dull.”
Franco Zeffirelli’s long-awaited film biography of Maria Callas will at last become
a reality. Musical advisor Nicola Rescigno reports the soundtrack will feature “a
blend” of classic Callas performances and new recordings made especially for the
picture by Madonna, Zeffirelli’s choice to portray the legendary diva. Watch for a
summer 1995 release.
According to composer Anthony Davis, Cecilia Bartoli is “ideally cast” as the
heroine of his Cavalleria Suburbiana: The Amy Fisher Story. The melodrama will open the
1997-98 Met season with a starry cast indeed: Placido Domingo, Mirella Freni, and,
in a cameo role as a talk-show hostess, Jessye Norman.
Gian-Carlo Menotti’s Che mai fu alla Bambina Giovanna will show up at at [sic] La Scala
in the fall of 1999 with Fiorenza Cossotto and Monserrat Caballe in roles the
composer originally intended for Ebe Stignani and Rosa Ponselle. The oftpostponed work was heard in Vienna last year with Leonie Rysanek and Christa
Ludwig.
Renata Scotto plans a surprise return to the stage in London this summer. She will
sing the role of Norma, replacing Patti LuPone, who has scheduled a well deserved
crise de nerfs.62
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How to make sense of such words, symbols, and allusions. The wide range of cultural signifiers. For
example: Renata Scotto, Patti LuPone, Norma (Desmond? High Priestess of the Druids? Shearer?),
crise de nerfs. What would a straight man from Connecticut or West Chester or Long Island make of
such semiotic imbrications, explosions, and implosions? Who would be able to parse such sentences,
read their ridiculousness, get the joke…? Indeed, Parterre never explains its jokes, never underestimates
the intelligence of the reader. This is certainly not a passive text. The reader of Parterre must be able
to field the linguistic volleys proposed by the text. The reader must learn to make meaning from its
sense, its nonsense; its sense through nonsense.

The blind items of “We Hear That…” appeared many times in the early pages of the zine as a recurring
joke. La Cieca, functioning as a Hedda Hopper or Louella Parsons figure, circulates bits of gossip that
have the appearance of being possibly true in a superficial sense, but in reality, are structured by
allusion and puns—they are elaborate jokes that satirize the current “headlines” of opera news. The
section demonstrates a strange relationship to fact and fiction, and a blurring of those lines. Indeed,
Parterre Box has no scruples with printing misinformation, gags, and gossip. And, in its early days, it
understood its readership to be smart enough and in-the-know (cognoscenti) to be able to separate
fact and fiction on their own. Certainly, there is a sense of irresponsibility in such open displays of
fiction—what if readers, standing outside the discourse, did not get the joke, and took the claims at
face value? Parterre Box placed that responsibility in the hands of its readers, demanding of them
preliminary understanding of the cultural values and figures at play. Hence, there is a wildness to the
text in that it is not trustworthy. It lacks a certain code of journalistic ethics.

As an example, let me take the final headline:
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Renata Scotto plans a surprise return to the stage in London this summer. She will
sing the role of Norma, replacing Patti LuPone, who has scheduled a well deserved
crise de nerfs.63
Ostensibly, in the early 1990s when this would have first circulated among readers, it may have been
true that Renata Scotto was planning a surprise return to the stage in London. Well beyond the ingénue
phase of her career, Scotto was phasing out the lyric roles in her repertoire, taking on more character
parts. As one reads the headline, one thinks of possible roles for the diva at this late stage: The Duchess
of Krakentorp in La Fille du Regiment? Herodias? Maybe even something like Elle in La Voix Humaine?
Or maybe she was planning a recital? Such events, while newsworthy, were still within the realm of
possibility. But then the headline unfurls to reveal, “she will sing the role of Norma.” Immediately,
something feels off. And here, the kairotic elements of the headline come into play. The title role of
Bellini’s masterwork Norma is one of the hardest in the repertoire, an Everest for the bel canto singer.
The likelihood of Scotto taking on this role at that particular point in her career was really quite slim,
if not impossible. But still, opera divas are preternaturally confident—some might even say delusional.
Maybe with a small orchestra, in a small house, with certain cuts…? But no, the headline then veers
into outright absurdity, and one knows the game is up—this is all tongue-in-cheek. For La Cieca
suggests that Scotto will replace Patti LuPone, “who has scheduled a well deserved crise de nerfs.”

For those outside the discourse of opera and theater, Patti LuPone is a star of the American musical
theater. She and Ms. Scotto do not—in any way—share the same musical repertoire. The Norma in
question is not Norma, high priestess of the Druids. It is Norma Desmond in Andrew Lloyd Webber’s
(then new) musical Sunset Boulevard. As Parterre Box’s readers probably understood at the time, the
reason LuPone would need to be replaced would be because she had recently been fired from the
production. As was chronicled by several news outlets at the time, Sunset Boulevard was transferring to
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Broadway—LuPone was supposed to follow the production and debut the role on Broadway. Instead,
the musical’s composer Andrew Lloyd Webber famously sacked LuPone in favor of Hollywood star
Glenn Close. The following dramatic and contentious feud between LuPone and Webber made
headlines; LuPone ultimately sued Weber for breach of contract. Hence, the “crise de nerfs,” of the
headline.

According to Jorden, the “We Hear That…” form was drawn from legitimate publications of the time.
“Well the piece,” Jorden states, “was a parody of the ‘We Hear That’ column in British Opera
Magazine.”64 Therefore, the circulation of news via the “We Hear That” form would have signaled to
readers in the discourse. But Jorden’s headline would have created a sense of progressive
destabilization as it moved through a legitimate pattern with illegitimate content: “I learned that the
secret to this kind of gag is that it needs to unfold slowly,” Jorden states. “Subtle at first and then a
big obvious joke at the end just to make sure it lands for everyone.” 65 In this case the big “obvious”
joke is the idea of Scotto replacing LuPone in Sunset Boulevard. Though, the “obviousness” of this joke
is something I’d be willing to question—I’m not sure that “everyone” would necessarily get it.

Such a passage illustrates Jorden’s ability to appropriate and subvert traditional style—and all to
rhetorical ends. “I think that’s how pastiche works in comedy,” Jorden says. “The reader or listener
recognizes the style quickly and that lulls them into a state of credulity.” 66And the reader’s credulity
creates space for the unexpected—a semantic jack-in-the-box. When I ask Jorden of any particular
influence for this piece of writing, he states rather explicitly: “A masterpiece [of this form] is the New
York Times story [James] McCourt created to tell the backstory of Mawrdew Czgowchwz.” In this
particular passage, McCourt deliberately writes in the voice of an arts journalist to give context to his
protagonist.
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NEW YORK, March 17—The celebrated ‘falcon contralto’ Mawrdew Czgowchwz
landed at midnight from Rome at International Airport to be met by a crowd of some
three thousand persons. Miss Czgowchwz arrived here a scant day prior to her first
appearance of the season, tonight at the Metropolitan.67

For Jorden, the appropriation and mimicking of style is utterly complete here: “That is an absolute
straight lede, all but for the word ‘scant’ which is slightly over heated.” 68 McCourt’s prose is able to
mimic and appropriate the style of straight journalism, but only to subvert it to fantastical ends.
Moreover, it is worth noting that once again McCourt’s influence on Parterre Box is made explicit.
Turning to McCourt as a model, Jorden is trying to continue a tradition of arts discourse that thrived
during the post-war/pre-Stonewall queer milieus of arts patronage.
__________
The “We Hear That…” section of Parterre Box operates in particular queer dimensions through its
relationship to fact and fiction, and the use of appropriation of rhetorical genres for subversive
purposes. The column’s relationship to truth is merely an example of a larger complexity within Parterre
Box regarding the limits of journalism—specifically, the modes of fact and fiction, and the nebulous
difference between them. A troubling of the distinction between fact and fiction—between what is and
what ought to be—is foundational to the ethos of Parterre Box.

According to Jorden, the date of the first issue of Parterre Box was intentionally chosen to coincide
with Maria Callas’ seventieth birthday; however, this claim is a kind of queer, historical puzzle,
purposely constructed for a gay man’s pleasure. Jorden claims that celebrating Callas’ birthday on the
3rd was “a detail calculated to drive bibliographers mad, since Callas’ date of birth was actually
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December 2nd, but she celebrated her birthday on December 4th because, she [Callas] said, December
4th is St. Barbara’s day. And St. Barbara is the patron saint of explosions and bombardments.” 69 The
strategy of launching Parterre on December 3, 1993 reveals a great deal about the philosophy of the
zine. Given to flights of fancy, such as switching the diva’s birthday to St. Barbara’s Day, but tethered
to historical fact, Parterre is a discourse that blooms within the interstices of fact and fiction. This
slippage of fact and fiction is a deliberate methodology on the part of the writer. While Callas’ birthday
is indeed December 2 (1923), the choice to concede the difference between the two dates enacts
Parterre’s relationship to fact and fiction. For gay men, Parterre Box was (and is) not about reporting
facts. But it is invested in reporting a more complex account of truth. Just like the question of Callas’
birthday implies, this was reportage “based on sloppy research,” gossip, truths mixed with halftruths—not so much a reading of the world, but a reading of the way it ought to be. 70

In total, there are about fifty extant issues of the print zine (Parterre Box, in its current form as an online
blog, provides links to pdfs of every copy—they are extremely accessible). However, beyond the
formal distinctions between the print and internet publications, the early issues of Parterre display a
different aesthetic—rougher, messier, more in tune with contemporary zine culture of the time.71 “The
early aesthetic for Parterre was largely drawn from collage,” Jorden says. “I wanted it to look like the
text the reader was reading had been posted on a wall, on top of some other article. I wanted there to
be this sense of layering, as if the text had been pinned on an abandoned bulletin board, or on the side
of a building.” 72 Indeed, in the early issues there is a clear palimpsest quality to the text. Clearly
constructed through a collage technique, it almost feels as if there are layers of text and information
located just beneath the surface—that if one were to pull on the corner of the text, a previous issue
of Parterre could be found underneath. Through this aesthetic, the zine’s appearance suggests the
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unsanctioned intervention of graffiti and flyers, a surface texture alluding to the cityscape of the East
Village and the culture from which Jorden drew his inspiration

Figure 3.4
Parterre Box Issue 2, “Diviant Behavior”

Indeed, the notion of subversive intervention that dominates its aesthetic is, in fact, quite in keeping
with Parterre’s history. The zine’s initial distribution method was illegal.

I used to hide them in the brochures [in the Metropolitan Opera lobby], so that when
people picked up a brochure for the Met, they would open it up and discover a copy
of Parterre. But then I got caught—you know they actually escorted me from the opera
house. Metropolitan Opera security, and one city cop. The city cop was nice; the
security workers were not.73
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That was when he hit upon the idea of leaving copies of the zine in the men’s restroom. “I would just
walk in and leave a large pile of them in the John. That proved much more safe.” As William L. Leap
and Laud Humphreys have pointed out, gay men have traditionally had a particularly succinct ability
to claim, construct, and utilize gay space within public institutions such as the bathroom. 74 This is true
in both sexual practices, but also in written discourse. It is interesting to think of Parterre Box in relation
to its foil, Opera News—the official magazine of the Metropolitan Opera Guild. Where Opera News is
sleek, polished, and polite, Parterre Box is rough, rambunctious, and rude. But such distinctions are
marginal compared to the ways that Parterre differs from traditional music criticism discourse. This is
a critique coming from the margins. Outsider. Assassin. (When Jorden attended operas in the early
nineties, he wore leather and had multiple piercings. “I really stuck out,” he says.) The style and diction
of the zine evinces a post-modern high/low brow approach to opera, one that mimicked Jorden’s
physical body within the opera house. Mixing innuendo with esoteric allusion, short slips into the
French language, and a highly arch parodic style, Jorden’s zine is a quintessential queer lens for a highly
ritualized and economically elite art form.

6. Conclusion: Digital Residue
Parterre Box still exists today, though now it’s published as an online blog. Having established itself as
a mainstream publication, to a certain degree, subversive distribution is no longer necessary. The
website even retains a stable of critics to review opera performances throughout the world; some of
these writers are accredited by the same institutions that previously sought to bar Jorden’s entrance
and distribution of the zine.75 However, assimilation has not been seamless. The Metropolitan Opera
had long denied press credentials to Parterre Box’s writers. But eventually, the magnitude of Parterre
Box’s readership became difficult for even that illustrious company to deny. As Peter Gelb, General
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Director of the Metropolitan Opera (and frequent target of Parterre Box’s opprobrium), has said
“Parterre’s readership is sufficient to warrant press tickets.” 76

While the internet allows far more access to Parterre Box’s material, especially on an international level,
the zine has lost some of its “closeted-ness” through its move from the analogue to the digital sphere.
However, the residual practice of opera queen discourse at the heart of Parterre Box’s existence
probably find its most explicit location in the comments section of various articles, where visitors
comment—swapping stories of performances and gossip—mostly under anonymous names. Here, in
the closet of the internet, anonymous posters continue to give voice to debates, rifts, and collective
memories of opera performance, and in this sense the site maintains the queer discourse of the past,
performing the residual practices of a Post-Stonewall culture.
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Chapter 4
How to: Queer Manuals for Cruising and Surviving

Betsey Klein, in a 2017 story for CNN, reports that the former Obama White House Photographer,
Pete Souza, “throws more shade at Trump.”1 Harmeet Kaur, in a separate story for CNN in 2019
claims Michelle Obama “shades Trump after his derogatory tweets about Baltimore” (note the verb
within this sentence—wherein the noun, shade, has become a verb, to shade).2 In 2015, Anne Holmes
publishes an article in The New York Times titled “The Underground Art of the Insult,” where she
defines the word Shade for her bourgeois readers as “the art of the sidelong insult.” 3 Shade; to shade;
shady. It seems the term Shade is practically ubiquitous, especially within our contemporary media’s
discourse on popular culture and politics.

But what does Shade mean, and where does it come from? The answer may be obvious to most
members of queer and gay culture; however, for a definition of the term I point to Jennie Livingston’s
widely acclaimed (if controversial) documentary Paris is Burning (1990), a film that disseminates various
aspects of trans, drag, and ball culture. In the film, the meaning of terms such as shade, reading, and
realness are researched by the filmmaker for the benefit of viewers watching from outside the discourse.
And through this work, the filmmaker sponsors a permutation of literacy for a marginalized discourse
community. In the documentary, legendary drag ball figure Dorian Corey defines Shade as such:

Shade comes from reading. Reading came first. Reading is the real art form of insult…you
get in a smart crack, and everyone laughs and ki-kis, because you found a flaw and
exaggerated it—then you’ve got a good read going… If it’s happening between the gay
world and the straight world, it’s not really a read. It’s more of an insult, a vicious slur-
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fight… But it’s how they develop a sense of how to read—they may call you a faggot
or a drag queen. You find something to call them. But then when you are all of the
same thing, then you have to go to the fine point. In other words, if I’m a black queen
and you’re a black queen, we can’t call each other “black queens,” because we’re both
black queens—that’s not a read, that’s just a fact. So, then we talk about your ridiculous
shape, your saggy face, your tacky clothes… Then reading became a developed form
where it became shade. Shade is: I don’t tell you you’re ugly, but I don’t have to tell you,
because you know you’re ugly. And that’s shade…4

The point of mentioning reading, shade, and Dorian Corey here is not to once again recite the path that
gaylect (or, if you prefer, gay English) has taken from a segregated, marginalized community into the
common vernacular of the day, as interesting as that narrative may be. However, it is necessary to
trace that common path in order to think about the inverse; I ultimately want to consider a process
that shadows (no pun intended) the literacy moves that a term like shade has made. Shade is formerly
queer language; it is post-queer; un-queered; it is solidified within the common vernacular of
mainstream, heteronormative culture. Newspapers, political pundits, network television. Shade is a
term that no longer belongs solely to queer rhetors of gaylect; instead, it belongs to the mainstream
discourses of CNN and The New York Times. This is a common story. Queer culture’s contributions
to mainstream western culture are vast, uncountable, and indescribable; however, as much as I
appreciate such a line of inquiry, it is not the question I want to pursue here.

Instead, I want to think about the language and cultural practices that queers have kept for themselves.
What are the words and meanings that have not made headway into broader, mainstream language
practices? Unlike shade, what are the words, practices, and ideas that have remained in the shadows of
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history, unknown to a larger, contemporary cultural community? What are the words that have lost
their meaning—now only stains of epistemological slime? And for that matter, what about nonlinguistic communication practices? What about methods of dress? Mapping? Sex? What is the
significance of these defunct technologies? Dead language. Rhetorical maneuvers made once, not too
long ago, that now have no significance? No meaning making currency?

Literacy and Sexuality
In his book Literacy, Sexuality, Pedagogy, Jonathan Alexander takes great pains to show a direct link
between sexuality and literacy. In doing so, he situates the role of sexuality as central within larger
narratives of the self. “Without a doubt,” he writes, “sex and sexuality are key components of how we
conceive of ourselves personally, organize ourselves collectively, and figure ourselves politically.”5
And this “conception of the self” occurs by way of the performative dimensions of language, a
hypothesis that supports narratives and models of power/knowledge that have gained theoretical
force through the philosophy of Michel Foucault. “…Sexuality,” Alexander states, “is itself a complex
literacy event, evoking narrations of self, connections with others through complex discourses, and
political formations mediated through ideological investments.”6 By making this claim—that sexuality
and literacy are deeply intertwined processes of identification—Alexander ultimately reinforces an
argument that centralizes language and knowledge within processes of subject formation.

Taking into account the Queer Turn in literacy studies, not to mention the linguistic and
deconstructive pursuits of late 20th century Queer Theory, Alexander’s claim is easily argued. Locating
Queer Theory’s origins in historical analyses of discourse and knowledge production, Alexander deftly
shows how much language and literacy are tethered to a Foucauldian model of sexual identity. In his
effort to argue that “literacy and sexuality are connected for all of us in socially complex and often
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very personal ways,” Alexander surveys the foundational literatures of Queer Theory, citing the
discursive dimensions germane to the philosophies of Foucault, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, and Judith
Butler.7 By rehearsing these theories, he enables his reader to see clearly how the conceptual work of
Queer Theory hinges on language’s performative and ontological powers to interpellate and subjugate.
In other words, language enables subjects to apprehend what exists—what is available to the subject
for means of not only self-expression, but self-conception.

Indeed, as Göran Therborn demonstrates in his book The Ideology of Power and the Power of Ideology, one
of the fundamental questions taken up by any ideology is the notion of “…what exists, and its
corollary, what does not exist: that is, who we are, what the world is, what nature, society, men and
women are like.”8 In a post-modern model of power/knowledge, the formation of what exists occurs
via “a regulated and polymorphous incitement to discourse.”9 And so ideologies surrounding sexuality
and subject formation are made (not materially given, in any sort of biological or essential sense) by
discursive practice. Language thus enables new identities and new modes of subject formation to exist:
a fundamental instrument of interpolation within any ideology. “In this way,” Therborn argues, “we
acquire a sense of identity, becoming conscious of what is real and true.” Therborn thus figuratively
views the world through the lens of ideology via representation: “the visibility of the world,” he writes,
“is thereby structured by the distribution of spotlights, shadows, and darkness.”10 In Foucault’s model
of sexuality, language and discourse are instruments of visibility—they are the spotlight by which the
subject comes into being. Language thus determines what exists. Judith Butler suggests something
similar when she writes, “it is by being interpellated within the terms of language that a certain social
existence of the body first becomes possible.”11 Identity—how the individual self relates to larger
social organizations—is inaugurated by language, by names, by speech. Thus, one’s narrative of
sexuality and identity is ultimately a literacy narrative: through an assemblage of words and their
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definitions, names and stories, one becomes constituted as a social, sexual being within the narrative
of history and culture.

Asserting the axiomatic principles of Queer Theory within discursive practices, Alexander rightly
documents a theoretical exchange between Queer Theory and New Literacy Studies, and thus argues
effectively that sexuality is deeply tied to issues of literacy. Taking the sexual-linguistic analyses of
theorists such as Foucault, Sedgwick, and Butler, and placing them in context with New Literacy
Studies, he produces a reading of Queer Theory that hinges on literacy; in his construct of the
symbiotic relationship between desire and language, Alexander argues for an economy of sexuality
where “knowledge about sexuality is constantly put into discourse, where it is shared, created,
challenged and revised.”12 This discourse is accessed, vis-a-vis New Literacy Studies, within the social,
and it enables and sustains the production of identity. As James Paul Gee writes of discourse:

“A discourse is a sort of ‘identity kit’ which comes complete with the appropriate
costume and instructions on how to act, talk, and often write, so as to take on a
particular role that others will recognize. Being ‘trained’ as a linguist meant that I
learned to speak, think, and act like a linguist, and to recognize others when they do
so. Some other examples of Discourses: (enacting) being an American or a Russian, a
man or a woman, a member of certain socio-economic class, a factory worker or a
boardroom executive, a doctor or a hospital patient, a teacher, an administrator, or a
student, a student of physics or a student of literature, a member of a sewing circle, a
club, a street gang, a lunchtime social gathering, or a regular at a local bar. We all have
many discourses.”13
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As one can see from the various roles and social settings Gee deploys to explain the performative and
social function of discourse, identity, sociality, and language are deeply compacted elements within the
formation of the subject. Therefore, it is no great surprise to see Alexander come to the conclusion
that literacy and sexuality hinge upon one another. And it is certainly not surprising, either, to see him
turn this revelation into a proscriptive agenda regarding pedagogy and politics. “Given the
understanding of literacy,” he writes, “we can see how understanding sex and sexuality as not just
biological or ‘personal’ practices but as literacy events can offer us access to understanding the norms,
values, and pressures that circle around them and that thus affect and shape our lives at fundamental
levels.”14

I rehearse Alexander’s argument here to once again reinforce the connections between identity,
sexuality, sociality and language. And indeed, the texts that I have presented thus far in this dissertation
have situated language practices as means of literacy and subject formation. However, these texts
complicate Alexander’s theories of literacy and sexuality through their residual qualities. Consequently,
these residues enact not so much the social function of identity, but the strange, elusive, and inchoate
shape of the closeted queer. They certainly allow for a subject formation, but that subject hinges on
an indexing of mystery, shadow, and void—the unknown, the mystery, the lure. Purposeful
obfuscation, chaotic, post-modern deployment of contradictory registers, and a vulnerability to
deconstruction make these texts a field of inquiry from which an unstable, constantly roving queer
body emerges.
_________

All this being said: this final chapter of the dissertation will consider various instruments for language
and information circulation, particularly through gay guidebooks disseminated during the post war
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and post-Stonewall period of American culture. In analyzing these guidebooks, I will take into account
their historical context, and the ways this aspect determines their content, style, literacy, and rhetoric.
And in light of this context, I will try to analyze the manner in which this writing disseminates and
produces queer literacy. In other words, what is the rhetorical purpose of this writing, and how is it
achieved? And, quite perplexingly, what is one to do with these outmoded tactics of literacy? How
does one deploy them when the discourse community for which they were developed has been
eradicated? How is this literacy useful or useless to those of us engaged with it today: in other words,
where is real literacy present—an actual mechanism that grants entry into discourse—and, instead,
where is one left with only the hermeneutics of residue?

The Texts
In light of the connections between literacy and sexuality, I want to think of the ways that the move
to abandon or preserve certain literacies is directly tied to queer identity and a hermeneutics of residue.
Ironically, I feel the urge to preserve this language acutely. As Will Fellows writes of a queer impulse
to preserve the past, “By managing change in ways that allow us to retain a sense of where we’ve come
from, historic preservation fosters continuity, enriching our sense of connectedness and identity as
members of families, communities, nations.”15 In this particular context, certainly, one may read this
preservation as a kind of betrayal of the desires of queer discourse—the objective to remain esoteric,
and in the closet. Perhaps, by making this language accessible, I am normalizing and mainstreaming
this language—I am debasing it—just like the writers from CNN and The New York Times, and their
use of the word shade. However, the temporal shift from the period in which this language was
composed and the culture in which I read it now is rather drastic. Truth be told, there is nobody to
betray—because the authors of these text have moved on: like so many other queer composers in this
study, they have abandoned the premises. And I do not think it a betrayal to simply preserve and use
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the residue of what they have left behind. With that in mind, I’d like to ask: what are the connections,
identities, families, communities, and nations located within a hermeneutics of residue? By preserving
this nebulous residue, how might we think about models of literacy proffered by the archive? And
how have these words failed to shape our sense of queer culture? Why have we abandoned them?
What is the significance of that abandonment?

The two texts I will analyze in this chapter traffic in queer advice. They offer the intrepid reader
instruction—methodologies, vocabulary, mappings, and techniques. Their concerns range from gay
sex, language, and identity, to more practical interests such as bars, parks, and healthcare. However,
despite their common rhetorical goals, these two texts emerge from two different distinct periods, and
in doing so they attend to the concerns salient for their own contexts. However, while their time
periods and subject matters may be distinct, they both make use of the same general literacy tactics,
offering new perspectives and proscription for the reader, and thus offering new ways of thinking
about the self as an agentive subject.

The first text is The Gay Guides of ’49. This is a series of advice booklets developed and compiled
anonymously by a gay man (or men/women) during the post-war period. Due to its context, the Gay
Guides operated within a highly closeted culture. Little is known regarding the manuals’ origins, or the
verifiability of its information. The words and names and places it describes have disappeared, along
with the anonymous figures that populate it pages. Like so much in this dissertation, the Gay Guides
exist primarily as queer residue—to a certain degree, the language and advice proffered have a halo of
meaninglessness around them. Consequently, the guides represent quite well the notion of archival
slime toward which I have been pointing. These words and places have not survived the assimilative
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and political baptisms of queer culture’s evolution. They are the most likely to appear strange, alien,
and bizarre to the current queer reader.

Having established a precedent and tradition for this genre, I will then suggest that the literacy tactics
one finds in the Gay Guides were deployed by a later generation. However, this deployment was for a
uniquely different purpose. Using Richard Locke’s In the Heat of Passion (1986) as the second text, I
want to think about how the rhetorical maneuvers of queer information literacy established by the
post-war, pre-stonewall culture ultimately paved the way for a direct and fearless AIDS literacy.
Composed at the height of the HIV/AIDS epidemic, In the Heat of Passion offers its readers strategies
for experiencing sexual pleasure, all while bearing in mind the risks inherent to the pursuit. Certainly,
sex is the foundation for this text, but more importantly health is the writer’s main concern—how to
stay healthy in the age of HIV/AIDS while enjoying sex. In this manual, we see the same efforts at
information dissemination one will find in the previous manuals; but, instead, these methods were
deployed in the fight against HIV/AIDS. In considering this second text, I want to suggest that the
ways queer sexual/cultural literacy, deployed by previous generations in different contexts, may have
laid the groundwork for a medical literacy that was essential in the fight against AIDS.

Text I: Gay Guides for 1949
I learn about Swasarnt Nerf’s Gay Guides for 1949 from another homosexual. This is usually how it
goes: bits of information are offered to curious, grateful researchers. Little clues. Telephone hour.
Gossip. As Ryan Linkof has asserted, “there is something profoundly queer at the core of gossip as a
social mechanism.”16 And so it feels fitting that I should learn about these gossipy guidebooks through
a line of queer communication. My dissertation advisor sends me an email one day with an attachment.
A PDF of the guidebooks. He received them from another homosexual: Jason Baumann at the New
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York Public Library; and he, in turn, received the Gay Guides from the transcriber and editor Hugh
Hagius. Like the networks of queer literacy that have preceded us, we are a line of information, passing
words and images along to one another, proving that “homosexual men do, in fact, sit at the crux of
a system of social meaning and communication circulated through gossip.”17 Have you seen this? What’s
the story morning glory? What’s the word hummingbird? And once again, I am the one who benefits from this
generosity. Language is such a gift. But the paradox, like so many sacred things, is this: one has to give
it away in order to keep it. What is the point of having words with no one to say them? Language must
always move in circulation. Otherwise it dies. Dear reader, I want to give this language to you. I want
to give you a gift, if only so I might keep it for myself.
__________
There is something potently erotic about these documents. Mystery, anonymity, a strange, shadowy
encounter. I feel that frisson I normally experience on good days in the archive. I’ve hit upon a trail
of slime. Who are these people? What were they like? What did they talk about? Where are these
places? How were the rooms decorated? What did it smell like? What did the men smell like? What
did they look like? Did they have names like Billy, Jack, Bobby? Did they smoke cigarettes? Drink
coffee? Whiskey? The residue invokes my imagination. The fabulation. I am driven, like Saidiya
Hartman, “to paint as full a picture of the lives of [these figures] as possible.”18 The fantasy. The truth
hangs somewhere between the fabulation and the residual archive. But the fantasy is what drives me
forward.
__________
The PDF file is a collation of documents narrating an accretion of editions that developed over a short
period of time. Following a forward by the editor and transcriber Hugh Hagius, the first document in
the file is “Gaedicker’s Sodom-on-Hudson.” The second is a separate guidebook titled “Gay Girl’s
Guide of 1949”; included with this second guidebook are excerpts of additions made to a second
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edition of “Gay Girl’s Guide of 1949” called “Gay Girl’s Guide to New York, Summer 1950.”
Following this is a preface to a third edition, titled “Gay Girl’s Guide to the U.S. and the Western
World, Summer 1950,” which includes excerpted additions of this third edition. Moreover, the file
also features photo essays of Riis Beach, Vintage Porn, and Physique Magazines. Finally, the PDF
concludes with a final guidebook written by “Lady Jai” called “The Lady Jai Recommended List.” This
directory was ostensibly written in 1954 by J. A. More, the secretary for the Detroit Area Council of
the Mattachine Society. Unlike the other guidebooks in the file, “The Lady Jai Recommended List” is
simply a catalogue of gay bars in twenty-six American states, as well as in Canada, Mexico, Colombia,
and Japan.

For the purposes of this study, I want to focus on the writing by Swasarnt Nerf, which includes both
“Gaedicker’s Sodom-on-Hudson” and the “Gay Girl Guides”—including the second and third
editions. With these texts, one is offered an extensive view of gay American culture, beginning with
New York and expanding in scope to a national level. Moreover, these texts are the most richly
rhetorical in the file. As an act of literacy, a catalyst for a literacy moment, Swasarnt Nerf’s guidebooks
welcome the reader into a socially exclusive discourse. They offer insider information; they are
passports to a world of talk, sex, and gossip. Through these texts, one can clearly see the work of
literacy as a social practice, wherein language is used “to scaffold the performance of action in the world,
including social activities and interactions,” including “human affiliation,” through a process of
“creating and enticing others to take certain perspectives on experience.”19 These guides produce
literacy for the sake of social benefits and social protection. The author invites the reader into the
purview of various “dangers”—but these dangers hinge on context: time, place, codes of conduct.
And the guidebooks, through their information literacy, work to mitigate that danger.
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This is a point made by Hugh Hagius in his forward for the guidebooks. He describes the Gay Guides
as a source for “a secret society invisible from the straight world.” 20 In other words, the guidebooks
are a missive from an underground culture, a queer community operating entirely within the closet,
beyond the reach of heteronormative surveillance. In this context, the guidebooks offer a warning to
whoever happens to get their hands on them. Swasarnt Nerf, the author, implores his reader: “Be
careful who you show [this guidebook] to. A wrong decision would have unfortunate results not only
for you but for a few million others besides.”21 Due to the guidebooks’ context—legal, clerical, social,
and professional—there is a strict requirement to keep the guidebooks secret. As both the glossaries
and directories of the guidebook will show, if this information were to fall into the hands of some
hostile force, the consequences for countless gay men would be dire.

The Case of Swasarnt Nerf and Noel I. Garde

Fig. 4.1: Edgar Leoni
From Hugh Hagius’ Introduction
to the Gay Guides
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But who is Swasarnt Nerf? Writer of Gaedicker’s Sodom-on-Hudson and the various editions of the Gay
Guides. Who is she? Who was she? Who does she hope to be? Mother. She is a mysterious figure. A pun, a
dirty joke. Why does she write under such a name? How do we know we can trust her? Indeed, the
name Swasarnt Nerf indexes the dangers associated with composing a document of this type. And again,
to situate this text within a hermeneutics of residue, I point to Muñoz’s assertion that “historically,
evidence of queerness has been used to penalize and discipline queer desires, connections, and acts.”22
Consequently, practices of concealment—while completely necessary for the context—produce “an
especially vexed relationship to evidence.” 23 And so, for the sake of safety, another redaction is
imposed on the scholar by the archive. It is hard, if not downright impossible, to name the author of
the guidebooks, to lock into place the history of this information. Verifiability and refutation are
impossible. The archive’s stinginess will only allow us to speculate. At the heart of the guides are two
tantalizing puzzles. And these puzzles reveal a convoluted history of obfuscation and concealment—
not just regarding the name Swasarnt Nerf, but also the name Noel I. Garde, the author of two gay
bibliographies: The Homosexual in Literature and Jonathan to Gide.

In his forward to the Gay Guides, Hugh Hagius flatly states that Swasarnt Nerf “must be forever a
mystery.”24 Whoever he is, his pen name is really just a bastardized spelling of soixante-neuf: French for
sixty-nine. And while “several authors are credited on the title pages of various guides…the main one,
listed in all editions, is Swasarnt Nerf.”25 While the true identity “must be forever a mystery,” there is
still room for speculation. Hugh Hagius suggests that a man named Edgar Leoni is “the real author
[of the guides] concealed by [a] pen name.” 26 This is partly because Leoni is the source of Hagius’
copy of the guides; Leoni gave them to Hagius in 1992 before moving to Florida. And while Leoni
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never confessed his secret identity as Swasarnt Nerf, there are a few reasons to believe Hagius’
hypothesis.

According to Hagius’ forward, Leoni graduated with Harvard’s class of 1945, and he eventually earned
a master’s degree from Columbia University. While at Harvard, Leoni achieved a “solid classical
foundation and a good command of Latin and French.”27 This highly literate education would have
prepared Leoni scholastically for the task of assembling the advice, glossaries, and bibliographies in
the Gay Guides. After graduating from Harvard, Leoni moved to New York City, which places him in
the “field” (to borrow Hagius’ term) to collect data at the exact time the guides were purportedly
composed. However, these points are admittedly circumstantial; just because Leoni went to Harvard
and was in New York City at the time of composition, it doesn’t necessarily stand to reason that he
wrote the Gay Guides. However, as the story of Noel I. Garde will attest, Leoni had a penchant for
literary masking.

While the identity of Swasarnt Nerf must always remain a mystery, Noel I. Garde was less cautious in
keeping his identity concealed. According to Hagius, Edgar Leoni had a “passion” for bibliography.28
In fact, Hagius names Leoni as the true writer behind two gay bibliographies, published under the
pseudonym of Noel I. Garde (as Hagius points out, it is interesting to note that the name Noel I.
Garde is an anagram of Edgar Leoni). However, Leoni never admitted to Hagius that he was the true
identity behind Garde, just as he denied the attribution of Swasarnt Nerf. And yet, while these
bibliographies—The Homosexual in Literature and Jonathan to Gide—were published under the name
Noel I. Garde, the ONE Archives in Los Angeles list Leoni as the author of the Garde publications.
So, while The Homosexual in Literature and Jonathan to Gide were published under the name Noel I.
Garde, the Archives at ONE list them in their catalogue under the name of Edgar Leoni.29 This is
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quite indicative of Leoni’s authorship, because Noel I. Garde also published two articles in ONE
Magazine from 1958-1960. The fact that the institution’s editors and archivists conflate these two
names says a great deal about the attribution of Noel I. Garde to Edgar Leoni. With this information
in mind, I think it’s fair to conclude that Edgar Leoni was the author of the Noel I. Garde
bibliographies: The Homosexual in Literature and Jonathan to Gide.

Again, I want to stress that the true identity of Swasarnt Nerf will probably always remain unknown.
However, Hagius’ suspicion that Edgar Leoni is Swasarnt Nerf, from a certain line of thinking, is quite
cogent. The guides came from Leoni’s hands; they were written while he was a newly minted Harvard
grad in New York City; and, Leoni has a history of literary masking and concealment. But finally, and
perhaps most saliently, Hagius suggests there is a similar style between the Gay Guides by Swasarnt
Nerf and the bibliographies by Noel I. Garde. In fact, as Hagius notes, the bibliographic information
found in the Gay Guides strikingly evokes the Garde bibliographies. Hagius writes: “The guides include
bibliography sections, which from edition to edition grow more elaborate and scientific, gradually
morphing into a prototype of the Noel I. Garde bibliography.”30 While nothing is conclusive, the
accumulation of evidence and coincidence highly suggests that Leoni is Swasarnt Nerf. However, this
will have to always remain a suggestion and a theory, and it cannot pass into the realm of a legitimate
claim. Once again, the archive narrowly misses the opportunity to legitimize a certain narrative of
queer history.
__________
While a sense of literary mystery and speculation might be fun to work through, there is a very real
reason for the pennames used in both the Gay Guides and the Garde bibliographies. As Hagius points
out, “Ed’s secrecy, I think, was part of the caution routinely practiced in the gay world in his
generation.”31 The dangers embedded within homosexual practice in the American post-war period
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are well documented. Even in an age of relative sexual license today, concealment is a tactic deployed
by many queer readers and writers as a means of maintaining security and safety.32 I do not feel the
need to outline them here. And again, standing as evidence to this fact, the pen names of both the
bibliographies and the Gay Guides point to a literary masking and secretiveness that attended a tradition
in queer writing practices. At the risk of appearing redundant, I again invoke the vexed relationship to
evidence made explicit by Muñoz’s theories on queer historiography. Once again, we see the need for
the closet, standing as a mechanism for protection; and as a result, the verifiability and historiography
of queer literacy is foreclosed upon. Safety made obfuscation necessary—both on a physical and social
level. Consequently, the author of the guidebooks can never be known. And so, I must admit, with a
strange mixture of sadness and glee, that I am trafficking once again in slime.
_________
Finally, before venturing into a consideration of the literacy afforded by Swasarnt Nerf’s Gay Guides,
I’d like to quickly acknowledge their only other appearance in scholarship. Having received the Gay
Guides from Leoni, Hugh Hagius showed them to author John Loughery. And Loughery included a
mention of the guides in his book The Other Side of Silence (1998), a history of gay life from World War
I through the late 1990s. While the Gay Guides are something of an invitation to a vast, underground
world of queer life, Loughery has only this to say about the Gay Guides in his book:

The 1949 Gay Girl’s Guide, a limited edition, privately printed ‘networking’ booklet with
construction-paper covers (subtitled ‘A Primer for Novices, A Review for Roués’),
gave lengthy descriptions of the social possibilities in New York City that year, but
also compiled a list of gay bars and known cruising spots, often in hotel bars, in more
than thirty other cities from Boston to San Diego. The anonymous editors requested
feedback from their readers, and the 1950 edition of the Guide offered updates and
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new suggestions in cities such as Atlanta, Hartford, Omaha, Pittsburgh, Louisville and
Lexington, Kentucky. 33

Loughery’s words are a succinct summary of what the Gay Guides have to offer. But other than this,
he does not include any sort of context or rhetorical analysis. I include his words here to show the
extent of what has been published about the Gay Guides—as far as I know.
__________
Detritus, Slime, Names: Looking for FT
Swasarnt Nerf’s description of New York circa 1948 sounds fabulous.34 According to him, it would
be more apt to describe Manhattan as “Sodom-on-Hudson.”35 He speaks of a world teeming with sex
and culture—a world that is lost, or at least it no longer exists in the way it did. He tells his reader
about the cruising grounds, beginning with the outdoor spots: Bryant Park, Central Park, a sliver of
path called “Vaseline Alley.”36 He describes a landscape populated with queers and “faggots.” He
describes the queens, the trade and hustlers. He uses strange words. Chicken. Head-queen. He tells me
where to look for shadowy encounters. He even refers to a closeted star of stage and screen. He teases
the reader with the initials. FT.37 Who is FT? What happened to him? Did he really exist? A person,
with thoughts and feelings and desires.

Swasarnt Nerf also tells me about the bars. He describes the scene as if he is standing over a map,
drawing his finger along the streets, the concrete grid, and advising me where to go—pockets of safety.
He begins in the Village. (MacDougal’s, Mary’s and Main Street).38 He nudges me on, from the East Side
(The Golden Pheasant, Allan’s, Blue Parrot, Town Bar, Sonny’s, The Swan, Spivy’s Roof, The Sazarac, The Pierre
and The Oakroom, New Towne, and Tony’s)39 to the Upper West Side, near Verdi Square (The New Verdi
Square),40 and down to Times Square/Midtown (The Silver Rail [neé Pink Elephant], Ben Yee, The Backstage,
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Diamond Jim’s, Crossroads, Hurley’s, Gilroy’s, Moss’, and Haly’s).41 As he lists out these names, the only
ones I recognize are The Pierre and the Oak Room—which I assume refers to the Oak Room in the
Plaza Hotel. I have lived in New York City for thirteen years. I expect Swasarnt Nerf to list Julius’. (I
once heard anecdotally that it is the oldest gay bar in New York City.)42 But, the guide does not list
Julius’. Instead Swasarnt Nerf gives me a list of names I do not know. Bars that no longer exist. They
have been wiped clean by time, polished away from the surface of the cityscape. It is amazing to think
that these bars were once understood by a readership, categorically, as gay bars. This kind of
information functioned so precisely. But now it does not function at all. Culture’s cast-off waste. More
slime.

Are these the places in which one would have found FT, star of stage and screen? Is this where one
would have learned to keep his secret? Just initials. Could one have tracked him from place to place,
bar to bar, park to park? Roving. Little snail, always on the go. Would one have been able to watch
him adjust and adapt, shift—butch straight man, nelly queen, lover, confidant—with each new
habitus? Sweet snail, slithering across the pavement. Leaving behind his trail for me to follow. Where
did FT go? I keep asking that same question over and over again. Where did this little snail go?
_________
According to Swasarnt Nerf, the gay beach to go to in 1948 was Queens’ Beach in Point Lookout,
NY, otherwise known as “Bitches Beach.”43 I expect Monsieur Nerf to suggest Fire Island, but he tells
me this is a minor gay location, frequented only by the “piss-elegant set.”44 For Swasarnt Nerf, the
place to be, “the outstanding common meeting-ground for all classes of New York Faggotry,”45 is
Bitches Beach. I wonder what Bitches Beach is like today. I look up Point Look Out, NY on google
maps, and I see that it’s on the eastern edge of Long Beach Island, west of Fire Island and Jones
Beach. Without Swasarnt Nerf’s guidance, I never would have known that this small hamlet was a gay
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Fig. 4.2: “Bitches Beach”
Point Look Out, NY (circa 1949)
Gaedicker’s Sodom-on-Hudson

meeting place. Is it still a gay meeting place? In my own circles of New York “faggotry,” I have never
heard one person say that they got a share in Point Look Out; I have never heard the term “Bitches
Beach” before. In the guide, Swasarnt Nerf gives us photos of men on this beach.

In this first photo (figure 4.2) I am drawn to the man on the left. For me, he is what Roland Barthes
would call the punctum of the photograph, an “element which rises from the scene, shoots out of it like
an arrow, and pierces me.”46 He pierces me. More specifically, it is the visible line of his penis, outlined
clearly in his swimming trunks. What is there to say about that? I lack articulation. That strange line.
Everything else about the photo feels mundane, obvious, unremarkable. But the line of cock,
provocatively streaking down his right inner thigh. And his mole, on the right side of his face, just
above his lip. A man to the left—a large, gorgeous nose. Dark hair. His legs are incredibly hairy.
Lacking the exhibitionism of the man with the penis and mole, the man on the right has blousy, billowy
swimming trunks. He moves awkwardly through the photo’s frame, like a chicken puffing out its chest.
What kind of relation did these men have? Did they speak to one another? Did they cruise each other
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in the dunes? Did they learn each other’s names? Did they become best “sisters”?47 Or am I off track.
The man with the mole seems to be walking toward the camera. The man with the billowy trunks
seems to cross him from behind. Maybe there is nothing there? What evidence is there of their time
together? What evidence could I ostensibly access. Maybe I am just fantasizing, pulling a story
together from these fragments?

Fig. 4.3: “Jitterbug at Point Lookout”
Point Lookout, NY (circa 1949)
Gaedicker’s Sodom-on-Hudson

And here is a photo of men dancing the jitterbug on the beach. Same sex couples. One leading the
other. The men at the center of the photo capture my imagination. One is in black trunks; one in
white. Their arms are extended as if black trunks is about to spin white trunks. Conjoined by
interlocking hands. Black trunks is taller than white trunks. How open and free! How shameless! What
is a dance on the beach in summer? Without this photograph, would it be worth remembering? The
smell of the ocean? The smell of oil? Hot sand under their feet. Is the photograph, alone, reason
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enough to remember this dance? Maybe they loved one another? Did they spend their whole lives
together, free to jitterbug only in secret places, places like this beach—a beach I have never heard of
before? Did they fuck that afternoon? Did they use Swasarnt Nerf’s suggested sex techniques: the
“idyllic form” of “sixty-nine;” did they perform “around-the-world,” wherein a partner will “kiss, lick
and suck various additional parts of the partner’s body, such as the neck, nipples, navel and testicles;”
did they try “browning,” using, for lubricant, “Wildroot Cream Oil?”48 Did it feel good? And was that
all? A single tryst, cradled within the tall grasses of the dune? Or did they go on together, secretly living
out their lives in an apartment in Flatbush, Sunnyside, or in the Village? Did they drink coffee? Smoke
cigarettes? Eat spam? Drink Coca Cola? Is it strange that I want to know every detail of their lives?
How did they die? Heart attack? Stroke? Car crash? AIDS? I really want to know, but I’m never going
to know.
___________

Fig. 4.4: “Point Lookout-Drag Show.”
Point Lookout, NY (Circa 1949)
Gaedicker’s Sodom-on-Hudson
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A drag show (Fig 4.4). During the day? On the beach? Obviously, this is a far cry from RuPaul’s Drag
Race. Rudimentary drag, guerrilla drag, reminiscent of the scene from South Pacific, when Luther Billis
takes the stage at the Follies as Honey Bun. The sailors sit around and watch, and the sun beats down
upon their heads. Shirtless, sweaty. These men are what Swasarnt Nerf calls “Sea-food, a sailor, coast
guardsman, (or sea scout?), homosexual or not.”49 Why are sailors so gay? Ishmael. Billy. Georges. The
fraternal, homosocial masculine spheres of the The Pequod, The Bellipotent, and the Le Vengeurs—a
universalizing model of same sex desire. The closed space of the sea craft. A limited number of bodies;
bodies aching for pleasure.

Was the drag show good? Who is that person in the center of the photograph? He offers an inverse
to the trade around him, a minoritizing model of same-sex desire. The femme fatale, the queen,
garnering all that attention. A pinprick of camp in a crowd of beauty. As David M. Halperin writes,
“the camp’s role is to puncture the breathless, solemn, tediously monotonous worship of beauty, to
allow the gay men who desire and who venerate beauty to step back ironically from their unironic
devotion to it, to see it from the perspective of postcoital disillusionment instead of anticipatory
excitation.” 50 A classic image of “the split between ironic camp complicity and earnest butch
posturing, between sisterhood and sex.”51 How did these men react to this queen? Did they laugh?
Were they shocked? Were they aroused? Were they repulsed? How was the sexuality of the queen
structured within their minds? And what of the sexuality of the sailors? I could make up some stories.
But what about the truth? It all feels muddled, inarticulate, in expressible. Merely sensation and
reaction.
_________
As I said, I had never heard of Bitches Beach before; I had never heard of most of the bars listed by
Swasarnt Nerf. And, anecdotally, when I asked my queer friends and acquaintances if they had ever
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heard of these bars, or this beach, they had no idea what I was talking about. These are names that do
not circulate in queer culture today. At least, according to my estimation. Why would anyone know
the names of these bars? At one time, according to Swasarnt Nerf, knowledge of these bars was
possessed by a small subsection of the general population. But today? In a sense, these names are
utterly useless—hence, I call them slime. Why would I need to know Mary’s if I cannot go to Mary’s?
Knowledge of this kind would be useless to me. This information literacy is excessive. The archive is
full of this waste-information. But even attention to waste can exercise a certain queer aesthetics, for
as Christopher Schmidt has pointed out, waste can be “a magnetic locus for queer identification and
potential recuperation in response to…punishing hierarchies of value.52 Where contemporary culture
has turned its back on this information, I find value in it. I re-read it with pleasure. One’s man’s trash
is another man’s treasure. I like knowing these things (the bars, beaches, parks, etc.) even though I
cannot use them in any utilitarian way. But I like knowing them, even if they aren’t a part of my
culture’s common knowledge. I use this knowledge in an imaginative way. They are fodder for my
dreams of the past.

To be clear, knowledge of these bars, parks, and beaches is potentially verifiable. Records of their
existence might be located within a number of archives, none of which make the sexual practices of
the patrons and habitants explicit. On the other hand, I am also not denying the fact that other archives
might contain materials that point to certain assumptions of these specific establishments regarding
clientele and identity. But while existence of these bars may be verifiable, the exact nature of the
sexuality of the patrons is not refutable. They may have been gay men, they may not. There is no
official text or test, no way to know explicitly whether these men are gay or not—for example, just
look at the picture of the drag queen at Bitches Beach; can you say, with certainty, that every man in
this crowd of spectators is gay? Even Swasarnt Nerf, for all his knowledge on homosexuality, concedes
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that sex acts exists on a spectrum standing outside of identity; he instructs his pupils on “how to
distinguish readily between the gay and various types of trade.” 53 Perhaps through methods of
disclosure (methods like this guidebook), one may be able to speculate regarding sexual identity: but,
again, that is a model of sexuality that is easily deconstructed by Foucault’s theoretical framework. Are
these sodomites or homosexuals? Nothing is refutable. Therefore, nothing is verifiable.

Swasarnt Nerf ends the first guidebook with a discussion on gay life in America. And his observation
highlights the strange, liminal identity of his audience, and the unmooring contradiction within the
social structure of the period in which he collected data:

Conditions prevailing in the U.S. represent a compromise between two opposing
forces. On the one hand, we have a maximum of personal and social liberty and
freedom of movement available to all individuals and groups in the U.S. as nowhere
else in the world. On the other hand, we have a very definite legal repression of
homosexuality as severe in Anglo-Saxon law as in any legal system derived from Judaeo
[sic]-Christian taboos.54

While there is much to find problematical with assertions about “personal and social liberty,” the
entire guidebook seems to point to a world of underground and covert sexual community. And this
world seems to suggest that queer subjects did enjoy some measure of freedom within the strict social
world they inhabited. Clearly there was “a very definite legal repression of homosexuality,” but still
the freedom of the modern white man, the flâneur, allowed men to engage with queer community, via
secret modes of communication—modes like this guidebook. Otherwise the content of this
guidebook would not exist.
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The strange contradiction within which these men found themselves suggests a slight disintegration
of the structure of the closet. While these men were oppressed in a social and legal sense, they still
maintained a “freedom” which allowed culture to flourish. While they might be closeted within the
contexts of their jobs, churches, families, and larger social structures, the flexibility of the closet
allowed them to enjoy the fruits of communion within other, more restricted contexts. In this sense,
the closet protected these men, even as they came together to associate with one another within these
liminal spaces. “Even an out gay person,” Sedgwick writes, “deals daily with interlocutors about whom
she doesn’t know whether they know or not; it is equally difficult to guess for any given interlocutor
whether, if they did know, the knowledge would seem very important.55 This unspoken knowledge—
what D. A. Miller called “the phenomenon of the open secret”56—allows for sexual and cultural
practices to occur without becoming compacted with identity, sutured to a political name and position
within larger forces of oppression. The unsayable allows for pleasure, both the bodily pleasure of the
figures in question and the imaginative pleasures of the researcher. Personally, I want to claim these
men as my own. I want to name them with the same name I have given myself. But, ethically, it may
be better to leave them be. Let them exist within a liminal space between “out” and “in,” “gay” or
“trade,” “sodomites” or “homosexuals.”57

Working with materials that occupy a liminal space within the archive troubles the distinction between
gay and straight, and it highlights the ultimate vexation of queer evidence and its fractious relationship
to queer memory. As much of this dissertation argues, the archive’s representation of queerness must
always be viewed through a lens of skepticism. There is aggression and manipulation on either side.
On one hand, as Muñoz has pointed out, “when the historian of queer experience attempts to
document a queer past, there is often a gatekeeper, representing a straight present who will labor to
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invalidate the historical fact of queer lives—present, past, and future.”58 The archive as an institution
has been constructed within the purview of heteronormativity. Under its gaze, queerness can and has
been easily elided or erased. Therefore, to deny the identity of the queer within the archive is an erasure
of queer potentials. It short-circuits the archive’s ability for knowledge production. But, also, there are
those queer snails who do not want to be known or recorded, lest they be discovered and persecuted.
The archive, because it is created within actual temporalities with attending—and sometimes hostile—
contexts, is a vulnerable sphere for queer exercises. With certain pressures, in both bad and good faith,
bearing down on queerness, how can one ever be sure? As such, the archive both bodies forth an
identity while simultaneously obscuring that identity. Once again, the only positive assumption that
can be made is that the archive will forever be an unconsummated articulation of queerness.

What’s the Word, Hummingbird?
One of the most useful aspects of Swasarnt Nerf’s Gay Guides is that it offers a glossary of gay
vocabulary. Certainly, some of the terms are recognizable, and have survived into queer discourse (and
even heteronormative discourse) today: B-J, Butch, Camp, Come-out, Cruise, Drag Queen, and Gay. These
words are not difficult to parse. They signify broadly, across discourse communities. They make sense
because they are routinely bandied about in mainstream discourse today—they resonate within the
open transcript. Other words are far more obscure, and far more rooted in the hidden transcript of
the subordinated group; as a scholar of queer language practices, even I find these words surprising
and alien: Brown, Bucket, Dirt, Fix Up, French, Gum, Jade, Jam, John, Kanish, Lush, M2, Mad, Oncer, Send
Up, and Tea.59 I admit I did not know these terms before reading Swasarnt Nerf’s guidebook. Through
learning these words, I am invited into a discourse community. I can learn how to talk like a “faggot”—
whoever that may be. However, I’m not sure the “faggot’s” discourse community is one that still
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exists? If I were to use these words at a gay bar in New York City this Friday night, would anyone
understand me? Would I find my tribe? Would we speak the same language?

As David Alan Grindstaff has pointed out, “the epistemology of the closet…operates through the
practice of reading metaphorically, translating public codes into private meanings.”60 The need for
such a language practice feels quite understandable, especially within the homophobic sphere within
which these words were created. Gay men during the mid-20th century needed ways to communicate
with one another in a manner in which they could exchange ideas and information without being
detected by the homophobic forces around them. Consequently, Gayese stands in as a tool for
communicating safely. A perfect example of this technique is outlined by Hugh Hagius in his
introduction to the Gay Guides. He uses the word gay to make his point:

Mother does not mince words—words, that is, like faggot, cock-sucking, and T-Room.
Despite her own choice of words, she insists: “Gay: Homosexual, queer (Adj.) The
only word used by homosexuals, with reference to themselves, their friends, their
haunts, etc.” This meaning was only for those in the know. The guides suggest that in
a strange city you might ask the cabdriver to take you to “the gayest bar in town,” and
adds, “Whether it works depends on both the knowledge and understanding of the
cabbie.”61

The word gay operates not only as a descriptor, but as a performative element designed to separate
and signify identity. Gay has a double meaning: (1) the definition outlined by Swasarnt Nerf, and (2)
the more traditional meaning, “Bright or lively-looking, esp. in colour; brilliant, show…”62 Swasarnt
Nerf states that the deployment of the word Gay in reference to sexual identity was a speech act almost
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exclusively used by homosexuals “with reference to themselves.”63 Consequently, the term can be used
as a means of sorting out those who know and those who do not know—and the implication is that
the self-referential aspect of the term gay ensured that only those who would use the word to refer to
themselves, would use the word with an implied queer definition. Consequently, understanding the
terms of queer discourse signifies to one’s interlocutor that one belongs to the discourse community.

Within this framework, identity hinges on understanding, on comprehension, and recognition. Again,
Alexander’s point regarding the deep interconnectedness of literacy and sexuality is made explicit. This
word—gay—is “only for those in the know.” Being in-the-know, a member of the cognoscenti, is a
driving force of establishing, communicating, and consolidating identity. It is easy to underestimate
the power of language here—one could simply pass it off as a manner of describing or illuminating a
particular subject. But, the word gay in fact transforms, and produces knowledge of one’s identity.
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In previous chapters of this dissertation, I have written of gaylect and its deployment as a tactic of queer
literacy. Much like the materials under investigation, such as Parterre Box and Latriniana, Swasarnt
Nerf’s Gay Guides explicitly endeavored to spread the vocabulary of gay culture. Where certain theorists
have called this language Gay English or Gaylect, Swasarnt Nerf calls is it Gayese. These terms all point
to the same rhetorical move, which is a manner of performative language deployment that signals
toward and away from subjects, and thus identifies them within a certain community.

Fig. 4.5: Gayese-English Dictionary
The Gay Girl’s Guide (circa 1949)

The use of such terms as Auntie, Basket, or Belle positions one within this queer discourse community.
However, comprehension of these terms is a much more complex process of transformation—it
depends on how the listener responds to this language. And once again, literacy and identity are
intertwined in symbiotic ways. Comprehension of the language signifies inclusion within the discourse;
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one is suddenly an “insider” and not an “outsider” But inclusion within the discourse allows for
language to take up performative dimensions. As Benwell and Stokoe have written:

from the perspective of [Social Identity Theory], identity is something that lies
dormant, ready to be ‘switched’ on in the presence of other people. Social Identity
memberships therefore have something of a causal relationship to actions and
behavior.64

Upon hearing these words, and understanding them, the listener is thus claimed by language, and the
discourse community within which this language functions; claimed by identity, language “switches”
on a subject’s identity within a particular social setting. The subject will suddenly speak and act within
the space of “insider” discourse.

The performative dimensions of this language within subject formation may be illustrated best by
Judith Butler’s account of interpellation developed by Althusser:

[T]he subordination of the subject takes place through language, as the effect of the
authoritative voice that hails the individual…a policeman hails a passerby on the street,
and the passerby turns and recognizes himself as the one who is hailed. In the exchange
by which that recognition is proffered and accepted, interpellation—the discursive
production of the social subject—takes place.65

In referring to another subject as gay, or referring to homosexual places and performances as gay, the
subject is hailed by discourse. As the “passerby on the street,” the question of whether one “turns and
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recognizes himself as the one who is hailed,” enables a revelation of identity for both the subject and
the interlocutor. Thus, the “social subject” is produced. Understanding is key, because the words—
auntie, basket, belle—are words designed to avoid detection, unless one is an insider within the sphere
of social discourse. Knowing these words signifies something for both the listener and the speaker.

Let me clarify by way of asking a rather pointed question: “If you know these words, how do you
know them?” Comprehension of gayese arises, like any other language acquisition, through the desire
to communicate and navigate the specific discourse community germane to the language. So, if one
understands these words, one is immediately implicated in the community within which these words
operate. One becomes “gay,” forced out of the metaphysical closet and into a toiling, complicated
sociality determined by discourse. As Foucault insisted, “identities… are regarded as the product of
dominant discourses that are tied to social arrangements and practices.” 66 The social situation of
language and discourse is what produces the subject, for better or for worse. How any one person
responds to this process is certainly unpredictable—a whole range of reactions are possible, from
indifference, to violence, to celebration.

Where other areas of Swasarnt Nerf’s text imply something of a universalized approach to identity,
the glossary—and specifically the term gay—implies an alternative, minoritizing vision of homosexual
identity. The discourse of gayese is one shared by a small, select group of people. And, the glossary
operates as a literacy tool that seeks to expand and disseminate gayese literacy, and thus dilate the
identity category upon which it hinges. Thus, a small minority wields this literacy, and thus possesses
this identity. However, this minoritizing model upholds Foucault’s narrative of emerging identity
within modernity, because it is an identity in which ontology hinges on discourse, and not necessarily
sexual acts. To be clear, the men within this category are not necessarily authors of an ars erotica—
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agents of action. They are still subject to the modern discourses in which they find themselves.
However, any resistance to the scientia sexualis occurs through the secrecy and withholding of this
information from a larger public. All this is to say, that while these figures operate within a period
distinct for the concept of the homosexual as a “species”—i.e. modernity in general—they still operate
within the closet, and thus complicate that clear model by their acts of willful self-erasure.

AIDS: How to…
In the private journal of film critic and AIDS activist Vito Russo, there is a single sentence constituting
his entry for April 3, 1985. “Saw Kramer’s play last night in first preview.”67 Simple, clear, and helpful.
A snippet of pure information. Not quite a complete sentence. The play Russo is referring to is the
HIV/AIDS play The Normal Heart (1985) by Larry Kramer—a landmark contribution to the queer
canon.

The entry caught my attention for a few reasons. To begin with, HIV/AIDS constitutes The Normal
Heart’s subject matter, making the play horrifically contemporaneous with the events of the 1980s.
Since then, the play has entered the modern theater canon, with both a revival on Broadway and an
HBO movie premiering as recently as 2011. As Richard Goldstein writes, the play “set the standard
for the fierce neo-Ibsenism of many plays about AIDS,”68 long before Angels in America inaugurated
Tony Kushner’s theater of the fabulous. But by now, as the HBO movie will attest, the play is
something of a period piece, a portrait of life during the most excruciating moments of the crisis.

Moreover, according to another private journal of Russo’s, located in the archive at NYPL,69 when
Russo saw The Normal Heart in April 1985, he was in the process of caring for his lover Jeffrey, who
was suffering from AIDS. Additionally, Russo discovered his own HIV positive status a mere four
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months later in August. So, in this confrontation between theatergoer and playwright, the perfect
rhetorical move occurs. Here, in this specific historical moment, the underground, the secret, the bits
of viral code that had circulated beneath the skin of private discourses suddenly broke out onto the
public discourse of the theater—and clearly, if Russo’s journal indicates anything, this rhetoric reached
its intended audience. Russo was suffering with, and from, AIDS. AIDS was now something to talk
about; Kramer was talking, and Russo was listening. And a new language was being spoken, language
with which to talk about AIDS.

Ultimately, I think what sparks my imagination is the sense of rupture—information spilling forth like
water from a hydrant. This catastrophic epoch, and its attending discursive practices (literature, gossip,
proverbial wisdom), irrevocably changed the nature of every permutation of queer male sexuality: lust,
communion, and radical politics. Sex was altered, and, consequently, so was the practice of love. Many
people died. Suddenly, the loci of sex—dark shadows on trucks and piers, the backrooms of glittering
discos, bathhouses and beaches—signaled toxic repositories of illness. Acts of concupiscence in the
dark no longer stayed in the dark. They were born by flesh—or, to be more exact, by blood. The
personal had become political, just as Kramer’s play argued it would. The wild innocence of the late
60s and early 70s—anonymous skin on anonymous skin—was abandoned for a new mode of
cruising—language. And, in the communal spaces of marginalized populations, people were speaking,
hearing, and reading this new language.
_________

Another, more personal reason I was drawn to Russo’s documentation of Kramer’s play is that it made
me realize that the first public performance of The Normal Heart occurred the night before I was born:
April 3, 1985. This detail points to the discursive sphere I have known my whole life. I grew up
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speaking a particular language—AIDS Language. This is a language with its own dictionary and its
own set of terms, processes, and argot: condom, bareback, poz, status. Perhaps you are like me, and these
are terms you have encountered, speak fluently, and define when required. And yet, it would be
presumptuous of me to assume that these terms are universal, that they were always circulated broadly,
that the scientific and linguistic contours of the HIV/AIDS epidemic have always been of public
knowledge. Someone had to learn this language for the first time: its medical jargon, its political
implications, and its cautious approaches toward sex. And, having mastered AIDS language, these
newly minted speakers of AIDS taught this language to others. What I’m getting at is this: sentences
I might interpret as banal and commonplace today were at some point deeply radical, alien, and
acquired. I’m thinking of sentences such as these: “Never bareback with a man whose status is
unknown”; “AIDS means Auto-Immune Deficiency Syndrome—this is a disease that attacks your
immune system”: or “Silence = Death.”

Reflecting on these examples, I read these words quite clearly. They signify for me—a matrix of
survival, the formation of a particular subjectivity, and a history that both engenders, limits, and bodies
forth my sexual practices. Yes, indeed, I am literate in AIDS language; but what about someone like
Russo. I can only assume that he was not always literate in this language—Kramer’s play is a perfect
example of the kind of rupture I’m looking for: a moment when AIDS becomes a discourse, a subject
matter, a field of inquiry.

In her article “Sponsors of Literacy,” Deborah Brandt offers a theoretical framework for the kind of
literacy-moment I’m hoping to document and unpack. Brandt’s scholarship seeks “to understand the
vicissitudes of individual literacy development in relationship to the large-scale economic forces that
set the routes and determine the worldly worth of that literacy.” 70 For Brandt, an effective impetus
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for literacy development is articulated as a sponsor, a term she defines as a “delivery system for the
economies of literacy, the means by which these forces present themselves to—and through—
individual learners.”71 Moreover, a sponsor might also be understood as “the causes into which people’s
literacy usually gets recruited,”72 the sites of activism that both create and disseminate specific strains
of reading and writing. In her essay, Brandt goes on to argue that the literacy sponsors that one
encounters define the parameters of one’s literacy development. She writes: “Most of the
time…literacy takes its shape from the interests of its sponsors.”73 In other words, the structure and
substance of one’s literacy is determined by the demands of its sponsor.

The AIDS epidemic demanded a modicum of medical literacy of those directly affected by AIDS, as
well as those caring for people with AIDS. And I am proposing now that we might think of the AIDS
epidemic as a literacy sponsor, one that formed the matrix from which gay men learned to write and
speak AIDS. A traditional iteration of a literary sponsor, per Brandt’s theoretical model, usually takes
the form of some sort of bureaucratic, or state, mechanism. For example, the mechanisms of labor
unions might serve as a literacy sponsor for members of the working class. In contrast, I’d like to
purport the notion of disease as sponsorship—one whose exigency, predicated on the horrors of
immunodeficiency (and all the nightmares that entails), forced a certain level of AIDS literacy on those
who had no choice: learn to read this language, or die.

As Brandt writes in a separate article, the conditions of a particular ontology activate a necessity for
more and more modes of reading: “contemporary literacy learners…find themselves having to piece
together reading and writing experiences from more and more spheres, creating new and hybrid forms
of literacy….” 74 Enabled and spurred by the literacy sponsor, the twentieth century reader moves
forward into unknown discourses, acquiring new literacies along the way. For someone like Vito
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Russo, this acquisition of a new literacy relates primarily to texts generated and circulated within
specific medical communities. Russo, a published writer by the time he acquires AIDS, is demanded
by the sponsorship of AIDS to engage with texts in a significantly different genre, thus acquiring a
new form of literacy. Beyond the private conversations taking place between patient and doctor,
Russo’s HIV status forces him to engage with texts he never would have consulted otherwise.
Moreover, the population affected by this disease—primarily gay men—not only shaped the
engagement and dissemination of these texts, but also altered the discourses within which these texts
began to circulate.

It is a terrible set of circumstances that determine such literacy sponsorship and acquisition—perhaps
the most unsettling of which is the notion that during the early period of the epidemic, the swift nature
of AIDS created a situation in which doctors knew little more than the patients they were treating. In
a letter to the novelist Rita Mae Brown dated October 24, 1987, Vito Russo has this to say about his
AIDS literacy, as compared with other experts in the discourse:

Considering how ill some people have been and how quickly some people die, I’ve
been very fortunate. I’m also very bright which sadly, most people are not. I’ve become
one of the most knowledgeable civilians in this battle through sheer dint of
inquisitiveness, good investigative journalism and staying power… It makes me
furious that so few people know about [certain] treatments. There is no longer any
reason for anyone to get pneumonia (the major cause of death in people with AIDS)
and hardly anyone knows about it except those of us who make it our business to
follow every lead.75
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Through the agency afforded him by his newly acquired literacy, Russo positions himself as one of
those that “follow every lead.” He has, through the uncompromising particulars of his subjectivity,
become an AIDS expert. And, in a letter sent on November 4 of that same year, to a man named
Mark (possibly the ACT UP and TAG activist Mark Harrington?), Russo begins to directly challenge
the authority of the medical profession, elevating his own amateur research above those of the
“official” medical community:

It is the duty and responsibility of every person at risk and/or with ARC or AIDS (or
their friends and loved ones if they are too ill) to take the initiative in the battle against
this disease to insure their continued survivability, lengthen or save their own lives and
maintain their health and the health of people they love. This means several things.
First, one MUST become an investigative reporter… Secondly and more importantly,
one MUST become partners with one’s doctor. If your doctor is adamant about one
treatment and negative about almost anything you suggest, assert yourself strongly, see
other doctors for advice before making important decisions about drugs or CHANGE
DOCTORS if necessary. It is impossible any longer to see physicians as gods. One
MUST take responsibility for one’s own health in this fight. Does your doctor spend
enough time with you? Does he or she answer ALL of the questions you have to your
satisfaction? Is he or she open to alternative therapies (Holistic methods, herbal
methods and substances such as AL721) so long as they are clearly not harmful? Most
importantly, is your doctor VERY informed, VERY open and Extraordinarily [sic]
qualified to treat this illness? Does he or she read EVERYTHING available on the
subject in the medical journals? Is he or she involved in forums, discussions and know
the problems and medical histories of people who are gay? This is crucial.76
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What is clearly apparent in Russo’s writing is the sense of exigency that occurs through one’s subjective
position within the epidemic. As an HIV positive man, the consequences of his medical care have dire
stakes, and Russo takes ownership of these stakes, insisting on his own independence regarding
treatment. He is not passive, but actively engaged with the medical discourse of the time. And it is up
to him, and not his doctors, to be in control of his medical destiny. This kind of responsibility, not to
mention self-confidence, is only possible through an ability to read and participate in medical
discourse, a language that was once only the purview of professional experts. Through this
autodidactic medical practice, Russo has learned to speak AIDS. He has become a literate rhetorician
within the field of medicine, arguing on behalf a specific rhetorical position within the discourse.

Text II: In the Heat of Passion

Fig. 4.6: In the Heat of Passion (1986)
Richard Locke
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Thinking about HIV/AIDS and literacy, I’d like to return again to the genre of the handbook in order
to think through queer advice, sexual literacy, and the channels of communication available to queer
subjects. As the information in the Gay Guides of ’49 show, the genre of the advice manual was one
already circulating through underground queer culture by the time of such historic ruptures as
Stonewall and the HIV/AIDS epidemic. It stands to reason that through these crises, the genre was
an available rhetorical tactic for activists and subjects in need of sexual and cultural education. 77
Therefore, in the time of the HIV/AIDS crisis, researchers looking to spread information quickly and
effectively used the genre of the manual to educate their community. An example of this tactic is the
handbook In the Heat of Passion (1986) by Richard Holt Locke.

The details of Richard Locke’s life are difficult to assess. According to the dubious website Internet
Adult Film Database, he was born on June 11, 1941.78 He became well-known during the 1970s and
early 80s as a pornographic actor, starring in films such as L.A. Tool and Die and Kansas City Trucking
Co. After receiving a positive HIV diagnosis in the early 80s, he went on to become an AIDS educator;
and, he wrote and self-published a short manual on sexual health called In the Heat of Passion. I am not
certain of the circulation of this manual. Nor could I find any scholarship that attended to its existence.
In fact, I discovered the manual quite by accident in the medical library archives at the University of
California, San Francisco—UC’s medical school.

The manual is located in a folder for the Guerrilla Clinic Papers, a collection housed within UCSF’s
AIDS History Project. According to the UCSF AIDS Project Finding Aid, the Guerrilla Clinic
operated as “an informal, ‘underground’ group of AIDS activists who obtained unapproved,
experimental drugs, mostly from Mexico, and distributed them at cost to people with AIDS.” 79 The
Guerrilla Clinic’s papers were donated to the library by Blaine Elswood, one of The Guerrilla Clinic’s
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founding activists. Elswood, much like Richard Locke, was interested in alternative methods and
therapies for PWAs. His primary interest was DNCB (dinitrochlorobenzene), a chemical compound
he believed could boost T-cell production and reduce the presence of KS Lesions. Like many of the
methods and treatments one might find in In the Heat of Passion, DNCB is a defunct technology, no
longer considered in the fight against AIDS. That being said, it’s not surprising to find Locke’s manual
in Elswood’s papers, because the two men were interested in the same topic of research: alternative
methods for treating HIV/AIDS. (Locke, in fact, mentions DNCB in his research). However, where
Elswood’s interests lie mostly in medical treatment, Locke’s concerns tend more to sexual health and
preventative measures.

Just as the Gay Guides sought to provide gay men with the means of safely pursuing pleasure, In the
Heat of Passion takes on a similar project. However, this time the dangers are not just the ills of
homophobia, but also the threat of HIV infection. The rhetorical goal of this document is to empower
gay men to experience sexual pleasure without acquiring HIV. In doing so, Locke opens up a channel
of information and sexual literacy for his readers. In the opening pages of the manual, he reassures
anyone weary of prudishness or self-righteous moralizing: “The point of view of this book is sex
positive.” He writes, "under the right conditions many of the sex acts we were used to do in the past
can be done today with little or no risk concerning the transmission of disease.”80 By thinking through
sex, health, and pedagogy, Locke believes that one may maintain the freedom of sexual liberation
cultivated through the 1970s/post-Stonewall culture without paying the cost of HIV infection. In his
instructions on sexual health, he does not repudiate sexual pleasure or queer sexual identity. Instead,
he advocates for an approach to health that embraces eroticism, subversive sexual identity, and
liberation culture.
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Ultimately, through this document, Locke enacts a sexual agency in his reader—an agency that
guarantees a sense of individual freedom and individual responsibility: “…there is only room for one
in the coffin,” he writes. “In other words, it is an individual’s responsibility to make his own informed
decisions.” And by making this claim, he shares Vito Russo’s conviction that “one MUST take
responsibility for one’s own health in this fight.” Much like the Gay Guides before, In the Heat of Passion
aims to be a liberating text in that it seeks to offer the reader information necessary for making
informed choices regarding risk, safety, and pleasure. This is not an entirely proscriptive agenda—
instead, the document offers resources. What one chooses to do with those resources is determined
by the individual—the rhetorical goal of this document is not so much to control or regiment a
person’s sex-life; instead, the objective is to give the reader as much information as possible in order
to allow that person to make decisions that best suit their specific situation. As Locke lyrically states:
“We must investigate our health. Be our own doctors for this wonderful creation that sensuously
moves about the planet.”81

Moreover, Locke’s manuscript offers the reader a perspective from beyond the official sanction of the
medical community. And in this sense, he heeds Russo’s call to “become an investigative reporter.”
Rhetorically, Locke is advocating for a way of having what he calls “Sensible Sex.”82 “Sensible sex” is
not necessarily based in a scientific practice. Science certainly informs these practices, but Locke also
takes into account certain “alternative therapies” believing that these untested remedies “can point to
dozens of cures.”83 Therefore, the result is not necessarily a scientific method for preventing HIV.
Instead, the reader gains access to a kind of folk wisdom developed through experience, anecdote,
and what Locke calls “common sense.” The result is an amalgamation of good information and bad:
a fumbling in the dark towards the enlightenment of effective sex education. As a document for sexual
literacy today, In the Heat of Passion is a highly flawed document—and in this manner it is a residual
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text, a defunct technology for the spread of sexual health literacy. Not all the instructions found in In
the Heat of Passion are scientifically cogent. However, as an historical document, Locke’s work
illuminates an evolutionary moment in the fight against AIDS. His writing grants the researcher access
to specific thought processes during the height of the AIDS epidemic—an intellect in pursuit of the
limits of what is possible in terms of pleasure and survival.

For example, Locke encourages his reader by writing “We have several wonderful tools we are not
using to prevent AIDS, the most important of which is our own good common sense. The others are
the antibody test and prophylactics such as condoms and nonoxynol 9.” In this short passage, one
can see truth and fiction inadvertently mixed together. While condoms and HIV antibody testing
continue to this day to operate as essential components in safer sex, nonoxynol 9 has been shown to
have deleterious effects in the prevention of HIV infection.84 But this is a fact that has only emerged
through scientific testing and, ultimately, time. During the early stages of the epidemic, the benefits of
nonoxynol 9 were only based upon gossip and supposition, much like Blaine Elswood’s interest in
DNCB. And so, within these sentences one finds good information standing alongside bad
information. The useful with the useless. Where condoms would continue to serve in the fight against
HIV/AIDS, the use of nonoxynol 9 would prove to be utterly useless.

This is not the only example of a defunct technology for safer sex located in In the Heat of Passion. At
the time of the text’s composition, little was known about the ways in which HIV was spread. As
Locke writes, “specific to AIDS, we don’t know the vehicle, mucous in this instance, that is carrying
the virus.”85 Consequently, fluids and mucous such as saliva, sweat, urine, ear wax, and tears were
suspect. Therefore, Locke takes great pains to inform his reader of the proper way to clean one’s body
before sex. And, for Locke, hygiene functions as an essential tactic in preventing sexual disease.
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Fig. 4.7: Men Wearing Condoms
In the Heat of Passion (1986)

“Every sex act,” Locke warns, “to reduce risk, should begin with proper hygiene.”86 He advises his

reader to thoroughly scrub the entire body, beginning with the head and limbs, and proceeding to the
crotch, anus, and penis. He believes that thorough cleaning of the body will eliminate some risk for
HIV infection. However, while good hygiene certainly doesn’t hurt in terms of overall health, it is

generally well documented that hygiene does little to alter the spread of STIs, especially HIV. Much
like the use of nonoxynol 9, the attention given to hygiene in the fight against HIV/AIDS is another
defunct technology, rendered useless by advancement in science and medicine.

_________
By taking artifacts from two separate periods—post-war/pre-Stonewall culture and the AIDS
epidemic—one can find two examples of the same genre: the queer advice book. Where the Gay Guides

sought to educate readers in the cultural and spatial dimensions of same-sex sexuality, In the Heat of
Passion sought to maintain the sexual liberation of post-Stonewall culture while protecting gay men
from the horrors of AIDS. Both texts present defunct literacies, terms and practices that no longer

signify as they were meant to signify—useless information, a residue of previous evolutionary
processes. However, the affective, aesthetic, and emotional resonances of these texts do remain—and
they offer access to a temporal alterity made in the wake of progress.
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Indeed, the figure at the center of In the Heat of Passion is not the same gay man that navigates the
sexual terrain of the present. This is not to argue that queer culture is post-AIDS. However, scientific
discovery and innovation, information literacy, and the development of protective resources such as
PREP and HIV-protease inhibitors have become common knowledge among certain literacy actors
within contemporary culture. To say that our sexual literacy today is the same as it was in 1986 would
be utterly ridiculous. Within a rather small amount of time, sexual literacy has evolved rapidly for
American gay men: and so, the reader of In the Heat of Passion in 1986 is not the same subject as the
one reading this manual today. Just like the Gay Guides of 1949, the subject this manual affords is merely
a ghost. And so, once again, the result is residue. Residue of a time gone by. A subject that undoes
contemporary subjectivity. Snail slime. Tracks and text and signs pointing to a direction off stage,
beyond the frame of our present temporality. Beyond the horizon. Outside.
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EPILOGUE
Imagine through the Silence
When the mind, therefore, passes from the idea or impression of
one object to the idea or belief of another, it is not determin’d by

reason, but by certain principles, which associate together the ideas
of these objects, and unite them in the imagination.
David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature1

It has been a challenge throughout this dissertation to not make certain assumptions about the subjects
under study. I have wanted, very much, to claim these words as my words. The question of narrative
and identification has long dominated the study of sexuality ever since Foucault inaugurated the
inquiry with The History of Sexuality, Vol. I. Central to that study—and the volumes of queer theory that
emerged within its wake—is the ambiguity between the present and the past, modernity and the
ancient world, and certain potential modes of freedom made available by the archive. Within debates
of queer temporality and historicism, certain scholars, such as Madhavi Menon, Jonathan Goldberg,
and Carla Freccero have argued “against what they view as a compulsory regime of historical alterity”
and in doing so they “elevate anachronism and similitude as the expressions of queer insurgency.”2
Such a temporality allows for a continuity between the sodomite and the homosexual, imbuing both
the sodomite and homosexual with self-fashioning powers existing outside of discourse. While such a
view of history is productive imaginatively and politically, it doesn’t quite give enough attention to the
realities of the past and the messiness of the archive. As much as I too have wanted to consider the
materials under investigation in this dissertation as my materials, my culture. They do not belong to me.
Even though the figures of this dissertation and I are both subjects of modernity, the shifting winds
of politics and culture within the last fifty years make for dramatic differences. I cannot claim these
figures with authority because of the problematical historical conditions within which they were
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created. For as Valerie Traub has astutely pointed out, “readings…are not the same thing as history.”3
Certainly, I cherish my readings of these texts, and they may provoke within my personal response a
sense of sympathy—but if I find myself within these words, let it be through an ethical sympathy, and
not a perverse form of narcissism.

The debates regarding queerness and its relation to time are indeed extensive, and within this short
epilogue I do not have space to give attention to them here; it would be redundant to rehearse those
various methods and approaches. However, I believe that to practice a hermeneutics of residue
requires of the researcher an acknowledgment of both teleology and identification—history and
fiction—by way of the imagination. I have tried, in my own ethical way, to listen closely to the archive.
This has not been a burden. I like it. I find it erotic—to place my ear against this mausoleum and hear
the ghosts moaning. The closet, the tomb, the swerves, the fabulation, the leaving-be, the letting go…
The complex non-identity that emerges, like a Frankenstein creature, from this closet—this
laboratory—is both strange and beautiful. A monster. I created this monster. I take responsibility for
it.
_________
In an approach to the study of rhetoric that eschews epistemic rhetoric and the primacy of
representation, Michael J. Faris suggests that we might “set aside representation, identity, subjectivity,
and identification and …think through what it might mean to focus instead on desire, sensation, and
affect.” 4 Likewise, Debra Hawhee has stated that “sensation needn’t become encased in language to
be known—the epistemic approach to rhetoric has run its course;” and, instead, she argues that “other
attachments matter for rhetoric—political, bodily, technological, and sensory and these intermix and
move recursively.” 5 In my perusal of these artifacts and objects, what happens when I set aside
representation and identity? What other modes of knowledge become possible? What methods for
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resistance are available? How might I, ethically, allow these voices to speak for themselves, instead of
assigning meaning and identity to them. Just…to let them be. The object. My feelings—they are my
feelings, and I must own them. The sounds of ghosts. My own strange yearnings. Just let them be,
without assigning meaning and significance to them…

The call to “set aside representation, identity, subjectivity, and identification,” seems analogous to
Foucault’s ultimate ethical project, one that Lynne Huffer has articulated as “a way out from under
those modes of subjectivation that keep us, and others, unfree.” 6 Through language, as an
epistemological tool, Foucault located a prison for the modern homosexual; and he pointed to the
sodomite as more free, more agentive. Where others may have read into identity discourse the tactile
texture by which desire and bodies take shape in the world, Foucault saw merely a mechanism of
biopower; resistance, then, is not a proliferation of discourse—indeed, it is the opposite. Resistance is
the reclamation of agency and authorship. The right to silence. A brilliant, wondrous absence. The
right to resist subjectivation. The right to leave, abandon the premise, to walk away from the
interrogations of science.

Huffer claims that Foucault “is a philosopher who, in his work on the archives, engages an erotic
practice of thinking and feeling.”7 This practice is “a difficult ars erotica” emerging and flourishing “not
in sex clubs but in the archives.”8 Standing in opposition to a science of sex, a science of discourse
and identity, Foucault’s erotic thinking and feeling within the archive allow the subject of history
freedom from the coagulants of biopower and the subjugating forces that attend such an
imprisonment within discourse. As such, the archive is where the researcher is nourished by models
of agency—the slippery figures that fail to coalesce into an identity category. Lost in history. Badly
behaved fugitives. They could not be consolidated and ushered into the new regimes of the normal,
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of politics, of palatable popular culture. The bathroom, the darkened streets of the roaming flañeur,
the parks, the piers, the bars: these are the archives that make space for a radical agency, a radical
authorship.

This Foucauldian approach to rhetoric studies stands in opposition, to a certain degree, to Jonathan
Alexander’s call for more sexual literacy, that we “become more critically cognizant of what we are.”9
While Alexander deploys Foucault’s philosophy of discourse and identity, he still remains undeterred
by Foucault’s ethical warnings. He insists that only through proliferating identity through discourse—
a capitulation to power, in Foucault’s model—can we work toward some utopian vision of plurality.
And in this argument, Meredith Kruse cites a fundamental misreading of Foucault by Alexander; in
analyzing Alexander’s argument, Kruse articulates the specious aspects of Alexander’s pedagogical
approach, and why she “became skeptical about Alexander’s ability to upend [the field of composition
studies] via queer theory.”10

In order to make this point, Kruse first highlights the ways in which Foucault’s model of sexuality
illuminates a profound foreclosure on agency and authorship within the production of the modern
“homosexual” via discourse. According to Kruse, Foucault’s tracing of modern discourse reflects less
a preoccupation with identities and acts than a “shift in ethical universes that includes a rupture in the
conception of subjectivity itself.”11 This “conception of subjectivity” hinges on the role of agency and
authorship. Where the sodomite was once the author of specific acts, “the modern homosexual can
no longer author ethical resistance as did the ancient sodomite.”12 And so Foucault’s philosophical
project is one that ultimately advocates for a reclamation of agency and authorship, wherein the subject
is no longer subservient to “a devastating shift whereby the modern subject-with-an-inner-psyche
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becomes a medical object whose agency for resistance is reduced.”13 In fact, in Alexander’s call for
more sexual literacy, Kruse locates merely a more insidious form of bio-power:

…Alexander fails to grasp a key goal of Foucault’s life’s work, which is not merely to
increase critical knowledge about ‘what we are’ but rather to undo the modern subject
of Reason that has emerged, historically, at the expense of innumerable figures of
unreason such as the leper, the fool, the pervert, the sodomite, and the queer. 14

In ignoring this fundamental tenant of Foucault’s philosophical project, Alexander merely participates
in the forces of subjugation that have, historically, been deployed to the detriment of queer subjects.

As Cheryl Glenn has pointed out, the rhetorical power of silence—the refusal to speak—might be a
productive resource for queer resistance. In her investigation of feminist rhetoric, she “came to
believe that silence may well be the most undervalued and under-understood traditionally feminine site
and concomitant rhetorical art.”15 The same might be said of queer rhetors as well. The ability to speak
without speaking, to make rhetorical presence matter without voice or text, is a “specific rhetorical
art.” 16 The same extends to queer figures, especially as they encounter the nefarious forces of
biopower. While under the microscope of medical, juridical, and ecclesiastical epistemes, perhaps the
most effective way to create space and maintain freedom is to deploy silence as a rhetorical tool against
the interrogations of heteronormativity.

Moreover, one wonders at the inability of sexual identity to account for the desires (both bodily and
aesthetically) of queer subjects. As Michael J. Farris points out:
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If we understand identity as a primarily discursive understanding and representation
of the self, and corporeality as always excessive or rupturing of the symbolic order,
then sex and desire (and indeed bodily pleasure and pain) exceed, disrupt, and
rupture—or undermine—our senses of the self as coherent and discrete identities.17

Similar to bodies, residual archival materials have a tendency to disrupt, rupture, and undermine ideas
about identity and politics. Through attention to form over politics, itinerancy over community, and
methods of concealment and secrecy, the queer subject is not reducible to a sexual category. Such a
distinction between aesthetic culture and sexual practice is what motivates David M. Halperin to argue
that “sexual desire is only one aspect of gay male desire. Sex is not the sum of queer pleasure.”18 Sexual
identity is not capacious enough to hold “the sum of queer pleasure.” In the end, the category of
sexuality will be ruptured by other pleasures—certain naughty aesthetics—and find itself incapable of
holding space for queer identity. Indeed, when one examines queer identity’s imbrications with a
plurality of desires and pleasures standing outside of sex, one begins to realize how complex this
relationship is; and, ultimately, I would describe it as a dissatisfying basis for politics. As Halperin
concludes, “desire into identity will not go,” because an identity formulated on the basis of sex cannot
possibly “answer to all the demands of gay desire.”19 Ultimately, a study of queer culture (and its
attending desires) is not coterminous with a study of a sexual minority identity. It is broader, wilder,
messier. It is rambunctious.

Like Foucault before me, I am locating within a hermeneutics of residue a panacea for the frustrating
impositions of discourse and identity. And, in advocating for this kind of resistance, I believe a
potentially erotic engagement with the archive surfaces, where, through a hermeneutics of residue—
the ars erotica of the archive—one may potentially read queerness and its attending practices into an
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unending supply of archival material. While this claim may sound as if I’m aligning myself with the
un-historicist projects of queer temporality, the truth is not quite so simple. I believe that fabulation
and imaginative work is necessary within the queer archive because the epistemological limits imposed
by queer evidence afford us nothing more concrete. I am not trying to reject a regime of teleology or
history. I am instead, trying to cull from this residue a narrative that does justice to lives of the dead.
Through this reading practice, the binaries of identify are loosened, if not dissolved—especially in
regard to a paranoid “are they or aren’t they” question that arises regarding archival materials and
sexual identity. Certainly, in the materials that I have explored, anonymity plays a large role in
unmooring this binary—the suspicious hermeneutical practice whereby one seeks to “prove”
queerness has absolutely no traction within the anonymous writing artifact. The vacancy left behind
by the writing body makes such inquiry impossible. But, indeed, as Jean Bessette has suggested, the
binary of sexual identity is almost a moot point within the pursuit of queer historiography:

In search of critical glimpses of queerness and normativity, queer historiographers
have turned the concept of evidence on its head. They have had to, for as Muñoz
(1996) explains, leaving evidence bare has been historically perilous for queer subjects
who could not afford the vulnerability of solid proof. Instead, Muñoz (1996)
maintains, ‘queerness has…existed as innuendo, gossip, fleeting moments and
performances that are meant to be interacted with by those within its epistemological
sphere—while evaporating at the touch of those who would eliminate queer
possibility.’”20

In the wake of this point, what archival object, then, is not latent with erotic potential? If proving
identity is not possible or ethical, then queer potential seems to wash over all materials, and those
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frustrating redactions. What was once my vexation, a pebble in my shoe, has suddenly been
transformed into a source for potential renewal and freedom. What gets said in the silence? What is
articulated without speech? What is possible within in redaction? What does speechlessness produce?
__________
Like David Hume before me, I am considering the problem of induction. How do I take the evidence
in the archive, and induce from it the conclusion that the subject in question possesses a particular
identity? By what reason am I able to conclude that a certain act, desire, word, or practice will produce
sexuality? There is no rational justification. It is not by reason, but by the imagination. And so, once
again, the notion of critical fabulation proffered by Saidiya Hartman becomes the most ethical choice
available to the historian. It is a habit, a course of instinct—to make certain conclusions about
sexuality. A man who has sex with men is a homosexual. But this conclusion is not based upon any kind of
rational explication. It is my imagination, which suggests that somehow the past will be like the present,
the past will be like the future. And, more complexly, the problem with residual archive materials is
that they are very unlikely to undergo any kind of refutation, due to the obvious self-imposed
redactions of the original authors. Without refutation, there is no science; or as Karl Popper so
famously stated, “Those among us who are unwilling to expose their ideas to the hazard of refutation
do not take part in the scientific game.”21 In other words, the archive is not coterminous with criteria
for establishing sexual identity. It neither helps nor hinders the subject, but instead it offers possibilities
for the imagination—it provides the stuff of utopian dreams.

And maybe this is obvious, but maybe this was Foucault’s point all along—that sex is an unfit subject
for scientific inquiry, because it is not refutable. Scientia Sexualis, largely enacted within modernity
through methods of psychoanalysis, is not a refutable science. A subject may state that they are
attracted to the same sex, enjoy sex with that gender; they may state that they have had several sexual
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experiences with that gender. But to use this information as evidence in support of a specific
conclusion about sexuality relies on a process of induction. There is no sure way to refute it, and thus
it does not quite meet the criteria for scientific study.

The archive offers the researcher an ars erotica, and not a science of sex. Similarly, a hermeneutics of
residue offers a bittersweetly erotic process, by which the potential for queerness is dangled before
the researcher, only to be pulled away. Like most deconstructive processes, there is an aspect of grief
or mourning that one must undergo: there is no security, no certainty, no logos. But, in the absence of
these comforts there is instead an invitation to an endlessly deferred, erotic opportunity to read over
and over again, and to never arrive at an answer. Following the trail of slime. Longing for Outside.
Where the snails are.
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